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A student translating in the new translation and interpretation lab.
Building ‘B’ gets 
new translating lab
SGA Child Care Scholarship 
delayed fo r over three months
by Greg MacSweeney
T h e  Spanish and F ren ch  
T ranslation  and Interpretation 
program s received a new trans­
lation lab this month from the  
U niversity  Building Fund.
T h e  translating equ ipm ent 
was given to the program by 
th e  M id -A tlan tic  T ra in in g  
C om pany, said the head o f the  
Spanish Translation and In te r­
p reta tion  Program Dr. Joanne 
E nglebert.
E n g le b c rt researched th e  
purchasing of the equ ipm ent
before the purchase was made 
by visiting translation and in­
terpretation labs at the  Univer­
sity of Delaware and K entState 
University in Ohio.
“T he fidelity is wonderful,” 
Englebert said. “T h e  students 
really enjoy it.”
T he  lab has the ability to 
translate three languages at a 
time but has the  ability to add 
m ore languages if  n eeded , 
Englebert said.
continued on page 4
by Dorteline Nor/nil
F or four months, parents of 
some children attending the 
child care center at M SU have 
been waiting for scholarship 
m oney promised by the SGA.
Last year, in an appearance 
before the SGA, the day care 
cen ter requested legislation for 
a ch ild  care scholarsh ip  o f 
$10,000 from the SGA. Jam es 
“A ppe tite” Cotter, then  SGA 
president, agreed to the legis­
lation, giving the child care cen ­
ter $5,600 in grants.
Parents eligible for the schol­
arship received $25 to $40 per 
w eek to pay for their ch ild ’s 
attendance.
Janey  DeLuca, director of 
the child care center, said that 
some of the parents are also 
MSU studentsw hodesperately  
need the  money to help pay for 
their ch ild ’s attendance at the 
day care center. She poin ted  
out that many of the parents are 
on a tigh t budget and can not 
afford to pay the full am ount 
that the daycare centercharges,
which ranges from $50 to $150 
a week.
“Some parents are going to 
cut down on the num ber o f 
hours that their child is sp en d ­
ing here,” D eL uca said. “T h e  
m oney pays the  ind iv idual 
parent’s fees. Last year th e  
money was paid but this year 
the SGA never answered.
“I have left messages for Sal, 
but April is the  one who always 
answers. She said that they (the  
SGA) m ay need  somebody to 
sponsor the legislation for the  
scholarship. W e are having a 
child care advisory m eeting on 
Dec. 12, 1994. We will tell the  
parents w hat is happening. If  
necessary we will bring all the 
children and the parents to an 
SGA m eeting, were we will dis­
rupt it if we have to.”
Olanda “Pinky” Seldon is 
one of the  parents concerned 
with this m atter. A former M SU 
undergraduate student, Seldon 
works as a graduate assistant for 
the dean’s office.
“As a single m other raising
two daughters, m aking $200 a 
w eek does not help at all,” 
Seldon said. “ I have a nice, fat 
bill from the  child care center 
but I’m still not able to pay 
them .”
Seldon said that in a conver­
sation with S teinm etz, she was 
told that she was not eligible 
for the scholarship because she 
is a graduate student.
“I don’t understand. I ’ve 
given so m uch to MSU and they 
tell me that I ’m not eligible as a 
grad s tuden t,” Seldon said. “If 
my child care was term inated, I 
would probably have to give up 
my position here at MSU and 
lose my chance for higher ed u ­
cation. I rea llydon ’tknow w hat 
I’m going to do.”
Seldon noted  that when she 
filed the application for the 
scholarship back in August of 
1993, there was not m ention of 
individuals’ eligibility.
“I applied for assistance from 
the Four C ’s program which
continued on page 4
News...
needs a new editor.
If you think you have the mettle it takes, come down and 
start asking questions right away at the MONTCLARION 
office, Student Center Annex, Room 113 or call x5230.
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Campus Police appeal 
to SGA for support on 
right to carry firearms
by Dianna Moore
C am pus police, once again, voiced 
their opinions on the right to bear arms 
at this past W ednesday’s S tudent Gov­
ernm ent Association m eeting, in hopes 
that a bill will be passed in their favor.
Sgt. Paul Cell, an acting m em ber of 
the cam pus police for nearly 15 years, 
stressed the im portance and the neces­
sity o f bearing arms. Cell said that out of 
580 towns state wide, M ontclair’s cam ­
pus has more crim e than 379 of those 
towns.
“In fact, guns may not cut the crim e 
down at all, but it could all be worth it if 
one life is saved,” Cell said. “W e’ve put 
our lives on the line a thousand tim es 
here. Tom orrow, if you vote against us, 
we’ll do it again because tha t’s ourded i- 
cation to the college, th a t’s our dedica­
tion to you guys... we feel a responsibil­
ity by wearing this badge to do it.”
T h e re  arc currently  13 officers pro­
tecting over 14,000 students on cam ­
pus. M oney for more officers is needed  
and Cell said “W e’re dealing with that.”
Other SGA News
Som e bills were passed during the
meeting. Kappa Alpha Psi and Sigma 
Gamma Rho were both granted Class 
Four charters. T h e  International S tu­
dent Organization received their Class 
Four charter as well.
Caribso, the Class T h ree  organiza­
tion prom oting Caribbean culture, will 
receive their request for $700 to finance 
speakers, refreshm ents, and decorations 
for their event. This even t will take 
place Dec. 9, at 7 p.m. in Kops Lounge.
T h e  selling of cigarettes on campus 
is an issue which stirred concern within 
many students. A bill was brought up 
expressingthe need foracigarette vend­
ing machine. Rather than having to go 
off campus for cigarettes, sm okers may 
approach a m achine inside of the SGA 
office. How ever, if there are any direct 
sales to minors, the SGA is subject to a 
$200-$500 fine. Any profits m ade by 
the sales will be used towards these 
fines, if any, and the rem ainder of the 
profits will go into the unappropriated 
fund.
T he French Club will receive their 
requested  $149 to finance their Le
continued on page 5
MAINSTAGE THEATRE SERIES
Departm ent o f  B roadcasting, Speech C om m unication,
D ance and Theatre
presents
William Gibson’s
Acclaimed drama
THE MIRACLE WORKER
December 1-3 & 8-10 at 8pm  
December 4 & 9 at 2pm  
STUDIO  TH EA TR E
Call (201) 655-5112  for reservations
Richardson Hall fire 
damages chemistry lab
B Y  John DeWitt
T h e  Analytical Lab o f Richardson 
Hall caught on fire on Sunday, Dec. 4 at 
2:30 p.m. T h e  third floor lab had little 
dam age from the fire, bu t w ater damage 
spread throughout the building.
T h e  room, which is part o f  the C hem ­
istry Lab, was used earlier in the day by 
a G ifted and Talented class that ended 
about 1:15 p.m.
Dr. M ark W hitener, a professor from 
the departm ent, said that he saw heavy 
smoke and immediately set off the fire 
alarm. T h e  building was fully evacu­
ated and the campus police were noti­
fied.
W hen campus police could not put 
out the fire with extinguishers, they 
called in the Little Falls F ire Depart- 
m entat3 :01  p.m. Five engines, a ladder 
truck, a rescue vehicle and an am bu­
lance arrived on the scene approximately 
seven m inutes later.
E ven after the Little Falls Fire D e­
partm ent had put out the fire with ex­
tinguishers, heavy sm oke still filled the 
third floor halls. Firefighters then broke 
a w indow to ventilate the  floor.
It was later learned that the fire be­
gan in a plastic waste paper basket. T he 
fire was contained by a w ater main break 
near the basket.
A major concern of the  firefighters 
was that chemicals may have been ex­
posed to the flames. H ead o f the Little 
Falls Fire Departm ent, C h ie f Pomponio 
said, “It d id n ’t appear th a t chemicals 
were effected  by the fire.”
N o one was hurt from the  fire. Fire 
damage to the lab included the  sink that 
was connected to the w ater main itself 
and nine wooden panels tha t m ade up 
one work area. Soot was spread through­
out the  lab and above the station where 
the fire had taken place.
T h e re  was water dam age to all three 
floors o f Richardson Hall. Several pro­
fessors’ offices were filled w ith one-half 
inch of water. T he dam age to rooms 
ranged  from burnt papers to  a burnt out 
surge suppressor. T h e  ceiling  of the 
front lobby of Richardson Hall was com­
p le te ly  damaged by the w ater main leak. 
An estim ate  of the cost o f the damage 
was not available.
W ooden matches w ere found in an­
o th er waste basket in the  lab. Chief 
Pom ponio  said, “F in d in g  m atches in 
an o th er can leads me to believe  that was 
th e  cause of the fire.” H ow ever, the 
official cause of the fire is still undeter­
m ined .
C a m p u s  Fire M arsh a ll D om inic 
D iS im one said, “D ue to preliminary 
observations, the fire was shown to be 
acciden ta l.”
C lasses resume in the  lab on T u es­
day. All of the damage to Richardson 
H all is expected  to be fixed by the end 
o f the  w eek.
Student claims Campus 
Police harassment
by M ark Montuore
Stacy J. Rice, an M SU thea ter stu­
dent, was questioned by cam pus police 
who suspected Rice of driv ing a stolen 
vehicle. O n Thursday, N ov. 10 Rice 
and four of her fellow stu d en ts  were 
forced to abandon Rice’s p a ren ts’ 1979 
gold Cadillac.
Rice and her friends left th ea te r prac­
tice around 9:20 p.m. and proceeded  to 
lot 14 w here her car was parked. W hen 
she started  the vehicle, the lights failed 
to work. Rice, believing there  was an 
electrical problem with the car, pro­
ceeded to drive her friends to their ve­
hicles w ith her hazards on. As Rice ap­
proached the pit, she noticed a campus 
police car behind her. T w o  m ore cam­
pus police cars and two undercover cars 
arrived on the scene before  Rice was 
pu lled  over.
Sgts. Harry M cK enzie and Debra 
N ew com be of campus police checked 
the  license and registration of the ve­
hicle. T h e  officers stud ied  the informa­
tion and began question ing  Rice about 
the  ow nership of the vehicle.
Rice tried to explain to the officers 
th a t it was her parents vehicle and she 
was borrow ing it while th ey  were away 
in L ondon .
T h e  officers told Rice tha t the regis­
tra tion  of the vehicle d id  riot match 
because  o f an extra 79 on the  registra-
continued on p ag e  5
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D avid Glovin, reporter fo r The Record of Bergen County speaks to journalism students.
Reporter David Glovin 
speaks of ups and
downs of journalism
by D avid  Ortiz
A reporter for 'Flic Record newspa­
per of Bergen County spoke on cover­
ing crim e, corruption and the  courts at a 
lecture given Monday in the  Student
reporting isn’t foreveryone, but, “Ifyou 
like new spapers, reporting, and the 
news, you can’t beat it.”
As for tips for fu ture  journalists, 
G lo v in  sug-
TRANSLATION from  p. 2
O n the opening day of the lab, Span­
ish Professor V alentine Soto read a 
speech that he read at the  United N a­
tions. T h e  speech was translated to 
English and French by two MSU stu ­
dents.
T h e  translation was read into micro­
phones and studen ts w ith headsets 
would be able to hear the speech in 
e ithe r English, Spanish or French.
Head of the French Translation and 
Interpretation Program Dr. Robert M. 
Glick was pleased with the new lab and 
said, “We are planning to start with 
sim ultaneous interpreting and then will 
move on to other areas.”
Since the lab has no direct funding, 
Glick hopes that the program will not 
fall apart in a few years.
G lick said, “I’m hoping in two years 
this will not go down the drain. We 
have no money to support this. We are 
trying to move towards global educa­
tion. How can the school expect us to 
do that without languages?”
Glick is a U.S. State D epartm ent 
translator and has been since 1963. He 
started the French Translation and In ­
terpretation Program at MSU in 1971.
T h e  program hopes to get com puters 
and software that will provide m ulti­
cultural term inology m anagem ent and 
com puter aided translation, Englebert 
said.
CHILD CARE from  p. 2
gives assistance to parents who need 
child care assistance and Essex Care for 
Kids. I ’m not trying to speak negatively 
of the  SGA because I know they are 
trying to do what they  have to do but we 
can’t wait anym ore.”
Sal A nderton, SGA president, re­
sponded by saying that “A legislator has 
to sponsor a bill to appropriate money 
for the scholarship. We are not going to 
have the m oney for this sem ester. T he  
subsidies are only for a year. T h e  SGA 
m ade a com m itm ent and we are going to 
carry it out. I ’m sure people have bills to 
pay but we only have a limited am ount 
o f subsidies.”
Pro-football 
picks p. 37
C enter.
David Glovin, who has been  working 
for T h e  Record for two and a half years, 
adm its that there are pros and cons to 
being a reporter and that reporting, “isn’t 
for everyone.”
Som e of the positive aspects of re­
porting, according to G lovin, are “the 
idea o f m astering a topic” and “contrib­
u ting  to public debate.”
“T h e re  are some frustrations to be­
ing a reporter,” noted G lovin. Some of 
these  frustratingsituations include cov­
ering a story to death and covering a 
story that you feel is b en ea th  you. A 
reporter may find the beat th a t they are 
w orking on boring and there  is also the 
b e lie f  that a reporter is only as good as 
his or her last story.
G lovin received a M asters degree in 
journalism  from New York University 
(NYU) and received a law degree from 
Boston University.
O nce again^ Glovin adm itted  that
gestsw ritingas 
m uch as pos­
s ib le . G lovin 
also su g g ests  
tak in g  an in ­
te r n s h ip  or 
w riting for the 
college new s­
paper.
“A ny  in ­
te rn s h ip  you 
can g e t
anyw here...get 
th e  e x p e r i ­
ence. You can’t 
b e a t  e x p e r i ­
ence .”
Being a re­
porter, th e  pay 
is “ n o t th a t 
good, bu t ifyou 
like it (report­
ing), it’s fun,” 
said Glovin.
Graduates & Graduate Students
You've worked hard 
to get where you are 
Now what?
Join the electronic job search revolution by placing your resume on 
The Talent Network electronic resume database.
Why are hundreds of America's corporations turning to resume 
databases? Because the workforce is rapidly changing, and so are 
hiring techniques. Because they’re tired of receiving literally thou­
sands of resumes on paper... resumes that have to be sorted, filed 
and read manually. And many of those resumes often end up being 
thrown away. Ifs just not an effective way for companies to identify 
potential qualified candidates like YOU.
So we introduce a better way: The Talent Network.
For the edge in your job search at only ‘ .28/day (*104.00/year).
Call 1-800-798-2536 
or fax resumes to 1-800-553-2363
Talent Network*ne.
VISA, « u s m o u u  A AAUX Accepted
M o vin g  Ihm  W o rk  to r to  In to  J h o  2 1  t i  C o n tvry
In every relationship... There’s a tim e to talk... A n d a  time when words... just get in the way.
I'M  LOOKING FOR A
SONG.
QUR SONG...
IF  YOU MUST KNOW.
michael
KEATON
geena
DAVIS
SPEECHLESS
A new romantic comedy from MGM.
Opens December 16
at theatres everywhere.
METROCOLDWYN-MAYER kjms» F O R C E « ac tio s  a RON UNDERWOOD nui 
MKHAELKL\TOS GENADAV1S ’SPEECHLESS'
BOSNIE BEDEllA ERNIE HUDSON CHAMES IIARHS SMITH GAILARD SARJAIS imi CHRISTOPHER REEVE 
V  MARC SHAMAN « S I  MARS RANE « i l  HARRA COLOMBY “  ► ROBERT RING 
“ î REN N M SM IN m GEESADAVIS “ ÏRONUSDERÏOOD
s s ?  m  s s
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World War II sodder and nurse couple speak of 
patriotism and their personal war experience
by Candice A bra bins
It was 1943 and the country was at 
war. Everyone w anted to do their 
part as they were called upon by the 
governm ent to help.
Lives and freedom  were at stake 
so one volunteered as a serviceman 
for the naval construction battalion 
and the other joined the United States 
C adet Nurse Corps.
Even though there would be ex ­
posure to diseases like hepatitis B 
and malaria, with a salary of twenty- 
one dollars a m onth and a tight, d e ­
m anding schedule that required ad­
justm ent, neither have any regrets.
Frederickand Marjorie Patak, who 
have been married for 47 years, were 
only 18 when the war began but they 
were ready to pu t their young lives on 
the line for the sake of the country 
and the world.
Frederick Patak w ent to boot camp 
with the M arines in C am p Perry, Vir­
ginia, while M arjorie was applying 
for the N urse’s Corps.
Late in 1943, Frederick  left on the 
U.S.S. Alchoa Patrio t liberty ship 
headed for G uatenam o Bay, Cuba 
through dangerous waters where G er­
man ships lurked. M en were needed 
for the construction battalion (CB) to 
invade islands and secure American 
facilities so US forces could advance 
toward Japan.
Frederick joined the US naval con­
struction battalion third squad of the 
se v en th  f le e t w h ich  took  th em  
through the Panam a Canal and along 
the coast of South America. He re-
Frederick Patak speaking about WWII.
cei ved certificates for crossing the e q u a ­
tor and the international dateline. In 86 
days, the ship crossed the Pacific O cean 
and reached its first destination, N ew  
Guinea.
However, life was no picnic for 
Marjorie, even though she was in the 
United States. After passing both the  
physical and w ritten exams, she was 
accepted into the  N urse Corps. She 
moved into a “conven t” where she fol­
lowed a strict schedule  which included 
rising early for classes and working in 
the hospital when her classes were over. 
She quickly m astered her studies w hile 
trainingand servingon ward duty w here 
she worked alm ost six days a week te n d ­
ing to 60 patients at Bellevue Hospital 
in New York. T h e  Corps, formed to 
rem edy the shortage of nurses who could 
help the sick and injured that returned, 
graduated 125,000 nurses during its five-
year existence from 1943-48. Although 
it was like being in school, because she 
couldn’t marry while training which 
lasted 11 m onths, Marjorie kept her 
head up for the  good of the wounded 
and the nation.
In New G uinea, Frederick Patak was 
e s ta b lish in g  a b a se  for G e n e ra l 
M acArthur’s forces including camps, 
barracks, and w arehouses for food, 
clothes, guns and am m unition. T h en , 
the CB’s formed a convoy headed for 
the Philippines toestablish anotherbase. 
On April 24, 1945, he celebrated his 
20th birthday while entering Manila 
where they successfully held off the  
Japanese. T h ey  built a naval base at 
Subic Bay in the  Philippines which 
served as the prim e US naval base in the  
South Pacific for 50 years until it was 
recently given to the  Philippine gov­
ernm ent.
“Do your best and make good ju d g ­
m ents,” Marjorie was told as she was 
sometimes called out to an unknown 
ward to work from  m idnight to 8 a.m. 
She still a ttended her daytime classes 
and tried to avoid the  dreaded sixteen 
hour double shift. W henever any of the 
nurses became tired  or depressed, they  
were always rem inded  o f the men over­
seas who were risking their lives and 
sometimes dying in the war. T he m en 
who returned were som etim es paralyzed 
from the waist dow n and some of them  
never recovered from their afflictions. 
However, she found happiness and com­
fort in the m aternity  ward, even though 
there were some m en who never came 
home to these new -born children. Still,
there  were happy end ings in every 
hospital that helped  w ith the morale 
o f the nurses.
T h e  atomic bom b was dropped on 
Hiroshima on A ugust 6, 1945 and 
three days later w e d ropped  another 
bom b which e n d e d  th e  war with 
Japan’s surrender. F rederick  Patak’s 
tour ended in F eb ruary  1946 and 
M arjorie rejoined him . As a result of 
President Roosevelt’s Service Read­
ju stm en t Act and th e  G.I. Bill of 
Rights, he received his engineering 
d eg ree  from F a irle ig h  Dickinson 
University.
T h e  Pataks recognize the evil and 
the  good from war. T h e re  is destruc­
tion o f human life and land accompa­
nied with sad m em ories of dark hours. 
Young doctors w ere called upon to 
perform  surgery w hen  their only an­
esthesia was e ither a sho t of whiskey 
or a good punch.
However, this freedom  to experi­
m en t allowed for th e  developm ent of 
today’s innovative technology such 
as plastic and reconstructive surgery. 
Mr. Patak meets w ith the  other men 
in his fleet as one exam ple of the 
bond between m en th a t serve their 
country.
“T h e  patriotism o f this country 
during World War II was the greatest 
ever seen,” said M r. Patak. T hey  
hated  Japan during th e  war and felt 
joy w hen they were defea ted . Yet the 
strongest, deepest em otion  in the 
Pataks is pride - p ride in serving their 
country and pride in their part of 
history.
HARASSMENT from  p. 3
tion num ber and a “B” for the color 
code. T h e  officers inform ed Rice that 
she would have to park the vehicle and 
if she tried to approach the car she would 
be arrested. T h e  officers said Rice had 
24 hours to produce the title to the 
vehicle or the vehicle would be im ­
pounded.
T h e  following day, Rice returned to 
campus police with p roper proof of own­
ership. Rice had also contacted the Motor 
Vehicle D epartm ent and learned that 
the extra 79 on the registration num ber 
stood for the year the car was made, 
1979. She also learned that the “B,” 
which normally represents brown on 
the registration, also stands for gold, 
which can not be represen ted  on the 
registration.
C am pus police had no com m ent 
about the incident.
Rice was infuriated w ith this treat­
m ent and believed she was being ha­
rassed because of the way she dressed. 
Rice, who was wearing a black hat and a 
Llack leather jacket, felt that if she was
wearing a trench coat or something for­
mal, she would have been helped in ­
stead of being harassed. T he officers 
not only m isinterpreted the registra­
tion, but according to Rice, had m isin­
terpreted her because of her appear­
ance.
GUNS/SGA from  p. 2
CercleFrancaisdinnerparty. T h iseven t 
will take place Dec. 15 .
A bill expressing the need to fund 
lock and key replacem ents for the M ont- 
clarion office and others was also passed.
A bill has been  passed concerning 
the loading and unloading procedures 
outside Blanton and Freeman Halls. 
T h e  need for designated loading/un- 
loading areas was expressed within the 
bill.
During the m eeting, a recess was 
taken in order to hold a small tree light- 
ingeeremony. T h e  tree is located in the  
S tuden t Center quad and will be lit 
each night of this holiday season.
K w anzaa celebration p. 7
Join the M O N TC LARIO N
GALL 655-5169
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Therefore, whoever humbles like this child lx the greatest in the
kingdom of heaven (Matt 1&4).
Have you ever found yourself trying to justify something that you did 
to someone else, and you knew it was wrong? You feel the churning and the 
discomfort in your heart, yet because of pride, you don't give in. and ask for 
forgiveness. Jesus teaches us, that greatness is not found in pride, but in 
humility. If you think about it. you need to be much stronger to be humble, 
than to be prideful.
Scripture tells us that we have done wrong to God, and as children, we 
need to come to Jesus, ask for forgiveness, and entrust our lives to Him. 
When we have a right relationship with God, he will give us the strength to 
have right relationships with people.
Hendor R.
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
I j B H n o n s g g  5
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STUDENT 
CONC ERNS
How do I keep in touch with
my friends over Winter break?
Finals are over and it is finally tim e 
to go home. O f course you are happy 
that there will be no more daily grind 
of classes and homework for at least a 
month, but you are concerned about 
how you will stay in touch with your 
friends.
There are many different ways to 
accomplish this. First, depending on 
how close you live to your friend, you 
can take two tin cans, tie a sting be­
tween them  and you have a really 
cheap way of m aking a long distance 
call. If the clarity of the call in not 
exactly what you desire, then don ’t 
fret, there are other avenues to try.
Post cards are very effective, espe­
cially if you or your friend are going 
away to a nice vacation spot (basically 
anywhere outside the state of N ew  
Jersey). A few lines of text to let the 
person know that you care and a stam p 
are all that is required for this form of 
communication.
For those of you who prefer more 
direct communication, let’s say face 
to face for exam ple, you can always 
set up a place to m eet. For exam ple 
how about a date at the mall to return 
all of those unw anted gifts? T he mov­
ies are also a good place to go espe­
cially now, w ith all of the new movies 
just being released. Hey, it beats go­
ing by yourself.
For those who are technically ad­
vanced, comm unicatingon the infor­
mation highway is an excellent op­
tion. Just give your friend your elec- 
tronic mail address or some other way 
to contact you and you’re all set.
Phone calls though, are probably 
the best technique. A friendly call 
just to let your friend know that you 
do think of them  outside of school is 
always a pleasant gesture, especially 
around the holidays.
Whatever you do, remember not 
to worry. You will only be apart from 
your friend for a couple of weeks, and 
>1 someone is hurt because you did 
not try to contact them over that 
-stretch, than that is their problem, 
which is a topic for another studen t 
concern.
Oh well, good luck and try not to 
forget to keep in touch!
CLUB, Class I’s close 
another great week
by Michael Roessner
This past week at Montclair was highlighted by the trips that CLUB ran. T h e  first 
trip CLUB did was to Radio City Music Hall to see the Christmas Spectacular show 
on Dec. 1. T h e  trip included 30 M SU students to see the show. The show was an 
extreme success in terms of entertainm ent value. T h e  next trip took 35 M SU 
students up to the beautiful state o f New York to bask in the beauty of nature.
Last w eek also featured anintriguingpiece of programming by Players. Last w eek 
Players held a Sign Language Sem inar on Nov. 30.
The agenda for next week includes many spectacular events highlighted by 
OSAU’s Kwanzaa programming. Players is also having their third Cabaret night of 
the semester, it promises to be an extrem e success like the other two were. SGA will 
be holding a party in the Rat with representation from the Class Ones. The final night 
of the sem ester will feature Latinisimo dancing in J 126.
One o f the most interesting activities of last week was the CLUB sponsored trip 
to Radio City Music Hall, to see the Christmas Spectacular Show. Thirty M SU 
students em barked on the trip in the campus recreation vans. T he show lived up to 
its hype and was definitely spectacular. T he  show was highlighted by special effects 
in the Christmas Carol scene where the ghost of Christm as past was seen flying 
around the auditorium.
As the sem ester winds down all the Class One’s have an eye on programming for 
next semester. If you would like to help out or run events, become a m em ber of a 
Class One organization and do w hat you want and run an event.
OS A U celebrates heritage
By Tim James
We are a class one organization of the SGA here to educate and inform all of the 
students, faculty and staff about the significance and importance of African C ulture 
and its surviving heritage. Our organization consists of nine committees: African 
Studies; which plans lectures and co-sponsorships, coordinates African American 
Heritage M onth, African Awareness W eek Workshops and other cultural events; 
Cultural Affairs, which coordinates African American Heritage Month, Harvest Ball 
and Kwanzaa; Kitabu, our African American library, which is open to everyone; 
Publicity which publicizes all OSAU events; Strive, our newsletter, which allows us 
to express ourselves freely; Choir, which expresses our heritage through cultural and 
spiritual inspirations; African Heritage Month which plans the events for that m onth 
on-campus; Drama, which performs plays and skits that tell of the African American 
struggle; and the African Dance T  roupe which performs the dances of our American 
ancestors.
As a class one organization of the SGA it is our responsibility to put on several 
programs a semester. This sem ester is almost over and most of our events have 
passed, yet there is still one more left: Kwanzaa, an African- American holiday m ade 
of seven principles which celebrates African family, com m unity and culture and 
serves as a way of reinforcing the bonds between African people. This is a w eek long 
event, which started on December 5. T h e  remainingevents are as follows: D ecem ber 
8 (Ujamma: cooperative economics) features African Story telling by Sister G riot at 
12 p.m. in the S.C. Ballrooms. D ecem ber 12 (Kuumba: Creativity) is highlighted by 
“Poetry readings” at 8 p.m. in the Blanton Atrium. D ecem ber 13 (Imani: Faith)
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by Brian Falzarano
Tim e passes by and he is still pondering.
What to do? Where? When? Why?
How is he going to do it?
Work piling up at a frantic pace;
He pulls at his hair and a clump comes out.
Things should never be this hard, he thinks.
Getting older makes the past a black cloud of what was., 
If he had his way he would take a vacation.
Ambiguous
T h e  alarm clock tick-tocks 
As time seem s to em pty my wallet 
T h e  doorbell ding-dongs 
Fate has come to call for me 
T here ’s the honking of horns 
A symbol that better things lie ahead
-----^
Windy Day
by J.S . Hamer ~ "
Longi-latitude:
Pressure system moving 
northeast, southwest.
M en never do predict the weather.
I sit beside a 
pane-glass painting, 
a barn washed 
under a sea of snow.
Apologies, drawn on m y neck; 
Forgiveness, white and embracing. 
T h e  draft, however, 
chills my feet.
Ô
Confession Of 
My Love
By G-A Oraine Lawson
You are as golden 
as a lily in the dew, 
as sweet as an apple 
as fine as a melon in 
the cornfield 
Lovely as a ship 
on the sea
Your beauty is so 
that Venus would 
be at your knee.
And my love for you 
will ever be new.
You are one of a kind, 
A rose among weeds 
No amount of words 
Can express my love. 
No wealth can let me 
show you how I care.
All 1 can do 
is show you 
by always being there
To subm it your poetry, prose, andlor artw ork, contact 
M ontclarion office, Student Center Annex, Room  113.
And The 
Serpent 
Chokes On 
Its "fail
by A. Gronner
W hen we got 
here
I checked the 
place
out because I 
knew
you were busy 
thinking
about the color of our 
existence
and about how many 
tim es
the earth rotates 
w ithout
your noticing that you 
wasted 
a rotation by 
th inking
while I checked the 
place
out for you
A rielle or H eather in the
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CAMPUS CALENDAR
TONIGHT
ART FORUM LECTURE: 
3:00 p.m. Art critic and histo­
rian Linda Norden will present 
a lecture on artist Cy Twombly, 
Free, Calcia Auditorium, Call 
Pat Ley at 7295 for more de­
tails.
8:00 p.m. THEATER: “T h e  
Miracle Worker” by William 
Gibson, through December 3rd 
with matinees on December 4 
and 9, $9 standard, $7 faculty, 
staff, alumni and senior citizens, 
$4.50 for students with valid 
I.D.; Call the Box Office at 5112 
for details.
FRIDAY
MUSIC DAY
Sponsored by the School of Fine 
and Performing Arts, Learn more 
about the music degree program 
and participate in workshops 
with faculty, call Linda Davidson 
at 4218.
6:00 p.m. "Background Noise" 
with DJ Nik Allen on WMSC, 
101.5 FM.
8:00 p.m. THEATER: “The 
Miracle Worker”, see 
THURSDAY h r  details.
SATURDAY
2:00 p.m. M en’s Basketball: 
MSU vs. Upsala
8:00 p.m. THEATER: “The 
Miracle Worker”, see 
THURSDAY h r  details.
8:00 p.m. DANCE: Fourth 
Annual Dance Concert, 
Choreographed and performed 
by MSU alumni, Life Halle 
dance studio, call Lori 
Kattenhenry at 7080.
SUNDAY
11:00 a.m. Mass:
"B" Building, 
Faculty Lounge.
6:30 p.m. Mass: Newman 
Center.
MONDAY
9:00 p.m. Brian Jude and Jill 
Knapp host from the “Cellular 
Toaster” onfwMSC, 101.5 
M.
TUESDAY
6:00 p.m. DJ Kathy Dillon spins 
Northern N ew  Jersey’s Best 
New Music on WMSC, 101.5 
FM.
7:30 p.m. M en’s Basketball: 
MSU vs. USMM A, Panzer 
Gym.
8:00 p.m. T H E I E R :  “The  
Nutcracker” witifa reception 
following--meet characters from 
the show and have your picture 
taken with Santa! Memorial 
Auditorium, $25 standard and 
$15 for children and students.
WEDNESDAY
11:00 a.m. THEATER: 
“The Nutcracker”, see 
TUESDAY h r  details.
NEXT WEEK
ART FORUM LECTURE: 
3:00 p.m. “An Analysis of the 
Transcendental to the Political 
in Contemporary Black Art” 
by artist and curator Donald 
Odita, Calcia Auditorium, 
Free, call Pat Lay at 7295 for 
details.
8:00 p.m. Public Telescope 
Night, Richardson Hall, Call 
7266 for more details.
EAI: Bagel Sale Every 
Monday, 9 a.m. -12 p.m ., 
M cEachern Music Hall.
0 S B : Snapple Sale every 
M onday, 9 a.m. - 2 p.m., 
Partridge Hall.
AHA: Selling T-Shirts 
celebrating “Generation Q ”, 
w hite with either red, blue, 
green, or purple print: $10.
A O 0: Selling raffle tickets 
for any style Greek Jacket, 
$ 1.00
AQ: Sponsoring Company B’s on 
T uesday nights.
AKW & XA0: Sponsoring Casey’s on 
W ednesday Night
T Z 0: Clothes Drive for the needy, 
beginning Novem ber 1.
AXP: Selling custom made hats, 
$13.00
Amnesty International: Meeting 
Friday, 12 p.m. - 2 p.m., Student Center 
Room 408.
TKE: Sponsoring the Verona Inn on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
T0B: Selling Academic Advice in 
the Student C enter, 25 cents.
TOB: Mixer with themselves for the 
rest of the semester.
0KX & TKE: Sponsoring Bam 
Barn’s on W ednesday Nights.
0KX: Collecting toys for their 
annual Holiday T oy Drive.
--Greeks
— Clubs
— Events
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nutrition information you can use
"Eat, drink, and be Merry!!"
Well, it's that time of year again. The holiday season. The months filled with decking the halls, (cramming for finals), trimming the 
tree, (cramming for finals), lighting the menorah, (cramming for finals), fighting colds, and you guessed it! Cramming for finals.
It's no wonder that when every last final is done, and everone has left M.S.U. to go home for the holidays, that the only thing on their 
minds is FOOD!!!! Roast turkey & stuffing, baked ham, cranberry sauce, mashed potatoes & gravy, cookies, and pumpkin pie. These 
foods, along with many others, are traditional holiday favorites. They sure taste great, but they are just jam-packed with FAT (Yup! I 
mentioned the "F" word.) and extra calories.
I know, I know, you're probably thinking: Ugh! Here they go again! Another article on what I can't or shouldn't eat." Well, we 
don't want to take the fun out of your holiday meal, only make it a little healthier.
There are many ways to cut back on added fat and calories in your meal...ways so that you may not even taste the difference! After 
trying some of these little "tricks of the trade", you may want to try them in other family favorites as well.
"Healthful" Hint Number One:
Eat the foods you want! The holidays sure won't be the same if you tell yourself: "I can't eat this!", but instead of eating 
300 million cookies, eat more carbohydrates and vegetables like potatoes, com, beans, or carrots and celery. But, if you must eat 
some cookies, opt for the lighter varieties, like oatmeal or fruit-filled, rather than those fat-packed butter cookies, or that sugar 
saturated pecan pie.
"Healthful" Hint Number Two:
When cooking your turkey or chicken, the skin adds a lot of flavor, but before you eat your bird, chuck the skin! This part, 
although very flavorful, is packed with fat.
"Healthful" Hint Number Three:
If you usually stuff your turkey, consider making you stuffing separately. This helps to prevent food poisoning. (When 
you leave the nice, warm turkey on the table, with the stuffing still inside, for a couple hours the temperature inside is just perfect 
for bacterial growth!) Yuck!!!
"Healthful" Hint Number Four:
Try making a whipped topping with chilled skim milk and a very cold bowl and beater, instead of using whipping cream. 
(The only thing missing is the fat!)
"Healthful" Hint Number Five:
Want the taste of wine without the loss of control? Try either a sparkling grape or apple juice. Another great substitute is 
a sparkling, non-alcoholic fruit punch. These taste great, and you won't have to worry about a designated driver.
"Healthful" Hint Number Six:
Did you know that substituting two (2) egg whites for 1 whole egg in a recipe will give you the same results? Doing this 
helps to cut back on saturated fat and extra cholesterol (your body already produces enough).
So4 leave you now with these "healthful" hints to take home on your winter break. And as the famous words were spoken:
"Eat, drink, and be Merry!"
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HAVE YOU B O U G H T  Y O U R
RAIN FOREST TODAY?
The shopping decisions you make every 
time you're in the supermarket, mall, or 
fashion boutique have an impact on our 
environment. The world In which we live 
stands to lose if we all don't 
change our habits. But the 
Sale hasn't been made yet, 
there Is a Return Policy.
Make time to join us in our 
discussion on this most 
important issue.
The CONSERVATION CLUB presents
RAM FOREST W  m R SM P P M q CART
featuring
Tuesday, December 13th 3i30-5:00pm 
in Student Center Amphitheatre, J-126.
Save the Endangered Species
(and h a v e  fresh er breath)
Buy Envir-O-Mints, the small chocolate mint 
candles that each Include a Collector’s Card 
of an Endangered Species.
A portion of the purchase price has gone to 
saving our endangered friends.
C onservation  Club FTtndraising S ale
2nd Floor Student Center 
Tuesday, D ecem ber l 3 
i o:( to a m 2 :oopm
© i«a
C h i t ,
S i g t a  P e t i t i o n s ! ! !
Tell elected official» what 
YOU think about nubile 
environmental policy.
>eir .le rse ifs  Public In I crest 
lU 'scarcIt f»roii|» it ill have their 
ra ti <hi cam ¡mix on f tiexilat;. 
December Kill».from \o o ri ‘lit 
£ p m .
Courtesy of the Conservation Chib
M O M  CLARION
The Conservation Club is a Class I Organization of the SGA. Inc
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CHEAP FLIGHTS:
Fly standby.
It’s like camping out for concerts, 
but the people bathe.
Buy your tickets in August.
That’s when airfares are lowest. 
Consider reserving a vegetarian meal.
Look into courier flights.
Ask what you'll be delivering. So you 
don't end up in a Third World prison.
Organize a charter.
Bring your friends. If you have none, 
classmates and relatives will do.
>$- Get a Citibank Classic card.
You’ll get discounts off domestic and 
international* flights.
Get an ISE International Student I.D. card to qualify for international 
flights and other travel related savings.
W E ’RE LO O K IN G  O U T  FOR Y O U ."
To apply, call I-800-CITIBANK.
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REVIEW: Pearl Jam’s Vito logy
by Chris H i nek
Satan. M asturbation. Im m ortality. All 
are runn ing  them es of Vitalogy th e  latest 
release from  Pearl Jam.
Norm ally, I would have though t a 
year ago that an album such as Ten 
would never have an equal. T h e n  came 
Ef. It has to stop there, I thought. But 
no! T h e y ’ve done it again, by putting  
together som e of their srongest lyrics 
and w ackiestsound than has been  heard 
to date.
T h e  only dissapointm ent with the 
album was that I had heard  a good 
num ber o f the  tracks, well before they 
had been released. Being the m ost popu­
lar “a lte rna tive” band in the  world will 
naturally  draw  bootleggers in to  the 
scene and ruin the suspense for every­
one. N o t their fault.
T h is  aside, Vitalogy has som e of the 
most original and creative packaging 
I ’ve ever seen. T he  conventional jewel 
box is replaced by a 35 page fold-out 
that w hen  exam ined carefully can be 
read as a book.
T h e  C D is nestled in the back and is 
a real b itch  to get out. N orm ally, only 
those w ith the means tobuy  th e C D g e t  
to enjoy the  special artwork and lyrics 
included in a special CD package. Not 
with Pearl Jam. Every casse tte  has in­
side an itsy bitsy version o f the CD 
packaging, - a little tiny Vitalogy. I t ’s 
really neat. But w hat’s really m ost im­
portant? T h e  music, of course. And 
there, as usual, is where this band really 
shines.
T h e y  start it off with a really strong 
track called “Last Exit.” I f  one was to 
sit and listen  to the entire album  all day, 
just flipp ing  the tape for 10 hours, this 
is the song you’d walk away whistling.
Not th a t th a t’s how this w riter spen t his 
T uesday. I t ’s a fast angry track with a 
very catchy  tune. Truly pow erful stuff, 
and th is is ju st the beginning. T h is  song 
flows qu ick ly  into “Spin th e  Black 
Circle.” A great song that has already 
taken a beating  on Z-100 and Q-104.3. 
This song is about playing a record. 
T h a t’s all, despite the images o f black 
magic th e  title conjures up. I t’s another 
really fast, hard track that gets your 
juices flowing, the kind o f song that 
would be fantastic to see live.
Surprisingly enough, the next song, 
“N ot for You,” is weaker than  the  live 
version tha t has been playing on the 
radio for weeks. Eddie seem s to lack 
the em otion  he put into the live track, 
but th is could also be easily contributed 
to the fact that I ’ve been listen ing  to my 
bootleg copy of the live version for 
m onths now and hey, I ’m used to it.
N ex t is “T rem or Christ.” T h is  is the 
slow-down point of this side o f the al­
bum. T h is  song, too has already been 
playing for the last week on the  radio. 
I t ’s fa s t, b u t is a good lead  into 
“N oth ingm an .” A slow w inding song, 
very sim ilar to “Elderly W om an” from 
Ef., b u t w ith a very different tune  and 
them e. I t ’s got a very dow nbeat tone 
that’s very  fitting to the con ten t. T hen  
comes “Pry” , the first of m any weird 
little sn ippe ts  on the album. I t ’s basicly 
E ddy s ing ing  “P-R-I-V-A-C-Y, pri­
vacy,” again and again over a very funky 
guitar. Strange, but cool.
T h e  second side keeps the  m om en­
tum going by starting out w ith the  best 
song on the  album, “Corduroy” . This 
song’s lyrics has more feeling than any 
they’ve done to date. And w ith this 
band, th a t’s saying a lot. T h e y  rip into
Coming up...
The M o xra .m uon  w ill provide free listings o f your A& E events i f  you drop a note 
o ff to Kelly Schab, the A& E editor, by Friday a t noon. You can also reach her a t 
her e-m ail adress: E530301l@apollo.rnontclair.edu
Thursday December 8
T H E A T E R  — T h e  A m erican Stage C om pany presents The G ift o f Giving 
which includes the story The G ift ofthe Magi and a musical celebration o f the 
seasons. T h e  show will be performed at the  Becton Theatre at Fairleigh 
D ickinson University in T e a n ec k  and will run  un til W ednesday, D ecem ber 
18. Perform ances are T hursdays, Fridays and Saturdays at 7:30 p.m . with 
m atinees Saturdays and Sundays at 2:30 p.m . For reservations and ticket 
inform ation, please call the  box office at 692-7744.
T H E A T E R  — T h e  School of Fine & Perform ing Arts’G reat Events 
Series Presents American Repertory Ballet’s “T h e  N utcracker”T uesday , 
D ecem ber 13,1994 at 8 p .m  and W ednesday, D ecem ber 14,1994 at 11 a.m. 
in M em orial Auditorium. P lease call the Box Office at 655-5112 for more 
inform ation or tickets.
the riffs and Eddie screams o u t each 
line, b u t i t ’s all done w ithout drow ning 
out th e  lyrics, a feat that w ould not have 
been able to be accomplished by many.
T h e n  th e re ’s “Bugs.” A cryptic song 
sounding qu ite  rem iniscient o f Stone 
T em ple  P ilo t’s “Wet my B ed ,” from 
Core,only  m uch more cohesive  and 
songworthy. I t’s about E ddie  beingsur- 
rounded by bugs and in the  end, he 
joins them  as opposed to k illing  them  or 
eating them .
“B ette rm an” and “Im m ortality” are 
two m ore slower songs, “ B etterm an” 
being the  better of the two. You can 
imagine him  breaking into tears after 
the song is over. Very m oving stuff.
“S a tan ’s Bed” is the opposite  of what 
you’d th in k  from hearing the  title. I t ’s 
a fast paced song in which E dd ie  basi­
cally says that he doesn’t need  Satan’s 
help or involvem ent in doing w hat h e ’s 
doing. I t ’s good, but not the  best on the 
album. “Aye Davanita” is “the  song 
w ithout words.” Just a slow mellow 
track to calm  you down in the  m iddle of 
continued on page 15
REVIEW:
Star Trek 
-  Genera­
tions
by George Olschewski
T h e re  has been a pa ttern  o f S tar Trek 
m ovies - all the odd num bered  ones 
suck, and all the even num bered  ones 
are good (S T  4- The Voyage Home) to 
great (S T  6- The Undiscovered Country, 
S T  2- The Wrath O f Khan). T h e  latest 
StarT rek  feature, Generations, falls some­
w here inbetw een.
T h e  m ovie opens on the  bridge of 
the new  Enterprise, N CC-1701-B, un­
der th e  com m and of a d ippy , clueless, 
and ex trem ely  green captain. O f course, 
Kirk, Scotty , and C hekhov are there to 
w indow dress and to “ tak e  the ship 
around the  block” forthe presson  board. 
O f c o u rse , som eth in g  h a p p en s, of 
course, there  are ships in distress, of 
continued on page 15
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LA PACIFICA
A 3-part graphic novel starting in November.
Written by Joel Rose and Amos Poe. Featuring art by Tayyar Ozkan. 
Suggested for mature readers.
C O M I C S  W O R T H  O V I N O  F O R  
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TIME WARP COMICS AND GAMES
584 ROUTE 23 SOUTH CEDAR GROVE NJ 07009 
PH: 857-9788 HOURS M ON-FRI 11-9 SAT-SUN 11-6 
E N T E R T A I N  Y O U R  I M A G I N A T I O N »
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REVIEW: Nativity in 
Black Sabbath tribute
by George O/schewski
Mention the  beginnings o f heavy 
metal and invariably the band Black 
Sabbath always pops up. Led Z eppelin  
was innovative and possibly before their 
time, but Ozzy O sbourne and com pany 
have always been  considered the  grand­
fathers of m odern  heavy m etal. And 
since 1994 has been  the year o f the 
tribu tea lbum ,itseem sfitting that Black 
Sabbath be included.
Take a good listen at w hat’s being 
played on the radio today - Pearl Jam, 
Alice In C hains, Nirvana, M etallica, 
Megadeth. E very  single rock, m etal, 
punk and alternative band owes their 
existance to those fourdim ps from Bir­
mingham. T h e  “new ” Seattle sound 
was created back in the 1960’s and the 
powerful grunge chords of the a lterna­
tive circuit all have roots in the d ep ress­
ing, haunting m usical phrases know n as 
“The Sabbath S ound.”
As James H etfie ld  of M etallica put 
it, “Sabbath was everything the  60’s 
weren’t. T h e ir  m usic was so cool be­
cause it was com pletely an ti-h ippie. I 
hated the Beatles, Jethro T u ll, Love, 
and all that o ther happy sh it.” But the 
biggest plus for Black Sabbath has been 
its longevity. T h in k  about it - if  bands 
today are playing the chords and styles 
pioneered alm ost three decades ago, 
they must have done som ething right.
“Sabbath w ere without a d o u b t the 
very first heavy metal band to ever 
come into ex istence. Once this tribu te  
album comes out, it will force peop le  to 
not only look at what Sabbath  has 
achieved and w hat they m eant to the 
metal world, b u t also how they  con­
tinue to inspire new  music. For a band 
to make it through the 60’s, the 70’s, the 
80’s and now the  90’s, and still be looked 
upon as a leader is a trem endous m usi­
cal accom plishm ent,” said Rob Halford, 
former lead singer for Judas Priest.
N ativity In Black is a W ho’s Who of 
m odern m etal, all offering their own 
interpretations of classic Black Sabbath 
songs. M egadeth’s cover of “Paranoid” 
p u m p s ju s t  as m uch w hen  D ave 
M ustaine sings it as much as when Ozzy 
Osbourne did. Bruce Dickinson, already 
a legend from his participation in Iron 
M aiden , does ju stice  to  “S abbath  
Bloody Sabbath.” Although, for those 
that have Anthrax’s I ’m The M an single, 
their cover of “S. B. S.” in m y opinion is 
better.
O ne th ing  that I couldn’t really un­
derstand is why Ozzy O sbourne joined 
with the  band Therapy? to do “Iron 
M an?” D oesn’t that strike you as a little 
arrogant? H ere is a tribute album , and 
recording one of the songs is a m em ber 
of the band that the album  is the focus 
of! N onetheless, it’s cool, as the rest of 
the album  is. If you have the Sabbath 
catalog, this belongs in your collection. 
If you only like the new, overplayed 
pop that infests Z-100, you probably 
won’t be in terested in N ativity In Black, 
but it’s nice to know that everythingold 
is new again.
Pearl continued from page 14
an ex trem ely  energized recording.
F in a lly , th e r e ’s “hey  
foxym ophandlem am m a, th a t’s m e.” 
Q uite a title for a very otherworldy 
song. I d o n ’t understand it yet and I 
am going to probably have to do a lot 
more listening before I do, assuming 
there’s a m eaning at all.
After being intially dissapointed 
because o f hearing many o f the songs 
before their release, this is their best 
album to date. A fantastic accomplish­
m ent by some amazing musicians. I 
would never have believed it pos­
sible, bu t they have m anaged to do it 
again.
Generations continued from page 14
course, Enterprise is the only ship  that 
is in the area and, of course, Kirk gets 
the itch to be back in command. T h e y  
run into a tim e-thread nexus in space, 
the ship gets caught in it, and they  
eventually get out, thanks to Scotty and 
Kirk - only Kirk was supposedly blown 
out into space while saving the  new 
Enterprise.
O ne of the people rescued was a bad 
guy named Soran (Malcolm McDowell), 
who liked it in that nexus thread. As 
G uinan (Whoopi Goldberg) p u t it a 
little later in the film, it’s like being 
surrounded in joy and you don’t w ant to 
leave it. Soran d idn ’t want to leave, 
wants to go back and will do anything to 
get back there.
C u t to the future. W orf is ge tting  a 
promotion cerem ony, circa the 1700’s, 
and gets to sail on an old battleship , 
nam ed (gee, guess what?) Enterprise. 
I t’s only a holodeck sim ulation, and 
soon, the N C C -1701 -D  is off to save the 
universe from this nexus and Soran.
Soran has been  tracking the nexus 
and has developed a bomb that will 
destroy stars, thus changing gravity pat­
terns, thus m oving the nexus to a p lanet 
of his choosing. Along the way, the 
Enterprise encounters a rogue Klingon 
Bird-Of-Prey, who proceeds to kick the 
snot out of P icard’s ship through u nder­
handed tricks. Picard offers him self as a 
trade for Geordi and Data, who were 
captured in an a ttem p t to stop Soran. 
Soran and Picard beam  down to the 
planet, where Picard tries to talk  him  
out of destroying another star and with 
it, a nearby inhabited  planet. Soran says 
no, blows up the star and the nexus hits 
the planet.
In the m eantim e, the E nterprise has 
a warp core breach, they separate the 
saucer and battle sections, and crash- 
land the saucer on the planet, ju s t be­
fore the star blows, and the p lanet with 
it. But all is not lost. T im e has no m ean­
ing in the nexus, and both Picard and 
Kirk are alive and well in it.
'GfTinan offered a hint- since tim e has
no m eaning, they can m ysteriously go 
to any poin t in time. Picard hooks up 
with Kirk, they  go back to the  point in 
time before Soran blows up the star, 
stop S oran  and  save th e  un iverse  
...again. But this time, Kirk dies. Yes, 
he’s dead, Jim . T h is  tim e for real. Yeah, 
right.
T h e re  are a lot of side-stories float­
ing around in here- Data g e tting  em o­
tions and cursing for the first tim e (amus­
ing), the  interaction betw een  Kirk and 
Picard and, o f course, the old “ I have to 
make a d ifference and m ake my m ark” 
them e th a t W illiam S hatner has been 
projecting in S ta r Trek for forever.
If it sounds like I hold th is movie in 
contem pt, it’s because I do. T h e  spe­
cial e f f e c ts  w ere  a w e so m e . T h e  
E n terp rise ’s saucer section landing on 
the p lane t was fantastic, as was the 
Enterprise B’s low erdecks being  blown 
up. T h e  story was cute, b u t it leaves the 
viewer (T  rekkie and non-T  rekkie alike) 
with a bad taste in the m outh . For one- 
the prem ise was dum b, on an equal par 
with th e ir search for God in S T  5. N ot 
only that, b u t Param ount left w ide open 
a c o n v en ien t ou t ju st in case they 
needed to bring back Kirk from the 
dead ...again . Hey, if Spock could do 
it...
For two, the Next Generation cast re­
ally d id n ’t do anything b u t stand there 
and get shot at. Picard had all the  screen 
time.
S tar Trek- Generations is supposed to 
be the bridge that links the  old with the 
new, b u t it proves that th e  old grey 
mare a in ’t w hat she used to be. The Next 
Generation has been around for seven 
seasons and the  old cast has been 
through th ree  seasons and seven mov­
ies. I s in ce re ly  hope th a t  the  Next 
Generation's sophom ore silver screen 
effort is b e tte r  than the first b u t th ere ’s 
only so m any tim es that you can rehash 
the sam e plotlines. M aybe Picard and 
crew will continue to carry the  odd- 
even quality  curse that Kirk and crew 
established.
The fl&C editor is looking for a replacement. If 
you ore interested in becoming the A&€ editor for 
next semester, drop in at the Montdorion in 
Student Center Annex room 113 or coll 655-5241
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Montclair State Students: Avoid delay! Pick up your Summer 
Sessions Catalog during late March. No Application for Admission 
Is required for MSU students.
Registration opportunities available to Montclair State students and Visiting Students from other regionally 
accredited colleges and universities:
F ir s t  o p p o r tu n ity  to  r e g is te r  b y  te le p h o n e  f o r  o il  sessions A P R IL  3 - 2 1
Montclair State University (MSU) students will receive priority during this period. Visiting students from 
other colleges and universities who have had their permission form or letter from their school indicating good 
academic standing and eligibility to take course work at another institution OR the Visiting Student Permission 
form from the MSU '95 Summer Sessions catalog processed by MSU Admissions will have the opportunity to 
register toward the end of this period, after the priority registration period for Montclair State students. Specific 
details will appear in the '95 Summer Sessions catalog.
A d d itio n a l opportunities to re g is te r b y telephone fo r  a ll sessions beginning la te  M a y
There will be additional opportunities for all students to register by telephone during Summer Sessions as 
long as the registration is done prior to the beginning date of the course. Specific details will appear in the 
'95 Summer Sessions catalog.
VISITING STUDENTS DO NOT file an Application for Admission to Montclair Slate University, but DO 
need their permission form or letter from their school indicating good academic standing and eligibility to take 
course work at another institution OR the Visiting Student Permission form from the Montclair State University 
'95 Summer Sessions catalog processed by MSU Admissions in order to register.
Students accepted by a regionally accredited college or university, other than Montclair State, to begin 
their studies in the 1995 fall semester are considered Visiting Students. Follow Visiting Student 
registration procedures. Use admission letter to the school attending in the fall semester to be processed by 
Montclair State University Admissions for summer registration.
This preliminary listing of courses and programs is for general information purposes only, and is subject to 
minor changes. Complete Registration, Schedule and Visiting Student information appears in the 1995 Summer 
Sessions catalog, which is needed to complete registration. The catalog will be available in late March.
A student may take one 3 semester hour course during the Three-Week Pre-Session; a total o f 9 semester 
hours during any combination of the Six-Week Session, Eight-Week Session, and Ten-Week Saturday 
Session; and one 3 semester hour course during the Three-Week Post-Session.
(From Summer 1994 for your guidance; 1995 Summer Sessions tuition and fees will be established by 
the University Board of Trustees at a public meeting late in the spring semester)
Undergraduate: $ 87.50 per credit New Jersey residents, $125.50 per credit non-residents of New Jersey 
Graduate: $ 161.50 per credit New Jersey residents, $200.50 per credit non-residents of New Jersey 
•Tuition and fees are subject to change at any time by action of the Montclair State University Board of 
Trustees.
Key to abbreviation of days** M-Monday T-Tuesday W -W ednesday R -Thursday
F-Friday S-Saturday U -Sunday
The Office of Summer Sessions is located in College Hall, Room 215, telephone (201) 655-4352. 
Montclair State University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution
UNDERGRADUATE COURSES
Most courses meet during the day 
Mon.-Thurs., May 30-June 15 
General time frames:
8 -1 1:25 a.m., 9 a.m .-12:25 p.m. 
(exceptions noted) 
Anthropology (201)655-4119
ANTH 200  Urban Anthropology.............................3
ANTH 302 Native Latin Americans....................... 3
Biology (201)655-4397
BIOL 100 Biological Sciences ..............................4
(meets 5 /30-6/22,9 a.m.-1:50 p.m.)
BIOL 107 Biology for Survival............................... 3
BIOL 380 Genetics..................................................3
(meets 5/30-6/29, 9 a.m. -1  50 p.m.) 
Broadcasting, Speech Communication,
Dance and Theatre (201)655-4217
STBD 150 Audio Production ..................................3
Classics (201) 6554419
GNHU 210  Genl Humanities I - to 1 4 0 0 ............... 3
GNHU 285  Mythology............................................... 3
Counseling, Human Development and Educational 
Leadership (201)655-5175
COUN 450  Intro-Alcohol/Drug C o u n s .................3
(meets 6 p.m. - 9:25 p.m.)
Curriculum and Teaching (201)655-5187
CURR 200  Initial Field Experience....................... 1
(meets 12 noon-3p.m.)
M usic (201) 655-7212
M U PR  100 Class Piano/Non-M ajor...................... 3
P hilosophy and Religion (201) 655-5144
PHIL 100 Intro to Philosophy ...............................3
PHIL 106 Logic........................................................ 3
RELG 100 Religions of the W o rld ..................... 3
RELG 101 Introduction to Religion....................... 3
Political Science (201) 655-4236
PO LS 100 Introduction to Politics..........................3
POLS 101 American Govt & Politics................... 3
POLS 202 International Relations.........................3
Psychology (201) 655-5201
P SYC  101 Gen Psych I: Growth & D e v .............3
PSY C  102 Women's W orlds.................................. 3
PSYC 200 Educational P s y c ................................ 3
(meets 9:15 a.m .-12:40 p.m.)
P SYC  220  Quantitative M eth o d s ..........................4
(meets 5/30-6/22,9:15a.m .-12:35 p.m.)
P SYC  304 Social Psychology................................3
P SYC  313 Cognition..................................................3
(meets 1-4:25 p.m.)
Socio logy (201) 655-5263
SO C I 202 Racial & Ethnic Flotation.....................3
(meets 6:30-9:55 p.m.) 
Spanish/ttallan (201) 655-4285
ITAL 101 Italian 1......................................................3
SPAN 101 Spanish I .................................................3
Urban and Geographic Studies (201) 655-5258
EU G S 100 Principles of G eography.................... 3
EU G S 102 World Geography................................. 3
W om en's  Studies (201) 655-7911
W M S T 102 Women's W orlds.................................. 3
Earth and Environmental Studies 
(201)655-4448
GEOS 157 Understanding W e a th e r .....................3
Economics and Finance (201) 655-5255
ECON 102 Prin of Economics: M ic ro ................... 3
English (201) 6564249
ENGL 250 Sp Topc:lmages of W o m e n .............. 3
ENGL 250 Sp Topc:Amer Dram a on F ilm ......... 3
ENGL 250  Sp Tope: Amer W om en P o e ts .......... 3
(meets 12 noon-3:25p.m.)
ENGL 493  Sem:R. Wright & C o n tm p ..................3
ENGL 493  Sem: Arthur M ille r ................................ 3
ENGL 494 Sem: Shakespeare on F i lm ..............3
ENLT 250 SpTopic:lntematl Short S to ry .......... 3
(meets 1:00 p.m.-4:25 p.m.)
ENWR 491 Sem: Autobiog & Family H is t ........... 3
Fine Arts (201) 655-7295
ARGN 100 Intro to the Visual A r ts ........................ 3
ARGN 100 Intro to the Visual Arts ........................ 3
(meets 6-9:25 p.m.)
ARHS 105 Art in West Civ:Anc & M e d ................ 3
ARPT 210  Vis Arts Wksp/Photo Doc ..................4
(meets 5/31-7/12, M,W, 10a.m.-5p.m .)
Health Professions, Physical Education, Recreation, & 
Leisure Studies (201) 655-5253
HLTH 213  Perspectives on D ru g s .................... 3
(meets 5-8:25 p.m.)
HLTH 290  Human Sexuality....................................3
HLTH 307  Study of Human D is e a s e s ..................3
PEGN 200  Beginning Swimming.............................1
(meets 8-10:20 a.m.)
PEGN 258  Beginning Ten n is ...................................1
(meets 8-10:20 a.m.or 10:30 a.m.-12:50 p.m.)
PEGN 278 Y o g a .........................................................1
(meets 10:30 a.m. -12:50 p.m.)
PEMJ 110 Aquatics.............................   1
(meets 10:30 a.m. -12:50 p.m.)
PEMJ 150 PrirVPrac Emergncy C a r e ...................3
PEMJ 492 Sel Tope: Tch Gymnast K -1 2 ............ 3
(meets 5:30p.m.-8:55 p.m.)
PERL 228 Rec/Hospitality Spec P opula ............. 3
History (201) 655-5261
HIST 103 Found. Western C iv ............................. 3
HIST 105 Emergn EurCiv 1 5 0 0 -1 9 1 4 ...............3
HIST 132 Intro Chinese Civ.................................... 3
HIST 215  Women in American H is to ry ............. 3
HIST 217  Hist of Black Am ericans...................... 3
Home E conom ics (201) 655-4171
HECO 141 Interpersonal Relations....................... 3
HECO 344 Challenge of A g ing ............................... 3
HECO 400  Sr. Seminar Prof of Hom e E c ............3
HECO 448  Family Counseling ............................... 3
HEFM 320  Parenting Skills/Resource.................. 3
HEFM 418 Stratg Work W /P arents ........................3
HEMG 331 Money M anagem ent........................... 3
HEMG 470  Family M anagem ent............................3
HENU 153 Food & People....................................... 3
HENU 182 Nutrition................................................... 3
(meets 5/30-6/29, T,R, 5:30-9:15p.m.)
HENU 255 Meal Design & M a n a g e m e n t............3
(meets 5 /30-6/29,9a.m.-12:25p.m.) 
Information & Decision Sciences (201) 655-4269
BSED 101 Contemporary B usiness.................... 3
INFO 273  Intro to Comput in B u s n ......................3
INFO 371 Mgmt Information S y s te m s ............... 3
M anagem ent (201) 655-4280
MGMT 363 Business and S oc ie ty ..........................3
MGMT 433  Entrepreneurshp/lnnovation..............3
Marketing (201 ) 655-4254
MKTG 343  Direct Marketing.................................... 3
MKTG 345 Service & Non-Profit Mktg ................ 3
MKTG 350 Pharmac & Health C are  M k .......... 3
MKTG 499  Current Topics in Mktg .......... „!(.... 3
Mathematics and Computer Science (201) 655-5132
CMPT 107 Computers and S o c ie ty ..................... 2
(meets 9-11:20 a.m.)
CMPT 108 Computers & Program m ing..............3
CM PT 109 Intro Computer A pplication............... 3
MATH 100 Intermediate A lgebra ...........................3
MATH 103 Development of M a them atics ..........3
MATH 109 Statistics................................................. 3
MATH 112 Precalculus M athem atics...................3
MATH 113 Math Bus I: Linear A tg e b r...................3
MATH 114 Math Bus II: Calculus ......................... 3
(meets 9 a.m.-12:25 p.m. or 6:30-9:55p.m.)
Most courses meet during the day 
Monday-Thursday, June 26  - August 3 
General time frames:
7:30-9:05 a.m., 9:15-10:50 a.m ., 11a.m.- 
12:35 p.m., 12:45-2:20 p.m. 
(exceptions noted)
Accounting, Law & Taxation (201) 655-4174
A C C T 200 Acctg Non-Business M ajrs...............3
A C C T 202 Fundamentals of Acctg I I ................... 3
A CC T 403  Tax Accounting.............. ...................... 3
BSLW  261 Legal Environnât Busn I ......................3
B io logy (201) 6 554397
BIOL 100 Biological S c iences .............................. 4
(meets 6 /12 -7 /6 ,9  a.m .-1:50 p.m.)
BIOL 330 Animal B ehavior................................... 3
(meets M,T,R,5 p.m.-7:30 p.m.) 
Broadcasting, Speech Com m unication, Dance and 
Theatre  (201) 655-4217
S TS P  101 Fund Speech:Comm R eqm nt.........3
S TS P  234 Public Speaking.....................................3
C lassics (201) 6554419
G N H U  201 Gen Humanities I to 1 4 0 0 ..................3
C ounseling, Human Developm ent and Educational 
Leadersh ip  (201) 655-5175
C O U N  331 Group Dynam ics................................... 3
C O U N  432 Personal V a lues .....................................3
C urricu lum  and Teaching (201) 655-5187
C UR R  400 Teacher, School & S oc ie ty ................ 3
Econom ics and Finance (201) 655-5255
EC O N  101 Prin of Economics:Macro....................3
EC O N  102 Prin of Economics:Micro..................... 3
EC O N  301 Money and B anking .............................3
FINC 321 Fundamentals of F inance...................3
FINC 322 Capital Budgting M g m t........................3
E ng lish (201 >6554249
EN G L 105 Freshman Com position...................... 3
EN G L 106 Intro to Literature„ .................................3
EN G L 260 Art of Poetry............................................3
ENGL 262 Art of Fiction ...........................................3
ENGL 324 American Poetry to 1 9 4 0 ....................3
ENGL 346 19th Cent Engl Romantic L it ..............3
ENLT 176 Wild LitComing Age Them e............. 3
E N LT 250  Sp Tope: Lesbian Fiction,
P oetry .................................................. 3
EN W R  205 Writing: Nonfiction P ro s e ....................3
Fine A rts (201 >655-7295
ARG N 100 Intro to the Visual A rts .........................3
ARG N  215,275,315,340,475 Drawing
II,III,IV,V,VI .............. ................ each 3
(meets 6-8:15 p.m.)
ARHS 220 Art/Non-Wstm S ocieties .....................3
(meets M, T, R, 8:30-10:45a.m.or11a.m.1:15pm)
A R P T 200 Painting I .................................................3
(meets 9 a.m .-12:20 p.m.)
A R P T 201,316,317,415,416..........................................
Painting II,III,IV ,V ,V I...............each 3
(meets 9 a.m .-11:15 a.m.)
A R PT 210  Visual Arts W ksp/Baskets...............1
(meets 7/11-7/15, T-S , 10 a.m.-3:50p.m.)
A R P T 210  Vis Arts W ksp:Forms&Vessel...........3
(meets M.T.R, 5 p.m.-8:50 p.m.)
French (201) 655-4283
FREN 112 Beginning French I I ..............................3
Health Professions, Physical Education, 
Recreation, & Leisure Studies (201) 655-5253
H LTH 213  Perspectives on D ru g s ....................... 3
HLTH 290 Human Sexuality...................................3
History (201) 655-5261
H IS T 105 Emergnc E urC iv  1500-1914 ............ 3
H IS T  106 Contmp Eur 1914-Present............... 3
H IS T  110 Intro Amer C iv ........................................3
H IS T  117 Hist of the US to 1 8 7 6 ........................ 3
H IS T  118 Hist of US Since 1 8 7 6 ........................ 3
Home Economics (201) 655-4171
H EFM  140 Family in Society .................................. 3
(meets M,T,R, 11 a.m .-1:15 p.m.)
H E FM  315 Field Exp: Family Child S e rv ........... 3
Information and Decision Sciences (201) 655-4269
FIN Q  270 Statistics for B usiness........................ 4
(meets 12:45-2:50 p.m.)
F IN Q  375 Operations A nalysis............................3
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ite ttO M n a n t (201) 665-42*0
M QM T 311 Mgml Proc & Organ B ehav..............3
M GM T 316  Human Resource Mgml.......................3
M GM T 363  Business & S oc ie ty ............................. 3
M GM T 439 Business Policy.....................................3
Marketing (201) 655-4254
MKTG 340  Intro to M arketing................................. 3
MKTG 341 Consumer B ehavior............................ 3
MKTG 346 Intro to Intematl B u s n ..........................3
MKTG 347 Export/lmport Mktg P roc.....................3
Mathematics and Computer Science (201) 6566132
CM PT 107 Computers & S oc ie ty ..........................2
(meets 9:15-10:20 a..m.)
CM PT 109 Intro Computer Applicatn....................3
MATH 060 Basic Skills I Math Lab:Com p......... 3
MATH 061 Basic Skills II Math Lab: A lg .............3
MATH 100 Intermediate A lgebra........................... 3
MATH 103 The Development of M a th .................3
MATH 109 Statistics..................................................3
MATH 112 Precalculus Mathematics....................3
MATH 113 Math Bus I: Linear A lgebra..............3
MATH 114 Math Bus II: C alcu lus ..........................3
MATH 122 Calculus I ............................................... 4
(meets 11 a.m.-1:05 p.m.)
MATH 221 Calculus I I ............................................... 4
(meets 7:30-9:35 a.m.)
MATH 335 Elements Linear A lgebra....................4
(meets 9:15-11:20 a.m.)
MATH 340 Probability............................................... 3
Music (201) 655-7212
M UGN 100 Introduction to M u s ic ...........................3
M UGN 250 Rap/Rock:Cult Phenomenon ............ 3
MUPR 100 Class Piano/Non M ajor....................... 3
Political Science (201) 655-4238
POLS 101 American Gov't & Politics.................. 3
POLS 201 Comparative Politics............................ 3
POLS 324 American Public Policy....................... 3
Psychology (201) 655-5201
PSYC 102 Women's W orlds.................................. 3
(meets 9:15-10:50 a.m. of 6:30-8:05 p.m.)
PSYC 200 Educational Psychology.....................3
PSYC 203  Genl Psyc II: Exper A p p r................... 3
Reading & Educational Media (201) 655-5183
READ 400  Found of Reading Instruct................. 3
READ 403 Rdg Matral-Children/Youlh................3
READ 407 Reading:Theory & Process................3
READ 408 Reading:Content A re a s ......................3
Sociology (201)655-5263
SOCI 101 Criminology........................................... 3
SOCI 113 Social Problem s....................................3
SOCI 301 Sociological R esearch........................ 4
(meets 11 a .m .-1:05 p.m.)
Spanish/ltallan (201) 655-4285
ITAL 101 Italian 1......................................................3
ITAL 102 Italian I I .................................................... 3
SPAN 101 Spanish I ................................................ 3
SPAN 102 Spanish I I ............................................... 3
W om en's Studies (201) 655-7911
W M ST 102 Women's W orlds.................................. 3
(meets 9:15-10:50 a.m. or 6:30-8:05 p.m.)
S S I !  EIGHT-WEEK SESSION ■: M
Most courses meet during the evening Mon., Tues.,
and Thurs., June 12 - August 3 
General time frames:
6:30-8:05 p.m., 8:15-9:50 p.m.
_________________(exceptions noted)________________
Accounting, Law & Taxation (201) 655-4174
ACCT 201 Fund of Accounting I ...........................3
ACCT 403 Tax Accounting.................................... 3
Anthropology (201) 655-4119
ANTH 204 Anthro of R elig ion ............................... 3
Biology (201) 655-4397
BIOL 100 Biological S c iences .............................4
(meets T.W, R, 6/12-8/3, 5-8 p.m.) 
Broadcasting, Speech Communication, Dance and 
Theatre (201) 655-4217
STSP 101 Fund Speech:Comm R eqm nt........ 3
Chemistry and Biochemistry (201) 655-5140
CHEM  107 College Chemistry I .............................2
(meets 6/12-7/6, M-R, 9:15-10:50 a.m.)
CHEM  108 College Chemistry I I ............................2
(meets 7/10-8/3, M-R, 9:15-10:50 a.m.)
CHEM  109 College Chemistry Lab I ...................1
(meets 6/12-7/6, M-R, 11a.m.-1:10 p.m.)
CHEM  110 College Chemistry Lab I I ..................1
(meets 7/10-8/3, M-R, 11a.m.-1:10p.m .)
CHEM  120 General Chemistry I ............................4
(meets 6/12-7/6, M-R, 8:30a.m.-2:45p.m.)
CHEM  121 General Chemistry I I ...........................4
(meets 7/10-8/3,M-R, 8:30a.m.-2:45p.m)
CHEM  230 Organic Chemistry I ............................ 3
(meets 6/12-7/6, M-R, 9:15-11:45 a.m. or 1-3:30 p.m.)
CHEM  231 Organic Chemistry i l ............................ 3
(meets 7/10-8/3, M-R, 9:15-11:45 a.m. or 1-3:30 p.m.)
CHEM  232 Exper Organic Chem I ........................ 2
(meets 6/12-7/6, M -R, 8 a.m.-12 noon or 12:15-4:15 p.m.)
CHEM  233 Exper Organic Chem I I ....................... 2
(meets 7/10-8/3, M-R, 8 a.m.-12 noon)
Counseling, Human Development and Educational 
Leadership (201) 655-5175
COUN 454 Comm Res Alcoh/Subs A b u s ........3
Earth and Environmental Studies (201) 655-4448
GEOS 125 Earth & the Enyirapm ent................... 4
(meets 1-4 p.m, or 5-8 p.rfi.)
GEO S 162 General Oceanography..................... 3
Economics and Finance (201) 655-5255
ECON 101 Prin of Economics:Macro................... 3
ECON 102 Prin of Economics: M icro.................... 3
English (201) 655-4249
ENGL 105 Freshman Composition..................... 3
ENGL 106 Intro to Literature..................................3
ENGL 238 Afro -American W riters .......................3
ENLT 177 Wrid Lit: Voices of Tradition
& Challenge........................................3
ENLT 373 Literary M odernism .............................3
Fine Arts (201) 866-7296
ARGN 100 Intro to »»V isua l A rts .........................3
(meets M.T.W, 6/12-8/3)
ARHS 220 Art/Non-Wstm Societies..................... 3
French (201) 655-4283
FREN 101 Beginning French I ............................... 3
Home Econom ics (201)655-4171
HEFM 445 Inner City Fam ily................................... 3
(meets M,T, 6:30-9:10 p.m.)
HENU 182 Nutrition...................................................3
(meets M,W, 6:30-9:10 p.m.) 
Information and Decision Science* (201) 665-4269
FINQ 270 Statistics for Business .........................4
(meets 8:1510:20 p.m.)
FINQ 372 Management S c ie n c e .........................4
(meets 5 8 :0 5  p.m.)
FINQ 375 Operatons Analysis..............................3
INFO 273 Intro to Comput in B usn ...................... 3
Legal Studies (201) 655-4152
LSPR 200 Intro to Paralegaiism ............................3
(meets T,R, 6 /13 -8 /3 ,6:309:10  p.m.)
LSPR 220 Civil Litigation......................................... 3
(meets M,W , 6 /12 -8 /2 ,6:359:10  p.m.)
LSPR 301 Criminal Law & Procedure................. 3
(meets M ,W , 6 /12 -6 /2 ,6:359 :10  p.m.)
LSPR 399 Set Tope: Administrative L a w ...........3
(meets T,R, 6 /13 -8 /3 ,6:359:10  p.m.) 
M anagement (201)655-4280
MGM T 311 Mgmt Process and Org B eh av ..........3
MGM T 316 Human ResourceMgm t...................... 3
MGM T 335 Small Business M anagem en t...........3
MGM T 439 Business Policy......................................3
Marketing (201) 655-4254
MKTG 340 Intro to Marketing..................................3
MKTG 341 Consumer Behavior.............................3
MKTG 349 International Marketing........................3
M athematics and C om puter Science (includes  
Physics) (2 0 1 )6 5 5 5 1 3 2
CM PT 107 Computers & S oc ie ty .......................... 2
(meets 8 :159:25 p.m.)
CM PT 109 Intro Computer Applicatn....................3
MATH 100 Intermediate A lgebra............................3
MATH 103 The Development of M a th .................3
MATH 109 Statistics..................................................3
MATH 112 Precalculus Mathematics....................3
MATH 113 Math Bus I: Linear A lg e b ra ................3
MATH 114 Math Bus II: C alcu lus.......................... 3
MATH 116 Calculus A ..............................................4
(meets 8:1510:25 p.m.)
MATH 122 Calculus I ............................................... 4
(meets 5 :357:40 p.m.)
MATH 221 Calculus I I ............................................... 4
(meets 5:357:40 p.m.)
MATH 222 Calculus I I I ..............................................4
(meets 5:357:40 p.m.)
PHYS 193 College Physics I ..................................4
(meets 6/12-7/6, M-R, 7:30 am .-12:30 p.m.)
PHYS 194 College Physics I I .................................4
(meets 7/156/3, M-R, 7:30 am .-12:30 p.m.) 
Philosophy and Religion (201) 6 5 5 5 1 4 4
PHIL 100 Intro to Philosophy................................3
Political Science (201) 6 554238
POLS 201 Comparative Politics.............................3
POLS 430 International Law ................................... 3
Psychology (201) 6555201
PSYC 101 General Psych I Grow & D ev............3
PSYC 200  Educational P s y c .................................. 3
PSYC 201 Child Psychology.................................. 3
PSYC 203 Genl Psyc II: Exper A p p r ....................3
PSYC 265 Psychology of W o m e n ........................3
PSYC 353 Comparat Animal Behavior................3
Sociology (201) 655-5263
SOCI 101 Criminology............................................3
SOCI 220 Soc of Rich & Poor N atio n s ...............3
(meets 7 /1 5 8 /3 ,6:359:55p.m .) 
Spanish/ltalian (201) 6 55 4 2 8 5
ITAL 102 Italian I I .....................................................3
SPAN 101 Spanish I .................................................3
SPAN 102 Spanish I I ................................................3
I t  TEN-WEEK SESSION, SATURDAYS I
June 1 0 - August 12 
General time frames:
8-11:45 a.m., 9  a.m.-12:45 p.m. 
Accounting, Law and Taxation (201) 6 55 4 1 74
BSLW 261 Legal Environmt Busn I ......................3
Broadcasting, Speech Communication, Dance and 
Theatre (201) 6554217
STSP 101 Fund Speech:Comm R eq m n t........ 3
STTH 105 Acting I - Non B.F.A..............................3
Classics (201) 6554419
GNHU 285 Mythology.............................................. 3
English (201) 6554249
ENGL 106 Introduction to Literature.................... 3
Health Professions, Physical Education,
Recreation, & Leisure Studies (201) 6555253
HLTH 101 Personal Health Issues.......................3
History (201) 6555261
HIST 118 Hist of US Since 1 8 7 6 ........................ 3
Mathematics and Computer Science 
(201)6555132
CM PT 109 Intro Computer Applicatn...................3
Political Science (201) 6554238
POLS 203 International Organization.............. . .3
Sociology (201) 6555263
SOCI 113 Social Problems.................................. 3
SOCI 203 Organized Crim e................................. 3
H i  THREE-WEEK POST-SESSION
Most courses meet during the day 
Mon.-Thurs., August 7-24 
General time frames:
8-11:10 a.m., 9  a.m.-12:10 p.m.
________________ (exceptions noted)_________________
Anthropology (201) 6554119
ANTH 100 Cultural Anthropology.......................3
C la ssic* (201 >665441»
GNHU 285 Mythology................................................3
English (201)6964249
ENGL 250 Spc Tpc: Ham /Mac/OtheHo............... 3
Fine A rts  (201) 6 65 7 2 96
ARGN 100 Intro to ttw Visual A r ts ........................ 3
ARHS 220 Art/Non-Wstm S ocie ties .................... 3
Health Professions, Physical Education,
Recreation, 6  Leisure Studies (201) 655-5253
PERL 299 Sel Tope: Challenge E d u ca te .........3
(meets 5-6:10 p.m.)
History (201) 6655261
HIST 106 Contmp Eur 1914-Present.................3
H IST 114 Early Lat-Amer C iv ...............................3
Linguistics (201) 6554286
LNGN 250 Language of Propaganda..................3
M athem atics and Com puter Science  
(2 0 1 )6 5 5 6 1 3 2
C M PT 107 Computers & S o c ie ty ..........................2
(meets 9 -11:05 a.m.)
C M PT 108 Computers & Program m ing.............. 3
C M PT 109 Intro Computer Applicatn....................3
MATH 100 Intermediate A lgebra ........................... 3
MATH 103 The Development of M a th .................3
MATH 109 Statistics.................................................. 3
Political S cience (2 0 1 ) 6 55 4 2 38
POLS Introduction to Politics...................................... 3
Psychology (201) 655-5201
PSYC 420 Pkgd Computer Prog P s y c h ........... 1
(meets 0/21-8/24,9 a.m .-12:30 p.m.) 
Sociology (201) 6555263
SOCI 204 Sociology of the F a m ily ......................3
most courses meet Monday-Thursday evenings, 
May 31-June 15
(exceptions noted) __________
Communication Sciences and Disorders 
(201)6554232
CS&D 586 Education of the H andicapped........ 3
(meets 4 :157 :40  p.m.)
CS&D 595 Med/Phys Bases of Lmg D isab.........3
(meets 4 :157 :40  p.m.)
Counseling, Human Development and Educational
Leadership (201) 655-5175
COUN 450 Intro-Alcohol/Drug C o u n s ..................3
COUN 559 Dynamics of Group P roces................3
Curriculum and Teaching (201) 655-5187
CURR 523 Education in Inner C ity ....................... 3
(meets 9 a.m -12:25 p.m.) 
Educational Foundations (201) 6555170 
EDFD 520 Dev of Educational Thought.............. 3
(meets 5/31-7/5, M,T,R, 3:30-6 p.m.)
Fine Arts (201) 6557295
ARPT 515 Vis Arts Wksp/Photo D o c ...............4
(meets 5/31-7/12, M,W , 10 a.m .-5 p.m.) 
Health Professions, Physical Education, Recreation
& Leisure Studies (201) 655-5253
HLTH 530 Health Issues S e m in a r....................... 3
PEMJ 492 Sel Tope: Tch G ym nast:K -12............3
PEMJ 552  Sem: Current Probs A th letic .............3
Psychology (201) 6555201
PSYC 550 Quant & Statistd M e th d s ................... 3
(meets 5 /3 0 6 /2 2 ,9 :1 5 1 1 :4 5  a.m.)
«X-WE6K SESSION. M
Most courses meet during the day 
Mon.-Thurs., June 26-August 3 
General time frames:
7 :3 0 9 :0 5  a.m., 9:15-10:50 a.m .,
11 a.m .-12:35 p.m., 1 2 :4 5 2 :2 0  p.m. 
(exceptions noted)
Communication Sciences and Disorders 
(201)6554232
CS&D 510 Fid Exper Early Spec E d ...................3
(meets off-campus, 8:30 a.m.-1 p.m.)
CS&D 518 Neuromotor Dev Yng Child ............... 3
CS&D 535 Adv Sem In Com m  Disorder...........6
(meets M, T, W , 8-11:30 a.m., R, 8  a.m.-1 p.m.)
CS&D 586 Educ of Handicapped..........................3
CS&D 590 Prac: Lmg Disabilities..........................3
,, (meets 12 noon-5 p.m.)
CS&D 590 Prac: Lmg Disabilities..........................3
(m eets off-campus, M -F , 9  a .m .-2  p.m.)
CS&D 597 Prac/Sem Tcgh Hdcp C h ld n ........... 3
(meets 8:30 a.m.-1 p.m.)
CS&D 597 Prac/Sem Tcgh Hdcp C h ld n ........... 3
(meets off-campus, 8:30 a.m.-1 p.m.) 
Counseling, Human Development and Educational 
Leadership (201) 6555175
COUN 559 Dynamics of Group P rocess...........3
(meets M, T, R, 5 7 :1 5  p.m.)
COUN 654 Supv Fid W rk-Counseling.................3
(meets M.T, R, 5 7 :1 5  p.m.)
COUN 674 Supv Fid Wk-Counslng I I ..................3
(meets M, T, R, 7 :309 :45  p.m.)
ELAD 510 Educational Admin 1.............................. 3
(meets M, T, R, 7 :3 0 9 :4 5  p.m.)
ELAD 522 Computers in Educ A dm in .................3
Educational Foundations (201) 6555170
EDFD 520 Dev of Educational Thought.............. 3
ELRS 503 Methods of R es e a rc h ..........................3
Fine Arts (201) 6557295 
ARPT 511,512,605,606,607,608
Graduate Painting l - V I ................ each 3
(meets 9 -1 1 :15 a.m.)
ARPT 515 Grad Vis Arts W ksp/Baskets..............1
(meets 7/11-7/15, T-S, 10a.m.-3:50p.m.)
ARPT 515 Vis Art W ksp/Form s&Vessels.........3
(meets M, T, R, 5 8 :5 0  p.m.)
Health Professions, Physical Education,
Recreation, & Leisure Studies (201) 6555253
HLTH 510 Hlth Education Workshop I ................3
(meets 6 /257/20 , M ,T,R , 5-8:25 p.m.)
P EM J 542 Appld Carda* RehabBn.................... 3
(meets M,T,R, 8 :1 5 1 5 3 0  p.m.)
PEM J 556 Adv Motor Learning............................. 3
(meets 6:30-8:10 p.m.)
Home Economics (201) 6554171
H E C O  514 Child in the Family................................ 3
Psychology (201) 6555201
P S Y C  565 Psyc & Ed Soc/Emot Hndcpd Chid 3
Reading & Educational Madia (201) 8555183
M E D I 500 Media Tech/Lm  in C urrie ................... 3
R EAD  600 Wrkshp:Contemp Issues/Rdg.........3
Most courses meet during the evening Mon., Tues., 
and Thurs., June 12-August 3  
General time frames:
6:30-8:05 p.m., 8 :1 5 9 :5 0  p.m. 
(exceptions noted)
C o u n s e lin g , H u m an D e v e lo p m e n t a n d  E d u ca tio n a l
Leadership (201) 6555175
C O U N  454 Comm Res Alcoh/Sus A b u s ............. 3
C O U N  562 Social Case Work 1...............................3
C O U N  574 Couns in Indus Setng-EA P................3
C O U N  577 Counselg Theories ...............................3
C O U N  671 Self-Help Proced Counstng.............. 3
(meets 6 /1 2 -7 /6 ,5 9 :2 5  p.m.) 
Curriculum and Teaching (201)655-5187
C U R R  599 Cun & Soc Dynam of S c h .................3
Economics and Finance (201) 6555255
E C O N  501 Economic A nalysis.............................. 3
(meets 6 /136/2 , M , W ,6 :3 5 9  p.m.) 
Educational Foundations (201) 655-5170
ELR S 503 Methods of R esearch ..........................3
ELR S 580 Lming:Process & M easrm nt.............3
English (201)6554249
E N LT  572 Modem Movements in Arts................3
Home Economics (201) 6554147
H E C O  540 Interdis Study of F am ily ......................3
(meets 6 /12-7/13,4-6:45 p.m.)
Mathematics and Computer Science (201) 6555132
C M P T  507 Fund-Computer Science I I I ................3
M A TH  503 Math for Computer S d  I I I ................... 3
(meets 8 :1 5 1 0 :2 5  p.m.)
Business Educators Graduate Workshops 
(201)6554269
Coaches Athletic Injury Clinic -Cramer 
(201) 6555253
Continuing Education. Center for 
(201)6554353
Com puter Application 
English as a Second Language  
E X C E l. (Exploring Curriculum of the English 
Language) Program
A S S E T - explore the many facets of Special Events 
and Tourism professions 
Enrichment for Inquisitive Minds 
Pharm acy Technician Program  
Facilities Manager Certificate Program  
Foreign Language Immersion 
International Trade Certificate Program  
Travel/Study Tours
Cooperative Education (201) 6554426 
Creative Group Experiences Workshop - 
undergraduate and graduate (201) 6555175 
Educational Opportunity Fund 
(201)6554385
Environmental Education - New Jersey School of 
Conservation (201) 948-4646
Externships (by arrangem ent with departments) 
Field Experience (by arrangem ent with 
departments)
Gifted and Talented Youth Summer Day Camp 
(201)655-4104/4260
Graduate Research (by arrangem ent with 
departments)
Gymnastics-Teaching Gymnastics in the Schools 
K-12 (201) 6555253
Health Careers Program (201) 6554415 
HI Jump (201) 6555116 (University courses for high 
achieving high school juniors and seniors) 
Independent Study (by arrangem ent with 
departments
Institute for the Advancement of Philosophy for 
Children (IAPC) (201) 6554277  
Internships (by arrangement with departments) 
Marine Sciences Consortium - New Jersey 
(201) 6554397/4448 (Field oriented courses, offered 
at Sandy Hook or Seaville field stations) 
Photography Visual Arts Workshop-Historical 
Documentation and Interpretation at Sandy Hook 
Gateway National Recreation Area - 
undergraduate and graduate  
(201)6554320
Practicums (by arrangement with departments) 
Selected Topics (by arrangem ent with departments) 
Study Abroad
Israel. Excavations at Tel H ad ar and Archaeological 
Tour, (201 )6 5 5-4 4 1 9
Israel, Jordan, and Syria: A  Study Tour for 
Teachers, (201) 655-4419  
Italy, University of Siena, (2 01 ) 6 5 5 4 2 8 5  or 
(201 ) 226 -2986
St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands: The Institute for 
Services Careers and Tourism, (201) 655-7073  
Supervised Business WorkExperience - 
Undergraduate-Distributive Education 
(2 0 1 ) 655-4254
TheatreFest Professional Equity Theatre in 
residence at MSU (201) 6555112
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assi
Clean room 4 rent. Top 
floor of private home - 
Totowa. Non-smoking 
female share kitchen 
and bath - must be 
clean. $90 per week 
includes all. 907-0446. 
Laundry, parking. 
References please.
Perm anent part-tim er 
three hours a day, five 
days a week, assisting 
departm ent with tele­
phone, typing, binding, 
etc. Microsoft Word 
helpful. Call Beverly 
(201) 325-300 at 
Ryan, Beck & Co.
Help wanted - p.t. ops. 
assit. Sorting mail, 
driving van. License 
needed. Flexible hours. 
M-Sat. Morning and 
evening shift, $7 per 
hour. Contact Scott 
Reilly (201) 458-9293.
Wanted!!! Individuals, 
Student Organizations 
and Small Groups to 
Promote SPRING 
BREAK ‘95. Earn sub­
stantial MONEY and 
FREE TRIPS. CALL THE 
NATION’S LEADER, IN­
TER-CAMPUS PRO­
GRAMS
1 -8 0 0-327 -6013 .
%  H
Make loteof mone 
1  * 1  %  
while you sun vai
business
As a national chain w ith  200 locations, Jennifer Convertibles was named 
"America's Fastest C row ing  Furniture Retailer" by Furniture Today, the leading 
trade publication o f the furniture industry. Jennifer Convertibles provides college 
students with business and sales experience while they w ork w ith a schedule that 
w ill not interfere w ith academic studies. If you have never considered retail busi­
ness as a career, a llow  us to  change your mind! W e currently have Part Time 
Sales opportunities w here you can earn $7/hour plus commission. Full Time 
opportunities are also available for college graduates.
Whether you r interests lie in business, com puter science, account­
ing, education, com m unications or the liberal arts, you w ill be able to inte­
grate your academic disciplines into our sales program. Starting as a part tim e 
salesperson in one o f ou r showrooms, you w ill get a taste of what our busi­
ness is all about. U pon graduation, you might be surprised to find yourself 
following the footsteps o f many other college students w ho  have made careers 
in: Store Management, Assistant District Management, District Management, 
Regional Management, Training, Design and Warehousing.
For further in fo rm ation and to schedule an interview, please call 
1-800-371-2999. O u r com pany representative w il l  contact you w ith in  
48 hours. We look forw ard to  hearing from you. EOE.
n
V:*;
JENNIFER
C O N V E R T I B L E S
Real Opportunity. Real Rewards. ^
Child care provider 
needed to watch 3 1/2 
and 1 1 /2  yr. olds in 
our Clifton home. One - 
two days/wk. 8 a.m. - 6 
p.m. Must have car. 
Laura 742-6059.
Two rooms, Upper 
Monte., for non-smoker. 
Each $75/week. In­
cludes kitchen priv- 
ledges, bath, parking. 
Phone 746-0709.
The Sports Page Res­
taurant and Bar. Help 
wanted for new sports 
them ed restaurant and 
bar opening soon. Posi­
tions available for ex­
perienced food servers, 
line and prep cooks and 
bus boys. Full or part 
time. Bellville area. Call 
749-0505.
To
place a
classified
ad
please
call
655-5237
$10 per 
week 
25 to 30 
words
LSAT G MAT GRE
Small ClassesBig Stores.
Guaranteed.
THE
PRINCETON
we score more
Call today for info 
about local classes:
800/876-3107
The Princeton Review
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WHO’S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN 
AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND 
COLLEGES 1994-95
Applications and Nomination forms are now available 
for students with a minimum GPA o f  2.75, plus 90 
earned credits and can be obtained at the following
locations:
Student Activities-Student Center, Room 400  
Academic Advising Center-Annex E 
SGA-Student Center Annex, Room 103 
Residence Life Office-Bohn Hall 
EOF O ffice-C ollege Hall, Room 304
The filing deadline is Friday, December 9, 1994 12:30 PM 
For further information, please call Willie Worley at 655-7609
Look HOT for the W inter Ball 
■ ^ stop by...Jrorever Tan pius
Ultra Modern, Clean facility
Powerful state-of-the-art tanning equipment which includes built- 
in,facial, powerful body fan, radio,for your listening pleasure, and the 
only tanning beds in the area with “Bodv Contour Acrylic"-all for
COMFORT, STYLE & POWER.
I A W IN 'i ;
Lotions, gels A oilato
intensify your golden tan > Tips & W raps
W N A Il A
tool)
........................-Manicure
(Men. don’t bo «by, you’»•Acrylic •Air Brushing(A variety of designs for all occasions)
"Special"
1 month 
(unlimited) $50 
Tip*+ Wrap» $35
Offer expires
12/31/94
Receive 
lOXdscount 
I with Student LD. (201)7830077
547 Valley Rd., Upper Montclair (next to CVS)
YOU’VE SEEN THE ADS, 
NOW COME BE A PART OF
THE ACTION!!!!
GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETINGS FOR THE 
MONTCLARION WILL BE HELD IN ROOM 113 
OF THE STUDENT CENTER ANNEX ON
MONDAYS AT 5 P.M.
ALL NEW AND CURRENT 
MEMBERS ARE 
INVITED TO ATTEND
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MONTCLARION
113 Student Center Annex 
U pper Montclair, NJ 07043 
Tel. 655-5169 Fax 655-7433
EXECUTIVE BOARD
G reg M acSweeney.................  Editor-in-Chief
Chris H in ck ........................Acting M anaging Editor
T om  T ra c y .............................................. ....Treasurer
EDITORIAL BOARD
Ron A lbanese..................................................Editorial Editor
Brian Falzarano.......... ...........................Sports Editor
Kelly S c h a b .....................................   Arts Editor
H eather B ushby.......................C am pusL ife Editor
Glenn Steinberg.......................... Asst. Sports Editor
Dave N ik ithser...............Asst. Campus Life Editor
Brigitte W eigel............................................   Photo Editor
Jason A lders.....................    Cartoonist
H eather T ro u t..........................................  Production Editor
Anthony O ’D onnell..................   Copy Editor
John J. O ’Sullivan............................................ Comics Editor
Dawn K elly ................... Asst. Life Nutrition Editor
Renee A nderson ........ ..Asst. Life Nutrition Editor
Arielle G ronner...............Asst. Life Creative Editor
C ouaney  D iN apoli................... Assignments Editor
George C a lle ................... .............. INU Coordinator
ADVERTISING MANAGER
Kevin Schwoebel
GRAPHIC DESIGNER
Chris Hinck
The M ONTCLARION is published weekly, except dur­
ing examinations, summer and  winter sessions. I t  is 
funded\ in part, by student fees distributed by the Student 
Government Association, Inc. o f Montclair State. The 
views expressed in the commentary section, with the 
exception o f the main editorial, do not necessarily reflect 
the views o f the MONTCLARION.
A dvertising Policy
DEADLINES
T h e  d e a d lin e  to s u b m it ad v ertis in g  to  the  
M 0 N IC IJ{R I0N  \s noon on the Friday immediately 
preceding the issue in which you wish to advertise.
BILLING
T he M ONTCLARION  is distributed on Thursdays, 
and invoices and tearsheets are mailed the following 
Monday (tearsheets for pre-paid ads m ust be re­
quested). Thirty (30) days are given for payment 
after the insertion date, after which a 15% percent 
finance charge is levied, to sixty (60) days, when 
accounts are referred to an outside collection agency.
AD RATES
Full page - $310.00 
Half page - $200.00 
Quarter page - $125.00 
Eight page - $80.00 
Classified - (up to 30 wds.) $10.00 
Call the business office at 655-5237 for a 
com plete listing of discount packages.
M AIN EDITORIAL
If Woody had gone 
straight to the police.
Opposition to campus police officers carrying guns is misguided; m isguided because the students have not 
been given all the facts.
As matters stand, should an emergency arise in which armed police officers were necessary, outside officers 
would have to be called in. This could possibly result in a critical loss in response time, and would certainly 
have to involve officers who are familiar neither with campus geography nor operations am ong the student 
population. ^
It is far from inconceivable that such a situation could arise, given the location of our cam pus in an area of 
relatively high rates of crime. Such situations may in fact be more likely, since it is public knowledge that our 
officers are unarmed. W ell-equipped criminals may actually be encouraged to exploit their advantage where 
they know they will face under-equipped police.
Though this is a “worst case” scenario, it need only occur once in order to yield tragic results. It was not long 
ago that a student was shot and wounded in Blanton Hall: an event that m ight have been avoided had officers 
been able to act more rapidly with prudence.
T h e  opposition that Campus Police are now facing, however, is a consequence of their own making. As part 
of their appeal they have been showing previously undisclosed photographs o f numerous confiscated weapons. 
T his was a good argument for their case, but it was also proof that they  have been shirking their legal 
responsibility to fully inform us of the dangers that face us via the weekly campus police blotter.
Although Director Calitre feels he is advancing the interests of the school by witholding information, it is 
unjustifiable, as the Mon tela non has contended all along, for him to break state and federal disclosure laws in 
the process.
We understand the need for an armed police force on campus. We also understand, however, that Calitre’s 
misguided zeal in controlling what information should or should not be released is directly responsible for the 
lack of public support on this issue. Unfortunately, his mistakes may prove to be costly.
Ask the student who was shot.
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Believe it 
or not
W ho was that “Dr.” James Sire, and why was his 
lecture so questionably misrepresented?
I saw flyers stating “why should anyone believe 
anything at all?” representing a lecture by “ Dr.” James 
Sire. Any other flyers I have everseen have alwaysclearly 
nam ed the group which organized the activity. This one 
did not. Free food was offered as probably another 
incentive to go.
W hen 1 got there, I saw that it was sponsored by the 
Christian Fellowship. At that moment I overestimated 
them  in thinking that this would remain within intellec­
tual boundaries. I then  received a bibliography sheet 
with the name James W. Sire on it. No “ Dr.” this time. 
W ere they afraid that no one would show if they knew 
who organized it, or if (perhaps) the lecturer didn’t have 
a doctorate?
O n one side of the bibliography sheet was the ques­
tion “why do people believe?” and an outline of reasons 
that people believe things. T he other side of the sheet 
held the question, “why should anyone believe Chris­
tianity is true?” and the  statement, “T here  are six basic 
reasons - or families o f reasons - why anyone should 
believe Christianity is true.” Notice the “are” and the 
“should.”
For what was obviously purporting itself to be an 
intellectual forum, this whole thingwas painfully lacking 
the elem ent of reason. It tried to represent itself as 
rational, but the whole thing was just one big non- 
sequitur. T he questions on the bibliography sheet 
jum ped from “why do?” to “why should?” Logically, this 
is the equivalent of switching tenses in prose. I saw too 
m uch other irrationality to fit on this paper.
“Should” just isn’t a word used in the intellectual 
context pertaining to religious beliefs. T h is  has no place 
in our public colleges and universities, especially since it 
weasels its way in through misrepresentation. Many 
people have already been misled by these tactics. 
Misleadership should also have been in his outline of 
w hy people believe.
Cheryl Trim mer
Letter policy
T h e MONTCLARIONsupports a free 
and open exchange of opinions on any 
relevant issue via our letter page. 
Submissions should be delivered to the 
office of the MONTCLARION, room 113 
Student Center Annex, care of 
Editorial Editor. Authors o f works are 
responsible for contents therein. 
Letters may edited for brevity or libel. 
All compositions must be typed.
And I Quote
T his is in response to the letter in last week’s 
M ONTCLARION  about the enrollment o f minority 
students, particularly Asian students. T h e re  were two 
errors in the Star-Ledger article in which I was quoted. 
T h e  percent of our undergraduates who identify them­
selves as a member of an ethnic minority group is 30%, 
not 36%. Secondly, Asians are included in this figure. 
For the record, of this fall’s 8600 undergraduates who 
reported their ethnicity, 10.4% were African-Ameri­
can, 4.5% were Asian, 14.4% were Latino, .4% were 
N ative American, and 70.3% were white.
L ee Wilcox
Vice-President for Student Development
and Campus Life
Brain drain 
unclogged
I would like to respond to a letter entitled “Brain 
Drain,” that was w ritten by Frank DeStefano and pub­
lished in last week’s MONTCLARION.
As a member of a sorority here at M SU, I would like 
to defend both my decision and the decisions of others 
to join a Greek organization. I regard my sorority as my 
family and would be there for any friend of m ine that was 
not a member of the sorority as well. You see, even 
though we all belong to the same organization (or “fam­
ily,” if you will), w'e are still comprised o f people; we 
com e from different towns and different upbringings. 
T h e  most important things that we share is our love and 
respect for one another.
Contrary to what you have already decided about me, 
I have not become “brainwashed and absorbed into the 
waysof[mysorority[.” I have remained the same person 
I always was before I ever considered becoming a part of 
G reek  life. I still have the same goals in life and the same 
respect for the people around me. T h e  only thing that 
has changed is the experience I’ve gained by sharing 
opinions and having fun with the very diverse people 
that I call my sisters.
I have never regarded those students who are not 
involved in fraternities or sororities as “outsiders,” “no­
m ads” or “peons.” I have many friends who are not 
G reek and hold the same amount of respect for them as 
I do for my sisters. I have dated m en who are not 
m em bers of fraternities as well. T he G reek establish­
m ent is something that is not for them and I respect that 
just as I would respect someone with a different major 
than me. Their field o f interest may not be interesting to 
m e at all, but I feel neither inferior nor superior to them 
because of it.
As for the painted rocks, they are not m eant to be a 
“sign of dominance,” but of pride in the family that we 
belong to. Just as you would decorate the door, mailbox, 
or floor mat of you hom e with your name, we decorate our 
hom e (MSU) with our names. So instead of viewing us 
with such malice, try to see us for what we really are - 
students who have found their niche in college and are 
happier people because of it.
Melissa Gaskill
Free
Thought
Mini by Ron Albanese
A sifto  guarantee ourculpability during controversies 
such as the Confederate Flagone, critical M SU Students 
continue to avoid wrh'm gfor thcM ONTCLARION. While 
I ’m usually inclined to laugh off hypocrisy, bu t due to the 
seriousness of recent allegations of one-sidedness I’m 
inclined to set the record straight.
7 ’he Editorial section, due to its nature, provides a 
great example. Looking through the pages o f it, one can 
see that the best effort has been m ade to have a good 
cross-section of opinions to be seen. T h is  has proven to 
be easier said than done. With some exceptions like the 
occasional heated, overly-emotional, self-diffusing let­
ter, the contributions for the most part have come from 
w hat is considered to be from the Conservative side of 
the  political fence.
Why? T he reasons are clear. Conservatives are always 
correct, and are the only ones who can write. O f course, 
I ’m joking. But the situation is perplexing. Every single 
issue of the paper this sem ester thus far has included at 
least one (if not two) advertisements practically implor­
ing students to join the staff. Regardless, only a handful 
of the campus has taken  advantage of the  opportunity to 
be a part of what is arguably the biggest media outlet at 
this university. T o  detractors, I say this: if you feel your 
opinion is not being expressed, don’t blam e us. Look in 
the mirror. We’re an equal opportunity publisher, first 
com e first served.
L e t’s review. H as the M ONTCLARIO N  the “S tu ­
den ts Voice”, lived up to its credo and allowed that voice 
to echo the opinions o f the many segm ents of the student 
population? Yes, especially considering the paucity of 
inpu t of those who accuse the paper o f having a slant. 
T h is  is fact; as the  Editorial Editor I have read every 
single contribution to the Editorial page.
I commend those who have taken the time to get 
involved and write, sacrificing sleep and study time. I 
deplore those who point fingers and continuously a t­
tem pt to debase the purpose and interests of the M ONT- 
CLARION. But I still welcome them, for I have begun to 
w onder if there’s a fire in the middle o f their smoke.
editor’s Note
W hile all contributions 
am  welcomed to fhe 
editorial section, D  am 
forced to limit submissions 
to two typed pages 
doubled spac^A  to be 
handed in no later than 
M ondays a t  3 : 3 0  pm.
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Going for the big cracker
Things have gotten a little too far with this whole issue 
of the Confederate flag. I am very disappointed at the 
way the Montclarion is handling the entire situation. 
Most of the reporting they have done has been ex­
tremely biased and self-centered. Particularly the com­
ments of those columnists who find it necessary to write 
on the issue w eek after week.
For the last two or three weeks I have been seeing and 
reading an enormous amount of slander against OSAU 
and against the decision of the Greek Council’s Judicial 
Court, to prosecute Delta Kappa Psi for publicly display­
ing that “dam n” flag. T hey  were found guilty by their 
own peers and know everyone is hollering about in­
fringement of First A m endm ent Rights. T hey  are all 
hollering about freedom of speech and freedom of ex­
pression. Freedom  of speech/expression is a lie, a myth, 
it does not exist.
America is founded upon censorship, you silly little 
columnists. Absolute freedom is nothing buta  vain ideal, 
as is world peace. Don’t you know that, Massa Lampe? 
What exactly do you mean when you say, “We are no 
longer free...” W hen where we ever?
Instead of crying about infringement of your First 
Am endment Rights here at MSU, why don’t you go and 
protest to your government for impeding those same 
rights on a m uch larger scale? Yourgovernment who does 
not allow the mail penis to be displayed in Motion 
Pictures. Ask them  why is it acceptable and in many 
cases standard, to show female genitalia, but not the 
male’s. W hy don’t you go and protest to your govern­
ment for not allowing m e to parade around campus 
nude? Would my naked body be too offensive? And why 
can’t I say what I really want to say on “my” radio show, 
without fear of the Federal FCC license? Your free 
government with their obscenity laws and their blatant 
censorship laws. Don’t cry here about censorship, go 
directly to Washington if you feel strongly enough to 
“D IE” for your liberty.
What I am saying to you, Massa Lampe, is that if you 
or anyone on this campus truly felt so strongly about 
freedom of speech you should take your struggle directly 
to the source. Here, you are chewing on a small crumb. 
This situation here is peanuts compared to the one your 
government is imposing upon you. Really, what is the
whole abortion issue about anyway? Isn’t is about free­
dom to do with one’s body what one feels like? T h a t 
“freedom” which a large clement in our government is 
trying to curb. D on’t keep chewing crumbs here, go for 
the big cracker.
On the issue of Delta Kappa Psi having the legal right 
to display that “dam n” flag. Yes, they do indeed have the 
right to do so by law. However, they or anyone else who 
does so, should be willing to face the consequences. 
Consequences which may not always be on the legal side 
of the spectrum. T ha t sort of behavior is outrageous and 
should not be tolerated on such a racially mixed campus. 
It may be O.K. in Mississippi to hold up a Confederate 
flag, but not in MSU. Not only is it offensive towards 
blacks on campus, but it is outright disrespectful. By 
allowing anyone to display that “dam n” flag on this 
campus, only shows the lack of respect for the ancestry 
of blacks in general, and no respect for the struggle they 
have gone through to try and achieve some level of 
equality, which is still not fully reached, here in your 
liberty-and-justice-for-all-America.
D on’tyou think they deserve that respect? You people 
should have a little more sympathy for a group that “your 
America” has persecuted throughout the centuries, and 
still continues to do so. You should have a little more 
consideration for the tribulations of your Black neigh­
bors. Show some simple human decency. Blacks on 
campus do not only deserve, but dem and respect.
Are you not aware of the implications of a Confederate 
flag? This flag is just as bad, if not worse than the Nazi 
swastika. Your American holocaust against Africans mas­
sacred millions more blacks than H itler’s Germany did 
Jews. I’m sure no one would stand for or tolerate adisplay 
of the swastika. It is just not right. T hese types of 
situations go far beyond mere offense. This is not about 
a big-nosed-kinky-haired little black boy crying over 
spilled milk, as the cartoon on the main editorial sug­
gests. Forget about First Amendment Rights, this situ­
ation addresses hum an rights. T he right fora person to be 
able to walk into a public place w ithout having to be 
rem inded that his/her great-grandfather was hung and 
burnt on a tree, solely because his dark skin. I am 
appalled that anyone would condone such behavior. And 
I am even more disgusted that the Montclarion, the
student’s newspaper, appears to support such behavior. 
I would have to say that I am also slightly disappointed 
in the Black student community on this campus for not 
responding to the Montclarion’s tabloid paper tactics.
I would also like toaddressMassaAnthonyO’Donnell’s 
article, “Agree or Disagree.” Is that title supposed to be 
a question, dem anding a response from either side? It 
seems that you are asking us, the readers, to respond, 
and respond I did. You, along with the MONTCLARION, 
are merely pushing the issue. You are instigating contro­
versy on this campus. You have written articles on this 
situation since it started. Your columns are not only 
debased, bu t they are verbally offensive as well. And 
you dare call the behavior of OSAU “petty, malicious 
and disorderly.” If anyone is ou t o f order it is you.
These articles that the M ONTCLARION  is publish­
ing are serving nothing more than agitators. Massa 
O ’Donnell, if you must take a position, try and not sound 
so offensive, choose your words a bit more discreetly. 
“Disorderly conduct of their behavior.” You, sir, have no 
concept of disorder. If OSAU would have organized a 
violent protest and began burning down buildings, then 
your accusations would be justified.
However, OSAU acted in accordance with the legal 
system established here at M SU. T hey  should be com ­
mended for the way they legally and calmly hand led the 
entire situation. T hey  in no way carried it too far, as some 
of you have stated. T he truth if the matter is that the flag 
was displayed inappropriately and for that, Delta Kappa 
Psi received their just deserts, which in my opinion were 
not in any way harsh. Even though they claim to have 
done it w ithout malicious intent, which I do believe 
they nonetheless acted in ignorance. And ignorance i: 
just as intolerable as maliciousness.
This situation should have been  dealt with exactly a 
it was and it should have been left at that. Thosi 
Montclarion columnists who com m ent against the deci 
sion of the G reek Council, are m ere agitators and propc 
nents of hate. Especially Massa O ’Donnell, who end 
his article by giving Delta Kappa Psi advice on how to 
combat and trium ph over their “ridiculous” and “petty, 
imperious opponents.” This is not a competition of wits 
Massa O ’Donell. Leave it alone!
Wilson Santos
Every leader wants a 
good follower
Light of 
Reason by Michael Lampe
T he thought police are coming. Beware.
Actually, they’ve been here for quite some time. But 
now they’re in power, and they have big plans.
T he thought police are political figures, media types, 
and generally annoying individuals or organizations who 
think they know best w hat’s right for Johnny, and 
everyone else and now they’re your representatives.
Runningmostly against President Clinton’seconomic 
policies, and sixty years of N ew  Deal Liberalism, the 
Republicans won and unprecedented victory during the 
midterm elections. A victory they arc now claiming as a 
mandate for their social and moral convictions.
Have you ever bought a tie thatyou thought matched 
a suit you had at home, but when you got back you 
realized you were a couple of shades off? T h a t’s how the 
American public is going to feel really soon if the new 
leadership chooses to ignore the fiscal crisis it’s inherited 
and instead w'ages war on America’s culture.
Disguised mostly as Southern Conservatives, but 
taking many forms, if they get their wish Am endm ent 28
of the U.S. Constitution will read:
“All school m ust allow for a m om ent of reflection 
during the school day...”
While 1 find ironic because it should read:
“Old, white, Southern Conservatives shall be limited 
to six years in elected office...”
But that’s another story.
Some Republican legislators (and a few Democrats, 
they’re not getting off easy) think that if Johnny just 
takes a few m inutes in the morning every day to say a 
little prayer, maybe to the Lord for his new Republican 
Congress, things will start to shape up. Maybe Johnny 
w on’t have the urge to cut class and sell crack for a living. 
Maybe he won’t think about bringing a Tech-9 (which, 
by the way, will be legal after the assault-weapons ban is 
repealed) to school and shooting the kid who made fun 
o f his lisp. Maybe the world will be a better place.
It doesn’t matter that the first thing the Constitution 
spells out isa separation between Church and State. T h e  
Republicans, led by that lizard, er, N ew t of a Speaker,
will tell you that America is one nation under God; that 
the First A m endm ent is vague and m ust be adapted to fit 
the needs of an ever changing society. Which is what I, in 
response, would say about the Second Amendment. And 
they, in turn, would call me a com m unist and a traitor and 
have me jailed; right after they get that Habeas Corpus 
thing overturned.
It doesn’t m atter that Johnny may not believe in God, 
or may be the only Muslim is a town that is 99% Baptist 
Prayer is good for the soul. Besides, Johnny is only 15 
years old; he has no business forming his own beliefs. 
T h a t’s what Congress is for, now.
And it doesn’t matter that Johnny can’t even read the 
prayer that you give him. Because, you see, that’s what 
will keep Johnny quiet and blindly allied to those who 
will play on his fears and vulnerabilities, exploiting him 
until he becom es useless or rebellious to their cause. 
'Then they’ll sell him out and move on to the next 
generation o f fodder. After all, every leader wants a good 
follower.
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Enough already My Side
I was always told never to argue with a fool, for they 
only make M E look foolish. T h is  explains, nicely, why 
I haven’t responded to the ALONL'CIARION coverage 
concerning the Confederate flag issue, or the recent 
Winter Ball incident. I lowever, the time has come for me 
to stop turning the other cheek.
At first, the ALONTCIARION  was very fair in it’s 
reporting the news of the Confederate flag incident. 
They soon returned to form with their Nov. 10 issue, in 
which I was depicted as a “g o o f’ for using outdated 
policies in jury selection. O f course they failed to m en­
tion some facts. Firstly, that the policies on file in the 
Greek Council office should have been updated by any 
of the last three Greek Council secretaries in office since 
the am endm ents were made. T hen , I publicly took 
responsibility for the error, as a leader should, and took 
steps to m ake things right. So I ’m a “goof.” Brilliant 
analysis, guys.
The Nov. 17 issue was no more responsible. Since 
when does th e  NEW S story entitled, “Delta Kappa Psi 
found guilty by jury o f‘conduct unbecoming the G reek 
community’” offera forum to explore my past, especially 
an incident in which I accepted full responsibility and 
punishment? In that issue, the ALOATCLARION re ­
ported that I was brought up to an SGA ad-hoc Com m it­
tee for abuse off powers stem m ing from “The Squirrel 
Caper” (M ONTCLARION3/5/92 p 1), and stated “...have 
yourself a w itch hunt. I don’t give a shit.” OOPS!! Sorry 
Mr. Calle and company, itactually stated as “... have your 
self a witch hunt. I didn’t do shit.” (Montclarion 3/5/92 p 
1). Come on boys, it’s your own dam n paper, you took the 
time to dig up that quote from 2 1/2 years ago, but you 
somehow m ade an “innocent” m istake in republishing 
it? “Put m e on trial, I don’t care ,” is a far cry from “put 
me on trial, Pm  innocent.” I find it hard to believe that 
this was anything more than a slanderous attem pt to 
show the unsuspecting public that I am a hypocrite,, and 
to question my very judgem ent and credibility. O O PS!!,
I said the word...slander. I would like all the readers to 
know that when I went into the ALONTCIARIGA7office 
Wednesday night, I saw a few things that struck me. 
First, I saw an “Editorial Board M eeting,” in which “the 
Three Amigos” in charge of the ALOArTCLARION were 
deciding which was more news worthy; a bunch of 
fraternity guys jumping in a pool, or an MSU business 
professor indicted for allegedly “penetrating a 4 year old 
girl.” Hm m m...tough choice! I think we’ll have to go 
with the guys in the pool. (At the very least it’s a chance 
to attack that Costa kid again.) I also saw a book in the 
computer room called “Sanford’s Simplified Guide to 
Libel and Privacy Laws.” A book filled with “tips on 
avoiding L ibel Lawsuits,” and the like. I started to smell 
something, and it wasn’t roses.
So I took a walk to the SGA office the next day to see 
what the real purpose of the ALONTCIARION is. As 
stated in their constitution their purpose is partly to be 
at best a watchdog over the s tu d en t’s values.” What!
Who the hell are you to make value judgement that are 
sent out to a readership of 15,000 a week?
This is a thinly veiled way of saying that your purpose 
is to attack and over examine cam pus leaders and create 
controversy just for the smell of it. T h a t sounds more like 
a tabloid magazine than a newspaper. Fair, object, and 
responsible, reporting of campus events is nowhere to 
be found in the purpose of the Montclarion! Why does 
that not surprise me? The power of the press is awesome 
in scope, and when you systematically teach generation 
aftcrgencration of AIONTCLA RIO N  staff to wield it like 
a weapon, using “Sanford’s Guide to Libel Laws” as a 
measuring stick to keep you out o f Legal Trouble, your 
newspaper will turn out not being worth the paper it’s 
printed on. (Why isn’t there an ethical standards book 
next to “Sanford’s Guide” on W ednesday nights-bc- 
causc they don’t give a damn about fairness or ethics- 
their purpose and constitution doesn’t mandate that 
they do.)
To be specific for a moment I would like to address 
some of m y fans individually. George Olschewski, 1 
thankyou for bringing up the totally irrelevant subject of 
“the Squirrel Caper” Since you write “The Couch 
Potato U pdate” for the Montclarion, I should have 
expected that you would be the one to furnish them with 
a quote that opened the door for my past to be explored, 
and my past to be exploited for their purpose. Louis 
Cafeiero 111, although your letter thoroughly amused 
me, you are a fool. Get your facts straight about both the 
premise of Delta Kappa Psi judicial court, and my own 
AD-HOC Com m ittee hearing. If you did you would 
realize that 1) T h e  jury in Delta Kappa Psi agreed that 
the flag was in full display, and believed that the context 
of the display constituted a fraternity act, and 2) T hat 
two Greeks, in an act totally unlinkable to their frater­
nity, were disciplines in a court of law for their crime, but 
brought toanad-hocCom m ittee for an unrelated charge. 
1 Iypocritc, I think not. The fact that you wrote what you 
did only goes to prove the effect that the AIONT­
CLARION has on some of it’s more impressionable 
readers, and how the bias of its coverage can and does 
misrepresent facts in order to Sway opinion.
Anthony O ’Donnell. Who are you? Have we ever 
met? Have we ever discussed anything about which you 
have written? Do you know me? I’ve heard that you are 
some kind of academic whiz, well, you have proven 
yourself a hypocrite. How dare you hide behind your 
pen and pad while calling me an “invertebrate,” the 
mere fact that w e’ve never met proves to me that that is 
the case. 1 and those who know me acknowledge that I 
am one of the strongest, most comm itted student lead­
ers at this school, and if I have a strong belief, I backdown 
from no one, including you. My GPA may not match 
yours, but I’ve got balls bigger than your house when it 
comes to standing up for myself and what I believe in.
Onix Noa, you couldn’t pay me enough to run for 
SGA president; sure I wanted to in the past, but if I had
to put up with the A/ONTCLARION  selfish class ones, 
ignorant but outspoken opposition on a daily basis, and 
open bars next to pools, I’d likely kill someone. God 
bless Sal Anderton, I don’t know how he puts up with all 
your shit.
Calle, Calle, Calle. I have quite a bit of respect for you, 
but your assertion that I am “all wet” as leader of Greek 
council is absurd. You are not active in the Greek 
community, under informed, and overly opinionated, 
which naturally qualifies you as a good judge of my 
abilities and accomplishments. Hey George, I look for­
ward to 2 hour argum ents with you about why the sky is 
blue, or why M &M s™  don’t melt in your hand- you 
know important s tu ff that only proves to me that your 
passion in life is to intentionally disagree with everyone 
for sport. (But it’s not proper to do that ad nauseam with 
15,000 people reading every word of it)
T o the Greek Com m unity, as your elected leader I 
wantyou to know that from day one until I ’m done I have 
not and will not stop fighting for you. T h e  ALONT- 
CLARION would love nothing better to strip me of the 
strength and influence that helps me in my quest to do 
right for all of you. I have sacrificed a large part of my life 
and my sanity to do whatever I have to in ensuring our 
role on campus. 37 organizations with over 1,200 mem­
bers can’t be wrong. VVe are the “straw that stirs the 
drink” on this campus-without us, there is nothing! No 
homecoming, no w inter ball, no social life, no carnival, no 
attendance at cam pus programs, virtually no bonafide 
student leadership and direction.
Those in the public who know us and know what we 
are really about praise us, but those who don’t under­
stand, and only believe what they read in rags like the 
MONTCLARION , and believe what they see when they 
watch “animal house” need to see what those who praise 
us see. T he positive, the thousands o f kind words and 
deeds we offer, giving toys and food to needy children 
during the holidays, the laughter and tears that are 
shared brother to brother and sister to sister, the unique 
opportunity we have to make the most o f our days here 
with the people that m ean the most in our own hearts. 
D on’t allow anyone to take that away. Sometimes in 
families, a brother or sister needs to be rem inded of their 
impact on the group-and that should be done as privately 
as possible, so far that I apologize to the brothers of Delta 
Kappa Psi, in the hopes that they, and all G reeks at least 
understand w hether they agreed with my decision to 
prosecute or not that we must tend to our own, in order 
to prove to those out to divide us that we are in fact strong 
enough to lead our lives without challenge. Just remem­
ber “we sink, we swim, we rise, we fall, we m eet our fate 
together,” so please behave, for though I ’m not a watch­
dog or a cop. We are all our brother’s (& sister’s) keepers, 
and now, the world is watching. 1 love being your leader, 
and I will do anything to keep our stock rising, no matter 
what it costs me personally. Stay strong and don’t stress.
Michael Anthony Costa,
Greek Council President
D eadlines! Deadlines! D eadlines! D eadlines!
The official deadline for all submissions to the opinion section is on 
Mondays at 3:30 p.m. No exceptions. Thanks in advance.
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If Hie shoe fils Bystander
by Anthony O'Donnell
If Wilson Santos was willing to consider the feelings 
of those of us who do not enjoy victim status, maybe he 
would have an inkling of what has happened here. T he 
vast majority of us have been rem inded so often, and for 
so long, of the horrors visited upon people of African 
ancestry in this country that it has become a perm anent 
part ofour thinking. I don’t doubt that the denial of some 
is so strong that they just can’t be reached but for most of 
us this isn’t so. Most of us see the treatm ent of the 
African in America as a shameful history of unspeakable 
cruelty. We know that a system of apartheid existed in 
this country until recently and that habitual and institu­
tional discrimination is still suffered by Blacks.
And so we ask ourselves what we can do. T he  obvious 
answer is to scrupulously avoid discriminating on the 
basis of race and to simply treat one’s fellows with the 
love and respect due to every hum an being. But there is 
a feeling- and it gets plenty of encouragement - that one 
has to go a little further in order to make up for the past. 
This is problematic because it can easily result in assum­
ing a patronizing manner, as when one expresses pity to 
a crippled person. Yet it seem s better to err on the side 
of solicitude, so we continue in this way.
It comes as a shock, therefore, when having devel­
oped this discipline of consideration we find our efforts 
thrown back in our faces. We try to live, day by day, aware 
of our fellows’ difficulties, yet still find ourselves stigma­
tized by some as insensitive, ignorant, and of course, 
racist.
Still we forbear, trying to convince ourselves that the 
stand-offishness and the hair-trigger hypersensitivity of 
some vocal people is just a regrettable, but perhaps 
inevitable, consequence of a history of persecution. But 
we also begin to wonder what we can possibly do to 
breach the gap.
We continue living with an alert sensitivity but we 
begin to wonder whether some important people are 
being willfully perverse and m aking progress more diffi­
cult than it has to be. Then one day some of our fellows 
act with such thoughtlessness and intolerance that w e’re 
driven to cry “enough!”
God knows I wish the men of OSAU the greatest 
success in their lives. But I don’t wish success to the 
aggressive, self-righteous separatism that I believe m oti­
vated their recent actions. If I am a “proponent of hate” 
and an “agitator” as Wilson Santos has branded me, then 
I am a proponent of hatred toward separatism and m en­
ace, and an agitator for fair and equal treatment.
T hat’s what this was about: anger at the application of 
a double standard and its unjust consequences. I am no 
more Delta Kappa Psi’s natural ally than I am OSAU’s 
natural enem y. But I saw the fraternity being treated 
unfairly in a way that I could see happening to myself. 
And so I “dared to call the behavior of OSAU ‘petty, 
malicious and disorderly.’” Interesting way to put it: I 
“dared” to criticize OSAU.
What I dared to do was treat them  as my moral equals. 
I dared to hold them  responsible for their actions. W ere 
my adjectives really inappropriate? Or did OSAU really 
comport themselves, as Santos says, in a “commendable” 
way, “legally and calmly.”?
OSAU, on this occasion, was not big enough even to 
maintain equanim ity against an “offense” which was not 
meant. T he ir reaction was not magnanimous by any 
standard: it was petty. Goodwill was absent even as the 
fraternity showed a willingness to cooperate: OSAU was 
malicious. OSAU could have adopted any number of 
sober measures to express their distress at seeing the flag. 
Instead they impulsively raised up a body of men for the 
purpose of a threatening confrontation: they were disor­
derly.
T he problem w ith Santos’ criticism is that it really is 
biased and really is not color-blind. Could anyone 
believe that Santos would have interpreted m atters the 
same way if 40 or so W hite students were to act against 
a few Black students, following the “calm  and legal” 
example of OSAU?
I believe in arguing for justice regardless o f the race 
of the concerned parties. Last semester I attacked the 
conduct of certain Irish-Americans (M ONTCLARION , 
March 3, 1993) and received no denunciation from 
Wilson Santos. I was denounced by an Irish-American, 
which may only illustrate that people get defensive 
when a group that they  identify with is criticized.
My aim is to be impartial before the facts: an aim 
which would have left me free to attack D elta Kappa Psi 
if they had com m itted a deliberate act o f aggression. 
And it leaves me free to defend OSAU should anyone 
act to threaten them .
I really work hard to be fair and I hardly have the 
credentials of a “self-centered” bigot. I have never 
discriminated against anyone on the basis o f race. I have 
never chosen my friends (or girlfriends, for that matter) 
on the basis of race. I am bilingual, am a m em ber of the 
Latin American S tuden t Organization (LASO) and an 
active participant in the Hispanic Education Com m it­
tee. And since Santos weighed in so heavily with slurs 
against “you people” and “your America,” I m ight also 
mention that I’m not even a citizen of the U nited States. 
I have not slandered or libeled anyone, how ever hyper­
bolic my language may have been. I have merely 
exercised my right to “call 'em  as I sees ‘em .” For this 
I am stigmatized as a patron of the culture o f slavery, a 
racist. Come now, Mr. Santos, “silly little colum nist” I 
grant you, but “M assa” ? „-------- ------------------- .
Simply the best Roar from the Right by Michael Rubino
Did you hear the news? President Clinton is seeking 
to bolster U.S. military preparedness. He has proposed 
to spend an “extra” $25 billion over the next six years in 
an effort to, in his own words, “remain the best-trained, 
best-equipped, best fighting force on earth.” T h e  pro­
posal would help finance more training and equipm ent 
maintenance, modernize weapons, upgrade military 
housing, grant new cost-of-living pay increases, and 
expand military child-care services. All of this from a guy 
who ran for office with liberal principles of cutting 
defense spending.
Now, if increasing military fundingand restoringthe 
national defense sounds familiar, it just may be that you 
heard it from the Republican platform or read it in their 
“Contract With America.” Yes, you will find it there in 
black-in-white - Item  No. 6 in the 10-bill plan to get our 
country back. T h e  GOP will present the “National 
Security Restoration Act” on the floor for debate within 
the first 100 days of the 104th Congress. T h is bill 
proposes to restore and rebuild our national defense so 
that we may, in fact, “remain the best-trained, best- 
equipped, best fighting force on earth.”
As I professed in my post-election column, every 
decision Clinton makes from here on in will be viewed 
as controversial. T his most recent move to the right will
unequivocally sour his party’s allegiance. There is, after 
all, a quite large group of cynical counterculturists who 
would prefer to continue reducing military spending an 
instead, spend our tax dollars on such programs as m id­
night basketball. Even on the heels of Desert Storm, 
many still voice out in disapproval of military funding.
Suppose the U.S. military was not well-enough equipped 
to defuse Saddam Hussein? What if it was not maintained 
sufficiently enough to counter any surprise disturbances, 
for that m atter (as many officials have recently been 
acknowledging is already true)? Hussein may currently 
be silent, but his potential threat is not yet gone. Some 
officials have expressed major concern over the nuclear 
devices North Korea is now toying with. Predictions of 
countries, such as North Korea, having nuclear power to 
destroy W estern Hemispheric nations within 10-15 years 
is not only realistic, but extremely alarming. Arguments 
for reduced military spending due to the so-called end of 
the Cold War appear frivolous w hen faced with these 
facts.
Despite the proposal, some officials are admitting that 
it falls well short of what the U.S. military actually needs.
I lowever, the question of why the President went in the 
direction that he decried so many times before is of 
curiosity. Dismissing amusing thoughts that he bumped
his head and sm artened-up, or he just w anted to agitate 
his wife, he is obviously under severe political pressure. 
Putting this into perspective, would he have proposed 
this movie if his Democratic cronies w ere still the 
Majority? Doubt it. T h e  GOP-Congress has not even 
debuted and they are already making progress!
Unfortunately, despite  the President’s new  package 
and the future G O P bill, overall defense spending still 
is expected to decline through 1997. O nly then will 
projected funding begin to rise. In fact, W hite House 
officials have said that almost three-fourths o f the $25 
billion would not be disbursed until 1999, three years, 
after Clinton is ousted out of office.
I wonder what sort of rhetoric and discourse is taking 
place between the President and the First Lady. Bill 
w ent “right” to the Pentagon and Hilary stayed “left” 
by referring to G O P welfare reform as “absurd.” T he 
only absurdity I notice is the socialist ideology radiating 
from the “M cGovernicks.”
T h e  political pendulum  is swaying to the right. 
Abbie Hoffman is gone. Jerry Rubin is gone. T he 
counterculture is dead. If  someone happens to see Bob 
Dylan, please inform him that, indeed, the  tim es they 
are a-changin!
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Republicans agenda: 
contract with the rich
Positive
Controversy
On Nov. 8 many Americans were deluded into think­
ing the Republicans’ quixotic “Contract with America” 
was the solution to the liberal agenda of President 
Clinton. T h e  contract holds former President Reagan’s 
“still to be tested” promise to cut taxes to the middle 
class and wealthy people, balance the Federal Budget, 
and make sharp cuts on welfare (GOP welfare reform 
will be analyzed in another column). However, the 
Republicans’ approach will only benefit the rich.
What is o f most interest to students about this agenda 
is the anti-m iddle class changes made on students’ 
grants and loans. Speaker Presum ptive Gingrich has 
asked his allies to support cuts in such grants. According 
toCatherine S. Manegold o fT he N ew  York Times, “Mr. 
Gingrich has asked that students’ loans be rewritten so 
that interest begins to accrue while students are in 
school, rather than being deferred, which means almost 
$10 billion in savings in five years.” If  this isenforccd, our 
loan costs could jump from 20 to 30 percent. It is 
disheartening that a man who obtained many student 
votes seem s to care more in saving$10 billion for govern­
ment and affluent people than for higher education.
Republicans also offer to reduce government spend­
ing by $7 billion, but the GOP staff on the House Budget 
Committee calculated that the proposed cuts will total 
$220 million. T h is  means a tax increase to pay for the lost 
sendees or cuts on many social services that help indi­
gent Americans, leaving many of them  in poverty, and 
subsequently causing our standard o f living to decline.
On top o f that, Representatives John R. Kasich of 
Ohio and Senator Gramm favor additional spending 
reductions that are hurtful to the poor. Kasich has 
proposed $176 billion in cuts on essential governmental
programs such as Medicare and Medicaid. Gramm also 
approves reduction in the budget of the Departm ent of 
Health and Human Services, Education and Housing 
and Urban Development. Lastly, the prim e item of the 
agenda calls for a constitutional am endm ent that will 
require a balanced Federal Budget by the year 2002. To 
achieve this goal, there has to be an additional $700 
billion in spendingcuts or tax increases, but Republicans 
have not indicated where the money will come from.
GOP lawmakers will also try to amend the anti-crime 
bill passed this sum m er by cutting the $5.3 billion 
approved for preventive programs. It is ironic that they 
advocate the death penalty to stem crime, while wanting 
to eliminate programs that might deter many youths 
form committing a felony. It’s similar to the drug case in 
this country. We can’t try to intercept drug smuggling 
without programs to counsel people about the results of 
drugconsumption. Besides, the much advocated capital 
punishment has not been such a great deterrent in many 
states and only cost tax payers, as a result of the endless 
appeals by defendants in death row.
There are other standards in the Republican anti­
crime clause which I consider noteworthy. For instance, 
they propose to pass a law that would set limits on 
Federal appeals by death row convicts. T h ey  will also 
lobby for laws that would allow police to use evidence 
seized “improperly;” cut back on the defendant rights; 
to limit the extent of Miranda warnings that the police 
use to advise people of their constitutional rights; and to 
limit the recovery of punitive damages. Some of these 
soulless measures surely threaten constitutional rights.
Republicans also vow to increase military spending. 
Many of want to resurrect Star Wars, the anti-missile
defense network, and increase spending in the already 
high $263 billion Pentagon budget. Conservative Larry 
Com best, who will oversee matters pertaining to the 
CIA in the House, has also suggested that the agency 
budget be increased, even though a $355 million new 
and u nnecessary agency is beingconstructed. T he  President 
has heard much criticism for cuts in military spending 
announced Thursday, that seek a $25 billion increase 
over the next six years. It is absurd to comm it more 
m oney in the military when the cold war is over and 
peace is flowering in the M iddle East. It is also unjusti­
fied to eliminate the much needed social services for the 
poor to add to the Pentagon budget. T h e re  is nothing 
wrong with having great military power and overseas 
security, but the problem  is that US global interests and 
obligations exceed available resources. T h e  US is al­
ready the highest spending m em ber of N A T O  in terms 
of percentage of G N P. Nonetheless, I agree with Re­
publican leaders’ attem pt to press for more money for 
troop salaries.
In the first 100 days in Congress, Republicans will 
also introduce a plan to restrict the involvement of 
American troops in peacekeeping operations, particu­
larly when the troops will serve under the United Na­
tions command. I vehem ently believe it is our task as the 
Super Power to aid nations in their transition to peace. 
Also, we cannot turn our backs on the needy nations of 
Latin America and Africa, from which this country has 
greatly benefited - m ost of the time illicitly - economi­
cally and politically.
T h e  Republicans’ agenda should be renam ed “Con­
tract with the Rich,” since it will only result in harm to 
American poor, hard-working families, and students.
Fleischman gives his 
feelings on the Flag
From the Left
by Frank Fleischman III
Last w eek ’s main editorial, “C onduct Unbecoming” 
has forced m e to take a position on the whole hullabaloo 
over the Confederate flag, and the behavior of members 
of Greek fraternities. I am writing this column to inject 
some sanity into the whole debate, and hopefully, to let 
the controversies die their well-deserved deaths.
As a colum nist, I set my own guidelines with regard to 
subject m atter. I try to write about things I feel are 
important to m yself as well as my readers. Fleischman’s 
first rule o f determ ining subject matter: comment upon 
and publicize controversy, but don’t fight a battle that 
does not concern you.
As I w atched the Confederate flag incident unfurl 
(pardon the  pun), I told myself to stay out of it. I felt that 
this concerned the Greek fraternities, and the African- 
American population. On a higher level, I saw it as a 
battle betw een free speech and censorship, with me 
rooting for the  First Am endment side. In hindsight, 
however, I saw something much more sinister and omi­
nous during the hysteria: the appearance of special 
interests and political opportunism.
I speak here of the “politically correct” forces on the 
campus and the  opponents of political correctness. This 
divided the cam pus into two groups, and those who 
didn’t support either side were the ones truly hurt. An 
insignificant even t that was not m eant to offend anyone 
or send a m essage became an asinine power struggle.
The m ainstream  media decided to make this look
like a closed case of blatant racism in the world of Greek 
fraternities. Personally, I don’t know much about frater­
nities, aside of some wild stories and eyewitness ac­
counts. My view is simple. I know they exist, I know 
some people enjoy that sort of thing. I w on’t join a 
fraternity, so I leave them  to their own devices.
I lowever, I feel it wrong to accuse the entire Greek 
community of racism for an isolated event that had no 
racist implications anyway. Long before the whole inci­
dent was made into a free speech issue, I decided that 
although it was the First Amendment right to Delta 
Kappa Psi to display the flag, the incident was not a free 
speech issue. Someone didn’t want their property to 
become damaged, so they put it somewhere where it 
wouldn’t be, albeit in public view.
I can just imagine the anti-P.C. forces out there 
patting themselves on the back for finally making the 
young leftist Fleischman see the error o f politically 
correct ideas. Don’t celebrate yet. You’re getting yours 
next.
One might ask if I agreed with the verdict and the 
sentence that Delta Kappa Psi received. No, I did not, 
nor do I now. An honest mistake should not have been 
punished, nor does Delta Kappa Psi have anything to 
apologize for.
I am very disappointed with certain m em bers of the 
OSAU for contributing to the glamorization o f the issue 
to make it look racist. Also, the offer to program events
that help to promote racial sensitivity should have been 
well-received.
I am also disappointed with those who attem pted to 
m ake this whole incident look like the handiwork of the 
“thought-police” to further their own agendas and to 
bash “politically correct” (read left-wing) ideas and 
people at MSU. I also feel that some of my colleagues at 
the MONTCLARJON, saw it to be their responsibility to 
protect the university against itself and be the beacon of 
anti-P.C. thought. I say this because, although I have 
been at this university only a year, many faculty mem­
bers and students have told me that past executive 
boards o f t h e MONTCLA R I ON  have never taken upon a 
political, much less essentially right-wing attitude.
I align myself neither with the politically correct, the 
politically incorrect, nor the neutral. T h e  idea of political 
correctness, i.e. understanding and being sensitive to 
others and their political and cultural values, is the 
highest goal of humanity. However, I don’t believe that 
this goal can be attained through speech codes and hate 
crim e legislation. It m ust be cultivated in the human 
character.
Som ebody will always be offended by what another 
does or says. It is som ething we must all live with. 
However, when ideology and political opportunists with 
axes to grind get in the way, then we must all take a step 
back, and once again find what is truly important.
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1 THINK 'F SANTA IS GOING 
TO JUDGE MV 
8EHAVI0R C N «
THE LAST VEAR,
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ENTITLED TO 
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1 MEAN, LETS FACE IT, A 
LOT O f CHRISTMAS TOOT IS  
AT STAKE HERE, AMD TVE 
CONSTITUTION SATS NO PERSON 
SHALL BE DETUNED OF 
PROPERTY WITHOUT WE.
I PROCESS O f LAW.
'  TV
ANOTHER SHOW EXTOLLING 
LOVE AND PEACE INTÜHWPIED 
EVOW SEVEN MINUTES BV
co m m er cials  exto lling  
GREED AND WASTE.
I'M  LEARNING I  NEED 
NN OWN TV SO X CAN 
WATCH SOMEPLACE 
ELSE.
Calvin  and Hobbes by Bill Watterson Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson
OK, HOBBES, X  Rl6HT WEH. 
ASM I LANIERA UH TO ES- 
VOUU NEED TO TA8 LISH THAT 
REVIEW THE TOD NERE 
FACTS OF MV /  INSANE AT
CASE. TUE TIME O f 
THE ALLEGED 
CRIMES
WE'RE NOT 
COPPING AN 
MSMtlTf PLEA, 
VOU MORON.' 
HE RE SAVING 
I'M UtNOaHV
INSULTING AN 
ATORNEV IS A 
PINAL OFFENSE 
90 NATCH IT,
BICTCD
YOU'RE SUPPOSED TO M SÆ  
THAT 1 HAVEN'T BEEN BAD 
THIS VEAR. AND t  DESERVE 
TO BE OW SANTA'S 
-G O »" L IS T /
IF lM S  OWR 
CASE, I  
ADVISE VOU TO 
SETTLE OUT 
OF COURT
IN A MINUTE, 
VOU AND 7  
ASE GOING 
TO SETTLE 
THIS OUT
O f floors.
IT MUST BE SAD 8 EINS  
A SPECIES WITH SO 
LITTLE IMAGINATION.
C alvin  and Hobbes by Bill Watterson Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson
RIGHT ' BUT SEE, THERE 
ARE CERTAIN THINGS A 
500C KID COULD Do THAT 
MIGHT LOOK 8AÛ IN A 
CERTAIN LIGHT, I f  ONE 
DlDNT CONSIDER AIL THE 
MITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCES.
LIKE KEEPING 
AN INCONTINENT 
TOAD IN  VOUR 
MOMS SWEATER 
DRAWER?
EXACTLV.
IF I  WAS 
SEING RAGED 
IN A BETTER 
ENVIRONMENT,
I WOlKDNT 
DO THIN6S  
LIKE THAT.
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON THE FAR SIDE By G A R Y  LARSO N
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Scene from "Fiddle Attraction"
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ACROSS 
1. R e « «  in w i l  
4 . Dina
I .  O n e  thousandth  of a n  Inch
I I .  W alking  slick
12. B rit. Jacket
13. T h ree  —---------- crow d
14. A rticle
15. M asa
17. Intelligence 
19. C overed  vehicle 
21. Experim ent*! room
23. C lock  face
24. D ash 
24 . Lease
24. P e rs ian  currency 
30. A lo t 
32. S m all hoy
34. R o u te  (abbr.)
35. Spelling (abbr.)
37. S h ip  tha t sank
40. M ale  nicknam e
41 . U p p e r  appendage
43. P ecan
4 4 . M o th e r (slang)
46. C hris tm as song 
40. C o t
50. Fete
53. P recise 
55. L a ir  
5 7 . L ittle  bit
54 . W a r
40. Black ro ad  lab staace
62. Rem ove (prefix)
63. A m erica (ab b r.)
64. C oncern
66. Older
68. N um ber
69. W ide-m outhed  Jar
70. M ale
D O W N
1. H ackneyed
2. A rtic le
3 . E v e rg re en  s h ru b
4. Lever
5. Near
6. Under
7. O klahom a tow n
8. M iddle o f  space
9. l e a v e  a lo n e
14. On t h e ------
11. H ole In m ountainside
16. M an 's  n icknam e
18. M ale title
20. Old horse
22. N ot on  tim e
25. Negative w ord
27. Light b row n
29. Lead (p .l .)
31. S torage co n ta in er 
33. Not lighted
3 5 .  ---------------- F ranc isco
36. P a l b efo re
38. Bath
39. W heel rim  tee th
42. Fabled m ale sea  creature 
45. Angry
47. L iberation  (inform al)
49. D iscourage fro m  acting
51. Heavy
52. In bed
54. C hem ical d e te rren t 
54. Sodium  sym bol
58. Slice
59. M arble
41. M ale sheep 
45. C oncerning
67. S ou thern  s ta te  (abb r.)
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VourR^/Horoscope
ail
v £  by Ruby W yner-lo
■ kl A.A.B.P-certified Astrologer
Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) You’ll 
have a nasty accident, but luck­
ily you’ll be wearing adult dia­
pers.
Taurus: (Apr. 20-May 20) You’ll 
feel embarrassed when  
breakdancers use the word “bad” 
and you don’t know it actually 
means “good.”
Gemini: (May 21-June 23) You’ll 
have a fall that’s so nasty it will 
burst your colostomy bag.
Cancer: (June 22-July 22) The 
stars willbe friendly toyou. Well, 
at least they won’t stab you in 
the back like your other so-called 
friends.
Leo: (July 23-Aug. 23) You’ll meet 
a special person in your laxative 
addiction support group.
Virgo: (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Your 
simple mistake of spilling soup 
on toast will make a delicious 
treat that will change the way 
humans eat, but you won’t make 
a lousy dime off it.
Libra: (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) Teach 
patriotism to your children by
tattooing the stars and stripes 
on their chests at birth.
Scorpio: (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) Get 
anger out of your system and do 
something useful by giving the 
kitchen a good scrubbing with 
the scalp of a hated enemy.
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
Trust your animal instincts. Hide 
in a shrub for the postman, and 
when he comes, leap on him and 
tear out his jugular.
Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Your 
attempt to impress friends by 
keenly balancing utensils on 
your nose will be thwarted when 
a soup ladle falls down your 
throat.
Aquarius: (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Fol­
low your heart. It will fall out of 
your chest and bounce down the 
street like a silly rubber cat toy. 
Pisces: (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) Your 
pyloric valve will seal up and the 
attending violent flatulence will 
make a mockery of your soft shoe 
routines.
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Sicker T  han R alphHm'. Kid v m 'i t« ~ by M ike Kelly
Lost In  N ew J ersey by Paul H olmes
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COMMUTER STUDENT EXTRA! !!!!!!
This is straight from our home office in Upper Montclair, NJ.
The top ten signs that your neighbor has TOO MANY Christmas lights:
10: You go blind looking out your window.
9: YOUR electric bill has mysteriously increased.
8: Your lights dim everytime their’s blinks.
7: Snow does not accumulate with in a five block radius.
6: The average temperature in your neighborhood is ten degrees above the 
national average.
5: They have to take out a 2nd mortgage to pay their electric bill.
4: US Air Force pilots mistake front walk for landing strip.
3: Scientists have discovered that magnetic north is now next door to you.
2: The snow men in the neighborhood all have tan lines.
1: The PSE&G people are waving hello and smiling as they circle your blockT heatre of the A bsurd by J ohn J  O'Sullivan
OK, I haven’t really  talked about this that much 
in my articles; w ell, I never really did talk about 
this in my articles....A lright, I w asn’t going to 
talk about this in m y articles, but I had thoughts 
about talking about this in my...
GET ON W IT H  IT !!!
O K  OK, I HA TE M ONDAYS!!! Now, it isn’t 
for the normal “I hate Monday” reasons, in fact 
m ost o f you d o n ’t know  how painful M ondays 
can REALLY be! “W hy, oh great John J. 
O ’Sullivan, are M ondays terrible wretched 
hell?” I ’m glad you asked that, fair reader, the 
reason why I hate M ondays are because of... 
PERSONALS!!! AAAAR- 
RR RR G G G G G G G H H H H H H H !!!!
Oops, excuse m e. Anyway, I wake up on 
M onday, go to m y m orning classes, and then...I 
go into the Student Center Cafe. Faster than 
you can say “A nbesol™ ”, 3,493,427,979 people 
com e up to me w ith little ratty slips o f  paper 
w ith various “stay strong, don’t stress” m essag­
es. This M onday I had to run for my life out of 
the cafeteria; sorority  sisters and Theta Xi™ 
Brothers tackled m e, held my arms, and shoved 
little slips o f paper in every pocket in my trench 
coat. Luckily, I w as able to gnaw o ff my both 
o f  my arms that they were holding me by, and 
escaped. The only problem  now is that I have
to type with my nose, but that’s okay.
W hen I finally arrived to the M ONTCLARI- 
O N ™ , sans arms, I was greeted by one o f  our 
fine secretaries with an evil grin smeared on her 
face. “Hey John, take a look!” She opened up 
the box, and personals just sprung up to the 
ceiling. “Have fun..M uhahahhahahhaha!” , she 
said. “Oh by the way, where are your arm s?”
1 walked into the com puter room, holding the 
personal box with my mouth, and logged onto 
one o f the M ON TCLA RION’S™ lovely 
com puters and started typing. Since I had no 
arm s whatsoever, this was difficult, but I 
persevered....until the secretary walked into the 
room , “I got more personals for ya! {She turns 
to the door) Bring in the crane!” A Caterpil­
lar™ rolled in with it’s crane filled with those 
cursed Satanic little pieces o f paper. I peed in 
my pants (figuratively), and felt fear and 
loathing in my heart. Figuring that I type about 
65 words per minute with two hands and about
2 words per minute with my nose, I figured that 
it would take about 43.6 years to finish typing in 
all o f  those personals in. I despaired. I cried. I 
made microwave popcorn and ate it with no 
hands. That is, until a miracle occured. A man, 
wearing a golden robe, swaddling clothes, and a 
goofy looking “Tazmanian Devil” hat walked
into the computer room , and with a strong, trium ­
phant voice said, “ I have come to save you, John J. 
O ’Sullivan! I will finish these personals for you!” 
“W ho are you, kind bringer o f typesetting?” 
“ People call m e....TOM  TRACY {insert dramatic 
m usic here). Now begone, poor tired w retch, and 
sleep. Oh....by the way, are you going to  M c­
D onalds™ ?”
“ Although I don’t know  how, I was going to.” 
“Could you get me som e M cN uggets™ ?”
“ Sure.”
“C ool.....ahem....Now be off, for I will now  take
on thy m ost unholy task. Fairwell, k ind personal- 
giver, and be off!”
And then I left the M ONTCLARION™  and set off 
to get some rest and som e M cNuggets™  for Tom, 
when all o f  the sudden a big Cabbage Patch Kid™ 
was running amok around campus, stam ping on 
students left and right. I was so nervous, that I 
started to feel warm th envelop my entire  body.
And then I realized; I was about to spontaneously 
com bust. Well, m ost o f  me was going to sponta­
neously combust since I d idn’t have any arm s 
when....
{***}
OH M Y GOD!! IT W AS ALL A DREAM !!! OH 
TH ANK GOD; I H A V E MY A R M S!!!!! I fell 
asleep at the com puter; it was all a dream . Tom  
Tracy just walked in, sans swaddling clothes and 
arms.
“John, you don’t w ant to go up to the cafeteria; oh 
by the way, here’s about 237,983 m ore personals. 
Bring in the truck!”
Or was it.....aaaaarrrrrrRRRRG G G H H H H H H H H H
{Insert explosion h e re .}
John J. O ’Sullivan is Dictator and Chair o f  the 
Spontaneous Com bustion Committee. D o n ’t 
screw with me, or I ’ll m ake you blow up!!!!
Tasteless J oke Fu n !
w ith  C andice M eyer
A teacher gives her third grade class a 
writing assignment. She tells her class to 
use the word contagious in a sentence and 
to be prepared to read their sentence aloud 
the following day in class. The next day 
comes and the teacher asks for any volun­
teers to read their sentence aloud. Little 
Tommy raises his hand and then reads 
from his paper, “My brother has the chick­
en pox and my mother says they are conta­
gious..”
“Very good Tommy, any other volunteers? 
Go ahead Michelle,” says the teacher.
“My dad always says that a bad attitude is 
contagious,” says Michelle.
“Very good Michelle, well let’s have one 
more volunteer. Chris, how about you?” 
"My aunt was painting the house yellow 
and it took that cunt ages to finish!”
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StlV i and Bryan (TX)
December Babies are tlia b u t . Lit'«  j i t  w it t i d .. .i t  tbi 
Edge?
T i J i b i  J .  O'Sillivan (T X ),
Don't « tr ill , pledging, oops, 1 n m  tbi u m i t i r  it ilm oit 
doni. We «11 |«vi yog 'nose yog typo up ill t h i n  
#$$A i # *  p irio n iIt.
-L o n  y i , T i i i t  & L ig r n  |AIX)
Thiy llki mill Tbiy r u l ly  LIK E M E IIIII YAVIII 
- J J O 'S
K r i it u  #153 A IX  - Lovi ind S iitirb u d  it f i r i v i r . I'm 
always b in  fi r  y u l  Think« for b ib yiittiij mi, for ilw iy i 
b iii j  tbon fi r  m i, l i d  for j i l t  biinj yoil 
Lo n  Tin!« A IX  #154
To n y o n  «ho w i i  i t  my ip ir tm n t Saturday l i j h t , « b it  • 
f A ekinj blntl
A IX  - T n i i
Hiy Vic (T Pbi B) - L i t '«  iobir ip and e lm  gp again 
-L o n  154
Jim & Erik -
H an  tbi m artini landed in yoar room yit?
Ap t. 307b
To F i ,
What an awaiomo twoiomi Birthday Party! Lit'«  do it 
again!
Lo n  and Sisterhood, #154 
Therm  #163 - A IX
I Ion you n e rit «¡«to r. W i’ n  jotta couple of porfeet t O i l  
Lo n  and Sisterhood, #154
Jim Norris, «a would like to a n  that big rad firo belli 
Love, Apt 307b
C AR PAL T U N N E L H E R E  I C O M E , RI6 HT BACK W H E R E  I 
STARTED F R O M ...
-JJO'S
To #152 A IX ,
Remember that men are «lime! I love you to death. Let’ « 
juit ute men for all they're worthl (pt don't tell Joe I 
wrote you thill)
L o n , #154
Ceylan - I’ m glad I didn't FUC K things up, I probably made 
them better. He isn't good for youl I love youl 
#154
Apt. 307e (Delta C h i),
When ia dinner? Mookie if  you have the milk we have the 
Lucky Charm«!
Love, Apt 307B |D Phi E)
Jessica and Nieoli - my roomies,
You minad out on Sat. night. I'm glad the apt. is clean.
Je ff (T Phi B) Here's you personal. Now stop bugging mil 
Just kidding. You'ra cool)I 
•Lisa
Allison S. (D Phi E)
I'm always hire if yog mod mil I love yal You're awasomi. 
We have to make a spaghetti date sometime.
-AH 131
Congratulations Nu Class of D Phi E . Yog guys aro 
iweionel
Samantha and Hoathor (D Phi E)
#1 Familyl Thanks for always biing then, I wouldn't be 
when I am without you tool 
- L i u
Allison Kern |D Phi E)
Congrats on the E -B o ird  Poiitionl Wo'll work groat
m o m c ia r io x
togithar. I'm alwiys h ir i if  yiu nud m i. I’ m only i  phono 
eill away. I'm following right in yoar footitepsl 
-Lav your protegí.
J i n  C (D Phi E)
Congratsl You did iti I'm so proud i f  you! Now wa em 
hang out whinevir you wantl My door will always be opin 
for youl
-Lav your puado 
Barbie |D Phi E)
Our suite is going to be nuts now with you moving ini It's 
going to be iw uo m il
Dine E (D Phi E)
Weleomi to the Best Pledge Familyl You'ra i  great 
additimi
AH I3 I
Anyone who mined T HE P A R TY ! Aw, too badi
To get from Bayonne to Bloomfield t ik i m it 148. Tbmks 
for eoming, wi hid fun. B yi Bye!
To thi person who took • female's light colored clothing out 
of the dryer in th i 4A/D Blanton lounge on Monday, Dio 5 
at around 11 A M : Thank you wiry much for folding my 
laundry. I was pleasantly surprisid that sornioni out then 
still has somi consideration.
I am the silent ra bb it... (• trilogy in 26 parts)
Robin (AO)
The stripes on thi badsproad a n  pretty.
Love, C irly
To the singles table
You were the best 7  datos anyone could ever ask for.
Love, Carly
Sue (AO)
You're the best bigi! I hope you had fun getting laid at the 
wedding!
Love, Carly 
Alphamaniaes,
You guys are great. I had a lot of fun with you on Friday! 
Lova, C irly
Carly (AO)
Were those stripes pretty that you saw?
Love, Robin.
E r r r ....l  think that one was already answered.
-JJO'S
Cappo (SDP) - That's twice I found you in the bathroom! It 
was funi I luv youl
-Jen (Gamma Psi)
Sigmas - Once again. A  hell of a good timel!
Gina (Sigma)
This is your side of the toilet and this is mine!
I luv you, lova your BEAST friend
Ed (Ditta)
I luv U, we had fun at símil N u t  tima ramambir to shut 
thi waterll I luv yal
Me (Sigma)
Thi Nu Class of D Phi E ,
C 0N6RATSI I know you guys eould do iti 
Lovi, Jennifer (Sigma)
Pushkin and Clayton (D Phi E)
You guys an tho boit roommates, Congratsl I luv youl 
Lovi, J i n  (Sigma)
Kim (SDP) - You'ra the b u t  big —  I had fun at cimi —  
thanks fir  taking my things! I luv U!
Luv, your littlo
Shynn (Sigma)
I’ m sorry abut your bandii
lav, O 'D ell (Sigma (Gamma Pei})
Alicia (Sigma) Thinks for taking can of mol Y iu ’ r i the 
host Big Big Bigi I luv U l 
Lovi, your littli
J u y  ( S u i ti )
"It kmps going and g iin g ..."  How's Bruno?
Love, mo (Sigma)
Jossi & Stephanie (Thita) W i have to gi to A lm u i again! 
Minim
Semis from a Holiday Party (A IX ) ,
Act I : Laruan Pouring eoffoo.
Niyati #130; how mneh, i  eup or i  shot?
Kelly #146, C A U T IO N : Thi following pietari h u  bain 
ratid $F (Seriously Fanny), bottir bold on to your m iti
Cairn #129, whin this movie wins in Aeadimy Award, will 
you nominati mi Aetrms of th i ymr or Loser i f  the Ym r?
Hopa ym likid my mavial
Levi, Liaran #156
Hora’ s to sister Tania (The perfect 10)
Hippy Birthday to you,
Hippy Birthday to m i,
W i’ ll both havi • party,
Will your roommito kill yon or mi?
Thank ym 209a, yon iro th i gnatistl Hopa yon had i  good 
lima Saturday. Oh whit a nightl Carly Dieimbir biek in
941
Lovi ilwiys Lauron #156
PS - Hiy ym , a n th i p irfie t 10 and I (Thi pirfie t sum: 
1+5=6 (156)) Oh ente, hiy i  Sigma Mithimatieally moans 
tha sum of so I am a p irfie t Sigma. I am the only om 
whose numbir adds up like thisl Go mo, it's my 
birtbdayllll
Noreen #152 (AIX)
Hey Hoy twinstar, don't look now another person is eoming 
through the door!
Love, Lauren #156
Dear J J O 'S ,
My roommate and I loved your personal to me last week. It 
was to evil from good regarding a Caesar salad kit. I have 
never had anyone comment while typing my personalsl
Love, Lauren Shapiro #156 and Norton Ryan
#152 (AIX)
PS How aro this walk's?
Pretty long, but that's normal I guess.
-J J O 'S , 6M 45 (TX)
Yie (T Phi B)
Could you show me that seventies disco again. You look so 
cool in that jacket. Congrats again, I am so proud o f youl 
Love, Lauron #156 A IX
Go Saysl
Carisse #162 (A IX )
Happy Birthday! I hope you had a gnat one! Hope you 
enjoyod all the presents I got youl Love, your Seerat Sister 
Lauren #156 (AIX)
Andy (TKE)
Do I still have to sing to you?
Love, Lauren
Christine #158 A IX
Bow Wow Wow Yippy You Yippy Yayl Sing us tho song of 
the mole 6irl! Sing us tha song tonight, how wo a n  all in 
A IX , so everything will hi alright.
Lovi, Liu rm  #156 A IX  
PS Hiy look our favorite songsl
Hiy Connilly #153,
Hillol What’s up? W i hive to hang m tl Bo happyl 
Lovi, Fufu
PS Who grows you? It's Farmer KC and the Fifa  Bandi
Ciylm  #151 A IX  
Smilil Havi a happy diyl 
Li v i  Launa #156 A I X
D0C A 5 - Tag team back ig iin l
Owan ft B iff A X P
Nightman m  S a iim i S trm tl Muabihahihahl 
-Miriam A IX
From om sap to mother-
Nm t «amistar our mission i n  thi mm i  few doors down.
To tho Nu Clisa (D Phi E)
Wi i n  finally sisters: I love you guys so mueh - Wo will 
always bi T
Lo vi, J m  (Waddles)
Mel;
Reputatim is valuable: bat eharaetor is prieiliss.
Mieb
Detective M il,
Tbair cover is blown and wi know thi rial d ia l. Too bid wi
can't frisk tbom.
D itietivo  Mieb
Jinn (Sigma)
Wi hid a good tim i. I love youl
Big
Trick,
Tho world saye “S u in g  is biliiving.“ Faith stye,
"Believing is s u in g !"
Mieh - My fillow  u p .  This m i's  fi r  thi mm of this 
simeiter, kiss offl 
-M il
Maryam and X m i i  (D Phi E) You gays a n  th i b u t  
roommates - I leva youl 
Nmey
Miehaal-
Two years ago I slid I'd eipturi the moon for you. I wish I 
did, beeause I truly miss you when you'ra gone.
Lo vi, M ilie u
M il - I'd suggist you not sit in perking lots.
-Mieh
Congrats to tho Nu eless of D Phi El I lovi youl 
JJ O 'S
You ire a S A IN T  for hiving tha pstianei to type all th a n  
personals. We worship you.
The Montelarion Secretarial Staff
WHAT A B O U T  ME?????? I W ANT SOM E A T T E N T IO N ! I 
TYPE THESE T H IN G S  IN T O O III!
Tom
Wow, this is the "Wa leva J J O 'S "  edition of tha personals. 
I'd love to take all th i e n d it myself, because I'm m  
egomaniac and I love attention, but lot us not forgot it is 
also Tom Tracy that types these infirnal littli things in is 
w ill. B u t..if you wmt to, you may worship me. :)
- J J O 'S
THANK YOU 
Risina (AO)
I don't think Jimbo appreciated your ehantl 
Love, Robin
My Taino,
Our d iti made clear why you aro so ittrietiva - wi i n  
kindred spirits. I intend to got my d isiri, so you should 
seiii yours. I would very mueh like to take you up on your 
bed & breakfast d ia l. It is your move. One lovi.
Your Chorokao
To thi lei Woman,
You dofinitily aren't frigid, and I would sun liko you to 
warm mi up in the right plans.
Your m l  man.
To: Likiy n d  Roy,
Ones again you guys i n  th i First to sueend. Congrats 
from FB2 and tho rost of tha Brithirs of Lim bdi Thati Phi.
To R iy , FB5
Thank you for your lovi md support.
Lava, FB2
Ti Vinissi, I hid i  groat wmkmd. All n r  weekends 
should hi liki that.
Lo vi, A u g u s tin .
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Tri S i) - V«« i n  boring and patititi«. 
Capi. S u i t i
Robin,
l l t ' l  ling ditaehabli piiiia again. 
Pieatto
Rich (Pbi Bite Signal)
You’ n  tlii h u t thing that’ i  i v ir  com  into my li ft , thmhi 
for your p itim e i, yotr aipport, and thi mimoriia. I lovi
yon.
Krlt
April (Sigmal
I couldn't n h  fir  a b ittir  big i r  i  more wonderful frim dl 
I lovi you. Thinka for ivirything, I'll itm d hy youl 
Lout, 'Lit K rii.
To M ilin ii,
Sorry wi didn't haui a good t i m i i t i r .  Hopefully the next 
will he h ittir .
Love, "12"
To Binh:
I mica our 3pm, 8pm, 12am, Fighti in our room.
FB2
Mr. Kriuair'i - I want to fuck you liki in animill
Mich - Whit advica would I give if  you parkod it  tha md of
thi a trut?
-Mol
Bryaon & Miming (Mo. fa )  I lovi you guyil 
Lovi #154
JJO'S (Montclirion)
Keep up the giod work. School'i almoit overlll 
Nirien (AIX)
Ceylan [AIX)
Go Mugging Queinlll
Lovi y i, Nonan #152
Lauren, A IX  #156 (Good)
Happy 19th. Lovo y il 
Roomie 152 A I X  (Evil)
Lepe, (AIX)
Happy 20th. 20 auckalll
Love yall Noreen #152
Dave (Montclirion)
Thanka for Friday, it w n  fun!
Lovi, Morotn (A IX )
AnnMarii (AIX)
Hi Big, j u t  wintid to n y  that I lovi youl 
Lovi, littli Noreen
Gim m , (Sigmi)
I would t ik i care of you anytime, became I lovi youl 
Luv- Andrei (Sigmi)
Sim (Sigmi)
How did hi tu ti?
Owm (AXP)
Tou’ ri a really cool and nici guy. It wai nice knawing you, 
kut ttiy iw iy from mi or I'll puneh youl Ju it kiddingll
Hahihihthil
Mirim (AIX)
Michill* (Sigma)
1 lovi you hut I mad my d r u m , jta m , iw n tih irt, locki, 
aboii md thi kitchin link
Lovi, A n d n i (Sigmi)
U  ' l l  "Bathroom" Sigmon
I "adi rure you won i l l  hraathing and in imkulinei waan't 
"aided.
1 '"»I you guyi, Andrm (SDP)
T* ,k *  oinglu tahli,
Yl"  girli w in  thi h u t 7  d i t u  I i v ir  hid.
Li v i ,  Rihin
$"• (AO)
Side t Myron md Herbert I n k  g r u t  in Fridiy Might?
Liv i , Cirly
To ili thi S i i t i n  of A O  thi firmai w u  definitely thi hut
•virili!
To thi mw E -B u rd  of Thiti X i: I LO V E Y O U  6 U Y SIII! 
STAY S T R 0 N 6 IIIII C 0 N6 R ATS IIII (Eip ic iilly  to mil) 
•JJO S , Gamma M i 45 (TX)
To Eviryoni,
Livi Bandi In Blinton Atrium. Thura. Pie *  @  6:30pm. 
Puddin' Head J r .
Thi fo rn i hurmd down and thi fiild floodid. Enough laidi 
Puddin' Head Sr.
Hiidi,
l'm io happy to ha ituck with you.
Love, Roomy
Sigma P i l l i  Phi,
Thanki for • wondarful night.
Forivia your li it ir , Jani Liigh
Todd:
Thmki for thi Pitch Room 
'  * “ chivilry
" * " kiu
‘  '  ” night!
Ja m  Liigh
K riitin ,
What i  night - 2 on I with Richl 
Woo! Woo!
Luv, Jina
Gamma Chi (SDP)
We w iri tha ehirnpi-
All thi othir l i i t i r i  were thi toilit CHUM PSI
Jam
Jennifer Dmuhio (Sigma)
You tr i  thi moit awuomi hig l i it ir . Thmki for making 
my f i n i  formai ipiciall I love youl 
Ja m  Liigh
Frommer (Sigmi)
Thmka for thè «¡garitte bum.
Love, Jina
Rich (Phi B i l i  Sigmi)
Baby, you'rc tha h u t , what alai cin I u y .
Lovi, K rii (pi luve Joan alone.|
Ivette (D Phi E)
I min hanging out! L i t 'i  maka a Margarita dati!
Lovi, Marymn
Jo h n , thmx agiin for thi culture on Siturdiy - I lovi thi 
ihopping B ig! Piaci, T-C
M elina, Donni, Danti, K itii ,
I will c u  you ili in Spaniih om naxt ii m u ti r !
Lovi, Sr. Rigol.
C h riu ii (AIX)
All I want for C hriitm u il i  xxxl Lovi, Tray 
John (AXP) -
Smta h ittir dalivir! Lovi tha t r i l l i l i  309A
Manning (A IX ) I g u a i "git lucky" il i  good urna fi r  ya!
(I in  you cillid  gun for thi wrong hid)l 
Piaci, 'on thi tahli"
Jo h n , I ve ixpirim c id i  tractor croaiing.
Certain thingi m u t remain O FF thi tih lilll
I j u t  can't h iliiv i l'v i hun piiaid in!
Rich (Phi B i t i  Sigma)
Baby, l u i  yi F O R -E V -E R !
Liv i , Krii
Rich (Phi Beta Sigma)
Thmx for i  wondirful night. I iipociilly lovo you. Stagi
oni ilwiya.
Liv i , Krii
Jun (Sigmi)
S M O O C H IE S M OO CH IE y u  wi do hivi proofl 
Liv i , Krii
Nicoli & $ •• (AO)
How w u  thi wadding I heard you got liidl 
Lovi, Robin
L iu n n  (A O ) You did a g r u t job on thi formal 
Lovi, Robin
Chirii (AO)
You an thi hut little
Lovi, Your Big.
To ill  A O  Siatori - I had a g r u t  tim i it  the formal. I will 
m in you guyi n u t i i m u ti r . Thinki for being th in  for 
mo.
-Z E  56
Cindy (#29)
I have nothing to uy. I’m confuted md you know about 
whit.
Chriuy #30
Cindy -
Whin are wa going to d u n  out your cir again? Willow- 
brook?
-Criuy
Laura (Phi Sig)
Look who’i  getting the bootio m ill now!
-Kim
Thitu
Can't wait for Chriitmu party! W• an going to have the 
halt time.
Monica
Stephanie (Theta)
Can you itop mailing? I lovi you little!
-Monica
Jim  &  Erik,
You'ra g ru t guyi! We love our Sunday night moviea!
Love, Apt 307B
Theta* - Let'* not have any toilet! ripped out again it  tha 
C h riitm u Party #74
Brim  ( D ilt i Chi) W i have to witch out for thoae Stone 
Temple Pilot CD*
Monica (Theta)
Stacy (Th iti)
You hive to come oat with u i. We m in  you!
Lovi your Big Big, Monici
Th atu  - You have to atop walking in on paopli.
Tomato: It h u  to bi tha ly it l
Z B T  - I hid thi b u t timi ice ik itin g . Wa hivi to do it 
•gain!
-Moiica
I lovi Theta Kappa Chi!
I want t i  itir  thi co ffu  thia Fri.
L i u  (SDT) A rt wi flirt!??? W i'r i  definitely trouble whin 
w i’ n  tig ith irl
Lovi, Tomato
H iy C irly,
Fruit d i t u  i n  b ittir  than regular d i t u ,  right?
Z H  100
T h itu  - Why ire w i ill nailing to much??? #93
Moniiit md Tinno (Theta) - Thmx f i r  ivirything & biing 
my p ir t u r i  in irim il 
Lovi #74
Tri-Sig-Leoking forward to your nixt formal.
Capt. Sonata
D m ti (Sprint),
Whit do you u y  you come up md hilp ua hang tome 
poitiri?  We ran out of tape, p lu m  come and h ilp .
Lovi, H iid i md K a tii.
B iff  alinky i n  you hiving fun rolling down tha it iir i?
Cindy (D Xi D)
Cannot (TX)
What would you do without me?
Cindy
Chrii (20 2),
W i definitely need to party more often!
-Ciylan
S tu n  (D Phi E)
Hope you liked the cookiu m d milk.
-The cookie m onitir
To?
Whoivir wrote thit p irm n il to mi lu t  w u k , F IN D  M E . I 
want to know who you i n  md by the way I’ m S I N 6 L E .
-Dingo (B u ilt)
To the G IR LS  (202a)
Thm ki for thi lu t  weekend, you ihowtd me a R E A L L Y  good 
time. Dave md Vie, th m k i for the ride into the apartment. 
Le t'i do it again!
Dingo
All of you but driven tuck u t i l  It 'i  bad enough you drive 
•round at 90 mphl But then you itop before but tto p i or 
avoid them completely. I'll never ride them again, md I 
hope you all craah your b u u e i md burn up in i  fiery h ill! 
Sincerely, Soaking wet w/out i  ride.
It ’ * m iity, get rid of C hriity!
Rich (Sigma) - Sorry you hid to wait till phaie 5 w u  over 
to g it anything!
Love, Jo m ie  (Sigma)
P n l i  (Sigma)
That Peach Room geti kind of hot, doun't it?
Love, Jana
Sigma,
Thmx for the belt lemi aver, and my fin tl  Love you all, 
Kriatm
Crick Addict,
T h it'i the lu t  time wa l i t  you md Mark go to the Yidio  
Store alone. NO M O R E  S T IC K Y  FIN G E R S I
Love, K itia , Heidi, M i l , Donna, ate.
Jo b u  - Congrata on "the arrival"
Love, Tray-c
Parking lot - I put 2 g uartiri in th i ilot. You owe me at 
le n t one gamel
Michelle 6 , Criiaii, Eileen (A IX ) - The pre-Daytona 
bonding w u  great, l i f t  g it  loaded at my houie again loon! 
Bryaon #123
Potty (AXP) Tha object ii  to give ma an EM PTY contact 
holdir. Thmki!
Chriuy
Eilm n (A IX ) - Hay piuido li tt li  I'm hire for you, 
ivirything will bi okiy.
Bryion
Niyati (A IX ) N u t  w u k  ii going to ba Spring B ru k  all over 
•gain but thia timi it 'l be out W u t .
M ichilli #123
Liu rm  & Noreen (AIX) - He/a'a your pirunal - Our trie  it
\K >\ l( 1 ARK ) \
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tbe batti
M ith tllt  (Anni A tti)
Eilaa» (A IX ) Tbaalci ftr  driving to D m ’ i  Taatday, I den't 
thiiik we heard "Anathar Nijfct” moajlt - ytah rifb t. 
-Bryaa»
Tinia (A IX ) - Happy B -D ty Nvmbar O t t i
Brytaa
Tn y - Yau'ra lucky I wai thart ta find tha pillewtl 
-Chrittla
Bryion, Eilaan, Mieballt (AIX)
I k«4 • grati tini« at t i r  pra-Spring B rtilt  Drankfaitl 6« 
Big Dtddy Jaball
Chrlitia
Brytaa (A IX ) H a t  eould yaa tali John abati my birthdayl 
You'ra laeky ha arai ja it Jaha that aight. Cbritiia (AIX)
Zaak aitai ba outlewad far Ibaia who aaa't bandle Iti
Liaraa C . (A IX )  I baya yoa're having f a » . .  I tald yaa that 
yaa « t i l d i  Den't warry, I won't tali yatr ite ra ti 
Cbriatia (AIX)
Date« ,  yea're aatbiag bit a big n a n i Claa» yaar aet api 
A  eoncarnad bretbar
Paaky Geebar,
I bara ae Afraaria. Cai yaa diraet ma te tba »ta ra ti tie- 
tae chef?
A IX  #156
Tbeia leag ta«y lag* I «ani tbarn. OOaaa tba thiagi I 
aaald del
Sorniona «be ean bandle ITIIIII
Barala,
Yaa gare ma a gead lima and teak my menay. Lat ai da li 
again, taan. Bring yaar friend, tba it a ita i 
6ary.
New TKE Bretbari
Congrataf I latra all ef yeti Ewan tbeagh all ef yaa «ara a 
fa i».
Lava ya. Mirila (AIX)
Erik
De yaa nead tema Kleenex?
AH 104
Den't warry yaa ean bava my lava raekl 
A H  103
Manica (Thala)
Mae. & Cbeaaa every drank nightl 
Lava, Ternata
Dianna (Sigma)
Maat any nica taileta lately?
Rleb
Stephania (Dana Dept.)
Cangrata an yaar engagement. We're bebind yaa all tbe wayl 
Caylan & Cbrlaiy
Ta tbe Stria Lina:
Yaa gaye gel it gaing ani Keep tbe faith. I lava yaa gaya. 
Yvette Q . (Sigma Pai Pbi)
Patria & Sbaggy (AXP)
Wben'i oar next trip?
Reran
Miebelle (Sigma Delta Pbi)
Na mare biteal Next lime da il diaereatlyl 
BM C #2
Hmmmmmm.... IN TE RESTI N G IIIIIII
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Thata Xi Bretberi
Y a i art all really atei gayal I bad f i »  at yair dinner and 
b a lia , aap. «itb  Saltai I lava yail
M irili (AIX)
Vie (Thata Xi)
D a i't  warry. Everything will and and thing« will gat batter. 
I lava yal
Miria» (AIX)
Cindy i  Chriaty (Dalia Xi Dalla)
Ma» ara »at warth ill They ell fichi 
Miri«» (AIX)
Hay, that'« net eaell
Te all girla:
Atta itie n Stay away frem Vie (Theta X i)!  He'a minai 
Fram hie baby
Owen (A X P)
"Serry Ceekia maialar, tbara ara ne mera eaekiai l i f t .” 
'Th at'« a .k .. I'll j u t  bava te ait y u r  brain!”
M iriti (AIX)
Jaanina (Phi Sig)
I m in  hanging eat with yeal Wa hava ta aaaal 
Nancy (D-Phi-E)
A lila » (D -X i-D )
I'm a trae.
Cindy (D-Xi-D)
Serry ta hair thatl 
T u a  (A IX )
I leva all a f yell We're tba Bait af the B a ttìi 
Mirian (AIX)
Cindy (Dalla Xi Dalla)
Yaa'ra a really await parienl Yea datarvi a aita gay. Den't 
«aita yaar tim i an tamaona wbe'a net warth it . Lava yal 
Mirian (AIX)
Aliean (#22)
Impatient Caw! M O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O I 
Chritay (#30)
Cbriaey (D -X i-D )
Dan'l ga ta e lite , itay banging eat with atl 
Leva ya, Mirim (AIX)
Luit (TK E)
Cengratil Yaa'ra the bait! I lave yal Brethan & tiita ri till 
tba end!
Mirian (AIX)
Janine (D -X i-D )
It wit great geing tbapping. Next time le f t  get Chinata 
feed.
Cindy (D-Xi-D)
P .S . L e f t  ga on a gay-bantl
Mirian (A IX )
I've enjoyed our talki when I should have bean in clattet. 
Cindy (D-Xi-D)
Alita» (D -X i-D )
El taxi del Tad!
Cindy (D-Xi-D)
Vietar
You're the bett. Never change!
C hriny & Cindy
Cbritty
Hava you ehoten which guy yaa'ra gonna chaate?
Cindy
Keren
Don't leave tchool!
Cindy
I lava yaa!
Yaar taarat tdmirar 
Viator (Thata Xi)
T h a ft far thawing me the compatir lah. Yaa'ra tha 
g rattali!
Cindy (D -X i-D )
Gamma Pti (Sigma)
Ta th a n  who wart at tim i, it Wat fa »- wa mittad whoever 
w a n 't th a n - wait a»til eetillia»!
P .S . #*
Lite (SD P)
B ig ,B ig - I leva yaal Sami wat faa- what I remembered! 
Lava, yaar Lil.Lil
Cindy
Gaing an a manbuntl SOON!
Jenin«
Ta tha bait 7  datai
Thankt gayt far all af tba mameriat. I lava yaa all!
Nieela
Nat (Sigma)
Whatavar modali Haw wit walking dawn tha eatwalk Friday 
night?
Lava yaar bait friend
Chaeky
Thing« happen far a geed rattan. Now I ean amila agai», 
and main it . Yaa'ra a great gayl Be Gaed!
Leva, Jan«
Kim (Sigma)
Caald I have a eaakia?
Lava Ja n ie
Eileen
Can yea pan tha batter- I need ta hafter my relit.
YKW
To Z Z  94 i  96
Thankt far yaar card. I'm te glad wa a n  friandi at wall at 
l i i t e n . I lava yen bath.
Nicola
6uy wa had a gnat lima at Holiday dinner.
Catenet
Vie
Pati me another bear.
Cannot
Eileen 105B
Mayba wa thould try cooking tame Je ll-0 -  preferably 
strawberry end than maybe F2 will coma around.
Kim
Zonk, Zonking, Zonkedl!
Kriiten (Sigma)
Can we get te itagli one end two and stay than forever? 
Love, Rich
Joan
Need chapitiek?
Love, VP
To my Sigma Sunshine (Danubio)
Keep smilin iweetie. I lave you!
"Big”
Michelle
I love you. Naad I lay mare?
Caruso
Ta the inhabitant! of Pinagrave Rm . 220 and athari who 
stayed th a n - wa will get our revenge!
Lova, Cookie 
P .S . Wa lava George
C anta
R . Adami (Ph! Bete Sigma)
Va» lookad alia tool Na I maan it.
Lava, Carila
Sua (AO)
It w n  graat irnbing tba weddiig & gattiag Lai-d with yaa 
l'm glad wa daaidad ta ga at 3:30 an Frlday.
Nicola (A O )
A lita » (D-Phi-E)
Watch aat far tha bealden i» tha raad and Mika fram 
Sanata.
Lava M iryam , Na»ey & Xaaia
Ta Gidgat (ZE  93)
Thanx far baing tha hait big avari 
Lav Z Z 9 6
Sigma«
Hapa yaa anjoyad yeartalvaa at tim i. Serry abaat tha thitty 
datai. Thankt far nat dattraying tha pltea. Na plamhing 
dam igli. I lava yaa all!
Carata
La an I05B
Hew't «boat a rida ta Hoboka» in tha Lava B a iti!
Eilaa» & Kim
Jill (AO)
Yaar hair laakad beautiful!
Leva yaar raamiat
Kimmy, Jo ff  & Jan
Yaa gayt ara tea laidi Shat Up!
Pam
Diana (SDP)
Help!! Cali 9 - M l l
Eilaa»
Think tbara'i any chanci e f F2 thit waak?
Lava yaar reami«
Sua P. (AO)
l'm te happy yaa'ra aar naw reami«. Wa'ra gonna beva an 
awatoma Spring «amattar!!
Kim (AO)
To thata wha wara at Sigma formai
Hapa you had a gaod time. Thankt far kaapin tha placa
intact.
Lova, Carato 
Chaehi (Delta)
Stop crying over your lati thirtl 
Pam
To Sigma Delta Phi
Yau all datarvi an award in my hook. I love you.
Jaanne
Dianna (Sigma Delta Phi)
Alcahol tlowt your haart rate down! It doein't tpaad it up, 
ta l'm not gaing ta cali 911! I lova you!
Andrai (Sigma Delta Phi)
Gina (sigma)
Whatever hippened ta M iti Morality 1994?
Lave Joania
Frank (Dalle Chi)
Ok you wan- 6 foat. Thankt for a graat timal 
Love, your buddy Joanne
Dianna (Sigma)
I callad thè ambuline« thay’ ll ba bara in a minutai 
Love, Joania
To tha Portuguasa Prineass
I anjoyad aur canvartatian. l i f t  do it again. Remembar to 
ba ttrang; lima baili all woundt. But if you naed a 
thouldar, I am availabla 24 X 7 .
4 ava 6 - AnthonyM O M  C L A R I O N Biff Slinky
Dianna
Fully erockad 1/2 naked. I leva yau.
PRESENTED BY
FRIDAY,  DEC. 9TH, 4:00p.m.-MONDAY,  
DEC. 12th, 5:00p.m. in STUDENT
CENTER RM. 112
Can't be there but want to audition 
anyway? Call ext. 5237 now!
•  • player» It a c liff I of the SGA
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B ru k-tim i.
Natalie (Sigmi)
B i l i m  m i  I 'll i l t i «  you i  good timel J u t  tiy  y it l  
V o i know who
P m  (Sigmi)
I’ m «orry, k it  y i i 'l l  k m  t# rilinguith y u r  t i t l i  u  
yore* 11 in princitt t *  • * *  i f  y u r  li it ir i l  
I m  Joanii
J i i i m  (Sigmi Delta Pki)
Y u ,  m , fanny Spencer, Crary T in - I'll m k *  tk i f l in t , 
y u  ikiw i f .  J u t  r i n i n k i r  bring fi t i in t i  end u r  plugtl 
lo v i A n d ru  (Sigma D ilti Pki)
P.S . 6 rn t job » il k  u n i  b u i u i  y u  c u  i i u r  k m  t u  
gud i  t im
C iru o  (Signi)
Nobody git k ir tl J u t  i  littli nikidl Y u  did i  g r u t  jib ll 
L i u  Joanie
K u d ri
Tkmk fir  liitm in g , and littming u d  littm in g. . . you ir i  
my ‘ 1111 m ati!” Y i i ' r *  tk i b u ll 
Live , Jin n
I think ny fingart i r i  going t i  fill iffl  
Tib i
Liars (Pki S ig n i S ig n i)
I g u n  liny didn't like tk i Ckriitm u panties. I’ d n t k ir  
k m  none tkm  • lin y  one.
K in  (A O )
C iru o
Seni wit iwisom tl T km ki for my twird, b it D im i 
dittrved it tb it nigktl
L i v , T k i P i r u li in  Prince»
Jann (Signi)
Wko ever said you e in 't «how « littli lig md «till bi 
ru y ic tib li.
love, Kri<
Rm. 220
M i nied in etkir Sign Language Seminar, witk our iign«l 
Leva, A  "C" in tk i yi Im
Sylittir
Lovid «tirting t k i firm il u rly  with yoil Tarn tk i b u t  
iru n d .
Live Soho 
Carun (Signi)
I k m  itrong vibe« i b u t  kitting in the futirel W ill you 
ever forgive mi md buttle?
Lovi Joenie
Kiri (Delta Cki)
I «till own Yakkity Yak* md tbit extra $401 
Love Joenie
S kiili (Sigmi)
Are you «tirting tk it kook «bout me toon? People ire liking
for itl
Lo vi, Joanie
Jon (Delta)
Wkat happened to M r. Bubble?
Cirly (AO)
Your date wit really cute.
Love, Robin
Eileen I05B
it nothing but trouble but I enjoy it anyway.
Love, Kim
I heard John died of atphyiiation at the Sigma-temi.
Rich
Dianna (Sigma)
You fhould've taken me to the lemil Now will you give me a 
chance?
Your favorite fraternity guy
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Nancy (D -P k i-E )
I'm glad to «a i y u  kayyy agliai 
Livi, Maryann
M ie k illi (S ig n i D ilt i  Pki)
Had a g r u t  t i n i  W id n u d a y .. .N u t  t i n i ,  if , I premiti 
nit t i  p m  ia ti 
B rit
Mii
N u t  t i n i  bring i  d iti tkit won't u t  i l l  year vig g iu  or 
your u li d l
Kim
Mark S . (Delta Cki)
Hey « to u r - Now I know why y u  w in  eating everyone i l t i 't  
food at tk i firm al!!
Kim (AO)
Andru (Sigma)
Amtriet hasn't teen a buttle partner like yon lince Saturday 
Night F iv ir l
Lo vi, your big 
Irit
I juit want to thank you for letting •« t it  in the hall for 20 
min. after tk i formal. Did you forget you had the key?
YKW
Joan P. (Sigma)
Smocckio-Smoockii
Rich
Xenia (D -P k i-E )
Wkat a n wo going to do on Decomber 14th?
Lo vi, Marymn
Kristen (Sigma)
I never taw anything more beautiful thin you Friday night. 
Love, Rick
Conitanen (D -P k i-E )
You an tko bistoit little and friind! I lovi you!
Nancy
Congrati to tk * Nu e lm  of D -P k i-E . You are going to moki 
awatomo litte r«!
Love, Nancy
Eileen
It that J T  or T J . Lot me think urn, «urei 
Kim
Anna (Sigma)
Work itl
Love your roommate
Eileen & Lauri IO SB 
U U U T E R A A A H ! Yo do dink oddio nayl
Kim
FeeBeo
John Travolta need« an Att-Woopingl So I hear. . . .
Joan P. (Sigma)
Your true identity hat been diteovered. You are the kitting 
bandit of M S U .
Rick
Kara (SDT)
If I Wat a rick girl- Na na na na na na na na na. . .
G u a u  Who?
Tom
You're the b u t! You don't spell it ton- you eat itl Don't 
ever loie your big hoort and «mila. Check ya later.
MCK
Tomat,
That will be a iteak tandwich. Cooked? Umm. . . yeah? 
Ground Round
%  %
Dolly
I'vo boon witching yon md I think I'm in leva. You don't 
know mo but you toon will.
Su ro t Admirer
Allyton (Sigmi)
Hive you thought about opening up your own ridi-mod? You 
are tk i tuyirmodil i f  tk * worldl 
Lovi J P
309A
Strike o n  it in the wiyl Tki tim i k it  eomil 
Carrie (A IX )
I am looking forward to tk i C kriitm u  party. You iro a g r u t 
friin d . Lovi yil
Nmcy (D -P k i-E)
Jito n  (Bohn #1220)
You are to fim l Keep «nailing, bibyl 
An adminr
Scott,
Nice legal B u n  to Philadelphia lately? La tir, Cunningham. 
Your bud« (1209)
Nikk (3)
Where'« my hat, chic? Have you heard from ehiekinbutt? 
TRII
Lauren
I f  I ever toe you like yeitardiy, I will b u t  the crap out of 
youl
Dolly
John (AXP)
Thank you for being tki b u t date ever. I couldn't kavo kid 
i  better time. I guett we r u lly  are crackkiadtl
D .D . (SDT)
Ckritty
Hey roomiel Tkmkt for being there for m . M u  j u t  tuckl 
Bird
Kelly (d-Pki-E)
You iro • g ru t friind and I can't wait till you find out wko 
I uni
Your ticret titter
Xonii (D -P k i-E)
H u  that kook comi in handy?
Kirri
Stay strong. All your dedication will piy off.
Lovi Nicole Z ES 6
loti's rule, D-Pki-E
M o litti
Are you a tree?
Nat (Sigma)
Players only love you when they're playinl 
love your b u t friend
Sigma
I’ m terry I forgot the chapttick at semi.
Love your prer.
To the S trii line
Your bond is your itrongth. You will forever keep ut strong. 
Love the sisters of Sigmi Psi Phi, Inc.
Kornacki (Sigma)
Thanks for forgetting me vt klemot! Beta Nul 
Love always, Botte
Dawn (4 B 17)
If you only knewl
Candice
Greetings from Puerto Ricol 
Love, Jetties
Guapo (AXP)
Baby I kid i  g r u t w ukind witk y u .  I r u lly  w u t  tkingi ti 
work out between ut. Rimomkir you a n  tk i lovi of my life. 
Lovo, your g irlfriud
Malody,
Someone u llo d l l i  it u f i  for mo to come in, or should I 
roam around tomo moro?
R u m io
S p littir
Wait. Ukl Uhl N i l  Wait, Okayl H tn 's  th r u  timing N o . . 
.N o . . .  and Not 
Soko
To Stovo B .
lu v o  thorn W .H .I .S .P .E .R .S .  alone, tk iy ’ ri bad newt.
A  concernid G ru k  (fim ili)
D -P k i-E - ru lu l W i are number One!
D u r  Q :
Pre-practice, pro-combo, than combo, T u u d iy . . . Ba 
tk ir ill
Lo vi, S + M
To Clairol &  friin d t
Find your own min to hang on.
Buvit,
Stoner wants to know if you’ n  going to try it again! Hit 
B uttku d
To tko Mu C la n  of SDT
You guys iro tk i ton b u tl Keep up tk i good work!
Love, Lambda Xi 116
D u r  Christine,
W kativir you do, wa always have fun. But Sapphire Ball wet 
a blast. Wo had tk i time of our liv u l I can't wait to 
Cottilion.
IP S L, Your plodgi titte r, C a ttii
To all my titta ri of Phi Sigmi Sigmi 
You midi my first S ip p k in  Ball i  night I'll ilw iyt 
remember. C ongnti Ti m ! Su ing iviryon i have i  good time 
wat tk i h u t  think yo* Nini and I could kiva gotten.
ISPL Cattii #107
Tammy (SDT)
You know you'ro my favorita.
Tki liar
*Y*
Help m i.
Houdini
Alpha Kappi Pti
Start recruiting.
Your now M OR
Phi Sigmi Sigmi
Hopi you had i  g ru t time at your ball.
Your DJ
Sir Lou
P lo itt blackball ma.
Yeee e ee etttsitstitttfIIII1III Finithad i t  lis t.
"I Love 
Personals. 
I really do.
Sort of.”
TT
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ACTION-PACKED EX C ITEM EN T!
LOTS O F 
FUN!
LO TS OF 
FUN!
CALL
x 51 6 9  AND LEAVE 
MESSAGE OR
POSITIONS
AVAILABLE!
•WRITERS
STOP BY RM 113  
STUDENT 
CENTER 
ANNEX
•PH0T06RAPHY 
•GRAPHIC 
DESIGN 
•ASSISTANT 
EDITORSHIPS 
•COPY EDITORS 
•EDITORIAL 
POSITIONS 
STILL AVAIL.
DO YOU SEE THESE FACES?
IT'S 7:15 AM THURSDAY MORNING AND THE 
STAFF OF THE MONTCLARION IS STILL SLAVING 
HARD TO FINISH THIS ISSUE.
BUT, IT DOESN'T HAVE TO BE THIS WAY. IF 
YOU HAD JOINED THE MONTCLARION, THIS 
MIGHT NOT HAVE HAPPENED. IN FACT, IF 
WOODY HAD GONE STRIAGHT TO THE POLICE, 
NONE OF THIS WOULD HAVE EVER HAVE HAP-
PENED.
-ms ’MOTne-w&i&n vs * e^tss cntz 07 “r»z
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Lady Red Hawks Dial ‘V’ for (tournament) victory
MSU wins 16th annual Dial Basketball Classic for 11th time
by Glenn Steinberg
And the w inner is... MSU.
O f course, we must be talking about 
the Dial Basketball Classic, where MSU 
has now won 11 of the last 16 tournam ents 
it hosts. T hough they have won the ma­
jority of the tournam ent m eetings, the 
Lady Red Hawks did not capture the title 
since 1991 when it beat Frostburg 62-51.
However, this year was different, with 
the Lady Red Hawks (4-1) winning the 
championship by winning both of their 
games in a convincing fashion.
“The team  should feel more confi­
dent,” said Lady Red Hawk head coach 
Gloria Bradley, referring to her team ’s 
four-game w inningstreakand theircham - 
pionship game win in which they beat 
Emmanuel College 78-51 in the 16th 
Annual Dial Basketball Classic. “W e have 
goals of winning the conference- and we 
also want an NCAA bid.”
Four team s fought to win the champi­
onship over two days. T he first opponent 
for the Lady Red Hawks on Friday was 
the Gallaudet University Bisons (2-2) from 
Washington, D. C. Then, their opponent 
in the cham pionsh ip  gam e was the 
Emmanuel College Saints (4-2) from Bos­
ton, Mass.
Aftercrushingthe Bisons86-45 in their 
opener, they faced Em manuel College, 
a team that was thought to be a threat to 
win the tournam ent.
Before the match-up, Bradley said that 
Emmanuel was one of the m ost aggres­
sive teams that she had seen in a while.
“Inordertow inw e must play a smarter 
game and m ust go inside m ore,” said 
Bradley. “It has to be a better technical 
game for us.”
According to her, the Saints were an 
extremely tough team that is able to run 
the floor well. T hey  also beat William 
Paterson earlier in the season which was 
the preseason favorite to win the NJAC.
T hat was not the case on Saturday. 
Thingsstarted offforthe Lady Red Hawks 
similarly to the way it had started the night 
before, fast and furious. T hey never trailed 
at all during either of the games.
A fterfivem inutesw entbyinthegam e, 
MSU held a 15-1 lead thanks to an 11-0 
run. For the third game in a row, the Lady 
Red Hawks m ade it look easy.
What was expected to be an interest­
ing matchup turned into a laugher early 
on. With 5:01 remaining in the first half, 
the Lady Red Hawks had a 21-point lead 
after freshman guard Aidill Borrero, the 
tournament MVP, hit one of her two free 
throws. T h e  first half ended with MSU 
holding a 50-20 advantage.
In the half, the Lady Red Hawks shot
a torrid 63% (22 of 35) from the floor. 
While they shotwell, theyalso forced the 
Saints to shoot poorly, as the Boston 
school only hit 21% (9of43)oftheirshots.
Guards Heidi Klingert and Borrero 
led the team in scoring in the first half. 
Klingert had 18 points on 8-of-9 shooting 
from the floor while Borrero had 15 points 
on 6-of-10 shooting from the floor, along 
with five assists and four steals.
Both teams traded baskets for most of 
the second half with the Lady Red Hawks 
gaining the biggest lead of the game at 38 
with 7:23 left in the game after Klingert 
hit her free throw attem pt.
T h e  Saintsactuallyoutscored the Lady 
Red Hawks in the second half 31-28, 
with W endi Lott being Em manuel’s lead­
ing scorer in the second half with 10 
points. Mainly, that was because the Lady 
Red Hawks cooled off from the first half.
T h e  two leadingscorersforMSU were 
Klingert, who led all scorers with 25 points 
andBorrero, who added 16 points.
A big difference for her team was that 
they did not make as many turnovers as 
in previous games. T hey  took good shots 
and played an aggressive defense
“We forced them to take bad shots, 
but we shot well ourselves,” said Brad­
ley. “W e controlled the boards and it 
turned into a very good game for us.”
M SU beat up on the  girls from 
Gallaudet right from the get go, never 
letting them  get into the game. After only 
five m inutes into the first half, the Lady 
Red Flawks held a l l - 2  advantage, and 
took a 41-19 lead into the half.
Though they held a commanding lead, 
Bradley was not entirely pleased with her 
team ’s performance. T h e  team only shot 
35% from the floor in the first half and 
only shot 58% from the free throw line.
“W e d idn’t shoot well in the first half,” 
said Bradley. “We also had 19 turnovers 
and committed too many (16 alone in the 
first half) fouls.”
Five minutes into the second stanza, 
the Lady Red Hawks opened their lead 
to 57-23 mainly because of patience on 
offense. T h e  biggest lead they held was 
with 4:36 remaining in the game, when 
they had a 45-point lead, 78-33.
In the second h a lf , MSU shot 54% 
from the floor. Borrero helped pick up 
the pace for the Lady Red Flawks by 
getting 16 points on 8-of-10 shooting in 
only 10 minutes, of playing time She 
finished with a game-high 21 points, while 
adding five assists and four steals. Fresh­
man guard Jill Schultz poured in 12 points, 
five steals and three assists, and Klingert 
finished with 11 points, six assists and 
four steals..
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The Lady Red Hawks have shown that they will be contenders in the NJAC thanks to 
freshman guard Aidill Borrero. A native ofJersey City, she poured in 31 points in two games 
to earn MVP honors of the 16th Annual Dial Basketball Classic. And while her and her 
teammates won the tournament, Borrero also earned NJAC Rookie of the Week honors.
Women’s Hoops: MSU 78, Emmanuel (MA) 51
Emmanuel (4-2)
PLAYER MINS FG FGA 3P 3PA FT FTA O-TR A F PTS
Henderson 26 2 9 1 3 0 0 1-1 ’ 1 2 5
Napolitano 18 1 12 0 3 1 4 2-2 1 2 3
Harwood 8 1 1 0 0 0 0 1-2 1 1 2
Price 15 3 4 0 0 0 0 3-5 0 1 6
Cabrera 17 2 11 0 0 1 2 1-3 1 1 5
Nimley 7 1 2 0 0 1 2 3-5 0 1 3
Lawton 6 0 2 0 0 0 0 0-1 1 .3 0
Greenidge 9 2 3 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 4
Pizarro 8 2 4 0 0 0 4 6-6 0 0 4
Gardiner 11 1 3 0 0 2 2 0-0 0 2 4
McVeigh 28 2 10 0 1 0 0 3-4 1 4 4
Lott 15 4 10 0 0 2 4 6-10 0 1 10
Williams 13 0 2 0 0 1 2 0-2 0 1 1
MSU (4-1, 1-1 NJAC)
Borrero 26 6 12 0 0 4 6 2-6 6 1 16
Klingert 27 11 16 0 0 3 7 1-2 2 0 25
Perez 21 2 6 0 1 3 4 1-3 1 3 7
Kovar 26 3 8 0 0 1 4 3-10 0 1 7
Misiejuk 15 4 6 0 0 1 1 3-9 4 4 9
Villalta 25 1 2 0 0 0 0 0-4 6 1 2
Schultz 15 2 2 0 0 2 4 2-3 0 2 6
Owens 12 0 3 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 3 0
Nogueira 20 3 4 0 0 0 0 1-9 1 2 6
Woods 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0
Watson 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0-2 0 0 0
End of First Half: MSU 50, Emmanuel 20.
First Round Game: MSU 86, Gallaudet 45
The 16th Annual Dial Basketball Classic MVP and NJAC Rookie of the Week: Aidill Borrero.
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Red Hawks come back strong in Stockton win
‘Geleski huddle* inspires men’s hoops to second straight NJAC win
“Noie I'm  back to being the good guy on the bench, ” said assistant coach Jose Rebimbas 
(center) o f the return of head coach of Nick Del Tufo. Rebimbas was 2-2 in his absence.
fry Brian Falzarano
There wasjustsom cthingaboutM SU’s 
68-55 win over Richard Stockton last Sat­
urday at Pomona.
It wasn’t that the Red Hawks (2-3,2-2 
NJAC) won its second straight game in 
the New Jersey Athletic Conference.
And it w asn’t that they actually played 
well in the second half for the second 
game in a row.
Finally, it wasn’t that Greg Fowler, as 
he had all through the first four games, led 
them in scoring with 20 points.
Rather, it was something that hap­
pened in a huddle duringa tim eout. Some­
thing that had nothing to do with the 
game in specific.
“We called  a tim eout,” said Jose 
Rebimbas, whocoached the team  in Nick 
Del T u fo ’s absence, “and (reserve for- 
\vard)Jason Geleski had drills in the morn­
ing (he is in the Army R O TC ).”
“He drove there on his own and got 
there 15 m inutes before the game. We 
(the team) talked about com m itm ent and 
Jason and what he did. We told them  they 
had to m ake the comm itm ent to them ­
selves and to defensive intensity. It was at 
that tim e that we took control of the 
game.”
“T he  kids matured, and they  realized 
that this could be their last gam e,” 
Rebimbas continued. “We talked about
everything but basketball in the huddle.”
From that point on, M SU was able to 
turn its play up a notch and drill the 
Ospreys (3-2, 2-2) on the finer points of 
defensive basketball. T h a t is evidenced 
by Stockton being held to a mere 38.8 
shooting percentage from the floor (21 of 
54). Also MSU was able to do an effective 
job on the glass, while D ean Spinogatti 
(15 points, four assists) also came up big 
on defense.
Even though the Red Hawks did not
shoot well themselves (23 of 61, 36 per­
cent), they were able to hit their free 
throws down the stretch. It was these 
frequent trips to the charity stripe down 
the stripe that led to them  closing out the 
game on a 13-5 run, all o f their points 
com ing via free throws.
“I think we’re beginningtowearteams 
down,” said Rebimbas, referring to a rig­
orous off-season trainingprogram the Red 
Hawks went through. “W e’re one of the 
deepest teams in the league. We wear
team s down in the  last 10 minutes.”
W inning a game like this against an 
established foe such as Stockton can defi­
nitely put some wind in their sails.
“ Every away gam e is big,” said  
Rebimbas, who was 2-2 in coaching for 
Del Tufo, whocame back last nightagainst 
Jersey City St. “Every away game you win 
is big. We felt we gave one away at hom e 
versus Kean (on Nov. 26), so to get one 
back versus Stockton is big.”
E D IT O R ’S N O T E : The results of 
last night’s game against Jersey City St. 
w ere unavailable at press time.
MSU dropped a 75-58 decision to Di­
vision I Rider University last Thursday. 
D espite being down 41-9 early, the Red 
Hawks battled back, even cutting the 
Bronc lead to 14 at one point (52-38).
“You can’t sim ulate quickness and 
strength, and it was a rude awakening for 
som eofourkids,” said interim head coach 
Jose Rebimbas. “O nce they got out to 
that 24-2 (actually 21-2) lead with 11 
m inutes left in the first half, they (his 
players) could have gave up. I could have 
gave up.”
“I wasn’t going to let them off of the 
hook,” Rebimbas added. “I told them  it is 
a once in a lifetime opportunity to upset a 
Division I team.”
O ne plus, though, was MSU proved 
that it can play with the  big boys.
Fearless Forecasts
TOM TRACY, MANAGING EDITOR (2-7)
Lions - 3 over Jets. if I pick these teams
Packers + 31/2 over Bears. that the Giants have to finish ahead
Steelers + 6 over Eagles. of to get into the playoffs
Redskins - 8 over Arizona. then they will all lose and the
Giants + 5 1/2 over Bengals. Giants will get the wild card!
GREG MACSWEENEY, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF (22-25):
Niners -10 1/2 over Chargers. Rollin, Rollin, Rollin, keep those Cowboys 
shaking.
Lions - 3 over Jets. Jets got problems.
Cowboys - 10 over Browns. You gotta at least respect them.
Pats - 5 1/2 over Colts. Parcells makes the team complete.
GLENN STEINBERG, ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR (21-27): 
Giants - 51/2 over Bengals. I’m stupid enough to think they’ll be a wild card. 
Oilers - 2 1/2 aver Seahawks. It won't make me go blind.
Cowboys -10 over Browns. Tuning up for Christmas Eve.
Lions + 3 over Jets. Are the Jets mathematically eliminated yet.
CHRIS HINCK, MANAGING EDITOR (28-20):
Jets -3 over Lions. It’s favorite week.
Cowboys -10 over Browns. Same reason.
Vikings + 4 over Bills. The Bills, like, suck.
Falcons + 4 over Saints. The Saints are ungodly.
THE PROPHET (21-27):
Saints + 4 over Falcons, You don’t abandon your teams.
Seahawks + 2 1/2 over Oilers. Seahawks rule- the bottom of the ladder. 
Cowboys -10 over Browns. Dallas is good. Cleveland isn’t as good.
Giants - 5 1/2 over Bengals. Ah, who cares anyway.
Men’s Hoops: Rider 75, MSU 58
MSU (2-3, 2-2 NJAC)
PLAYER MINS FG FGA 3P 3PA FT FT A O-TR A F PTS
Fowler 34 6 15 0 2 1 2 1- 7 0 4 13
Jackson 28 0 4 0 0 2 4 1- 4 1 3 2
Misiejuk 14 0 0 0 0 0 1 0- 0 0 0 0
Smith 25 2 4 1 3 2 2 0- 1 4 2 7
Spinogatti 23 5 7 3 3 0 0 1- 4 3 2 13
Reilly 15 1 1 1 1 1 2 0- 1 1 1 4
Pettiford 21 5 7 3 5 0 2 1- 3 0 3 13
Pepercic 24 0 1 0 0 0 0 1- 2 0 4 0
Ordino 12 1 5 0 0 1 2 0- 0 0 4 3
Geleski 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0- 1 0 0 0
Orts 1 1 2 0 0 1 2 0- 0 0 0 3
MSU (0-2,0-2 NJAC)
Smith 26 7 13 1 1 2 5 2- 4 2 3 17
Flowers 17 0 1 0 0 2 4 1- 2 0 2 2
Jones 32 4 5 0 0 2 2 3-10 1 3 10
Hames 34 8 12 4 5 6 7 1- 5 4 0 26
Touomou 25 3 8 0 3 2 3 1- 5 2 5 8
McPeek 17 1 3 0 0 0 0 1- 2 1 2 2
Charles 9 0 2 0 1 0 0 0- 4 0 3 0
Watkins r /  '. 0 3 0 2 0 0 0- 0 4 0 0
Edwards 10 2 4 0 1 1 1 0- 1 0 0 5
Collins 5 "'1 2 0 0 1 2 2- 2 0 0 3
Allen 8 1 4 0 2 0 1 0 - 0 1 0 2
Parker 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0
Stapleton 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0
End of First Half: Rider 45, MSU 19
FG %: Rider- 47.3 (27 of 57), MSU-45.6 (21 of 46)
3PT %: Rider- 33.3 (5 of 15), MSU- 57.1 (8 of 14)
FT %: Rider- 64 (16 of 25), MSU- 47 (8 of 17) 
Technical Ftjylsi'Rider 1 (Bench), MSU 1 (Pettiford). 
Attendance: 1,600
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What do you want for Christmas? A stereo, perhaps. Maybe a television. How 
about a brand new wardrobe? Or a personal servant to satisfy every single one of 
your desires, no matter what they are?
Sorry, but I can’t give you any of that. But I can give you a chance to boost your 
resume and participate in the campus community. I can use people for ideas, ed­
iting and especially for writing. Come down to the Student
Center Room 113, during the week. Or call me, Brian Falzarano at 655-5241. 
Happy Holidays,
Brian Falzarano.
■"yfCW'
for fast pick up-safe äs coffee
Revive with VIVARIN
Um  only a* directed. Contain* caffeine equivalent to 2 cupe o f coffee.
Lo o k s  lik e  a 
V iv a rin  n ig h t.
It's 10 PM. You've crammed for finals 
all week. Took two today. And 
now you've got to pack an entire 
semester's worth of Philosophy into 
one take-home exam, in one night. 
But how do you stay awake when  
you're totally wiped? Revive 
with Vivarin. Safe as coffee, 
Vivarin helps keep you awake 
and mentally alert for hours.
So when you have pen in 
hand, but sleep on the brain, 
make it a Vivarin night!
0 1993 Sm lthKItno Beecham
\\\
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by Brian Falzarano
(Playoff) fantasy not 
reality for the locals
New York- it is the  greatest city in the 
world. There is a hot dog vendor on 
every corner selling some of the greatest 
hot dogs, knishes and pretzels in the 
world. You can shop until you drop or 
just admire the sights.
But there is one problem  with the Big 
Apple. Its sports team s, namely the G i­
ants and Jets, are frauds. What they do is 
raise your hopes as high as the World 
Trade Center, only to let them drop 
down like a sky diver who forgot his 
trusty parachute.
At the beginningof the year, it looked 
as if things were going to turn out the 
way they have. After letting go of Phil 
Simms, possibly the greatest as well as 
the classiest quarterback they have ever 
had, the Giants seem ed to be staring a 
.500 season dead in the eye. But if Dave 
Brown was able to show anything at all, 
the Giants would be able to make the 
playoffs. A lthough they  would get 
spanked in the first round, it would have
been enough to quell the anger of the fans 
of the Big Blue.
A 3-0 start against then-inferior compe­
tition (Philly, Arizona and Washington) un­
fairly lifted the hopes of these fans. T h e  
seven-game slide that they went on was 
concrete evidence of that. And while they 
have won three in a row, it was also against, 
at best, suspect competition.
First they beat Houston, the closest th ing 
to an Arena Football League team the 
N F L  has had in quite some time. T hen  
they bested Washington, a team which has 
seen better days. Finally, they were able to 
best a decent Cleveland team. They d e ­
serve credit for the victory, but the Browns 
are not a good 9-4 team. Question that if you 
will, but a team with Vinny Testaverde at 
quarterback is not even an offensive threat, 
let alone a legitimate Super Bowl con­
tender. Teams with solid defenses don’t 
have to worry a b o u t stopp ing  th e  
Testaverde-led offense, because it usually 
finds a way of short-circuiting itself.
In a best case scenario, the Giants win 
two of their last three (Cincinnati and 
Philly, don’t even think they will beat 
Dallas) and get some help from team s 
playing Detroit, Philly and Green Bay. 
Then, they go to the playoffs and get 
knocked off in the first round. But that 
only happens if Brown can play as he has 
of late.
As far as the Jets go, their playoff hopes 
are on a life support system in a hospital 
somewhere outside of Giants Stadium. It 
is almost as if they want to live up to the 
negative expectations people have for 
them. Beating N ew  England would have 
enabled them to move above .500. M ov­
ing to 7-6 pretty m uch would have guar­
anteed them a .500 record (they close 
against Houston). But instead of proving 
they can bounce back from a tough loss 
and win a key game on the road, they got 
outplayed by N ew  England.
Instead of assuring themselves of an 
inside track to the playoffs, they allowed 
the Patriots to add to their momentum 
and give them an excellent chance at a 
wild-card spot. Boomer’s boys now have 
to win their last three games. There are 
three teams, Buffalo, Kansas City and 
New England ahead of them. T he first 
two are proven, albeit struggling, playoff 
teams. And you are already know about 
the Pats.
Nonetheless, Christmas time looks like 
it will be for doing anything but watching 
football forGiant and Je t fans. They would 
be better off looking towards the N F L
Draft in April, bu t they arc too mediocre 
to even warrant a high enough draft pick 
to select a dom inant player.
Such is life w hen you are a fan of either 
of these teams.
PARTING SHOTS
Virtual Reality: I was one of the best 
centers in basketball last year. Along with 
my coach, PA T RILP7Y, I thought I de­
served the M VP award. But this year I 
have not even been a shadow of myself. 
T he  same can be said of my team.
Ladies and gentlem en, I introduce to 
PATRICK EW IN G .
After the beati ng they took at the hands 
of the O R L A N D O  MAGIC on Friday 
night, they are no longer the Beasts o f the 
East that they were.
It is still early, bu t the Magic m ay be 
the league’s deepest team. T hey get scor­
ing, stability and leadership from BRIAN 
SHAW, rebounding and shot-blocking 
from  A N T H O N Y  A V E N T , and  
DONALD ROYAL gives them scoring 
punch off of the bench.
L et’s do away w ith this bowl coalition 
garbage and have playoffs, OK
NEBRASKA-PENN STA TE should 
be the National Championship.
What happened to Saturday N ight 
Live? If they could make R O SEA N N E 
seem as if she is not funny, there is a major 
problem. I am sure of this.
See you in seven.
Point/Counterpoint
Treasurer Tom Tracy Sports Editor Brian Falzarano
Who would you start an NBA team with?
Pom: I would start my team with 
David Robinson, cen ter for the San 
Antonio Spurs. H e has every skill that 
you could ask for in a basketball player:
Besides Robinson, my next four 
players would be as follows:
1. John Stockton- H e is a superior 
leader on and off the court, and is one 
of the greatest point guards ever.
2. Chris W ebber- As long as he is 
aware of how many tim e-outs we have 
loft, he should fit in nicely.
T  Hakeem Olajuwon- He makes 
toy list because he is great and he 
single-handedly beat my Knicks last 
year.
4- Reggie Miller- You need some­
one to irritate the fans.
1 ake that, Shaq-Fu dude.
Brian:I would start my team and cen­
ter it around Shaquille O ’Neal of the 
Orlando Magic. But after that, I would 
surround him with superior talent such 
as these players:
1. At point guard, I would be hard 
pressed to go against John Stockton of 
the Utah Jazz. He is the steadying influ­
ence you need on a team.
2. Mitch Richmond at off-guard. He 
can score, but you know he is good when 
Michael Jordan referred to him as the 
toughest player he ever played against.
4. Small forward would be taken care 
o f by Jamal Mashburn.
5. And at power forward...in his sec­
ond year out of Michigan...now playing 
for his eighth team...we hope he stays in 
Washington...Chris W ebber.
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